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Effects of various wing-body interaction design 
parameter variations on the structural behaviour of 
a small RPV have been investigated using the finite 
element method on an adhoc basis rather than a classical 
analytic approach. 
The method in use is based on the substructuring 
displacement method considering the body and the wing as 
two major substructures. The elastic coupling effect 
of wing stiffness on the body structural behaviour also 
examined. 
By comparing classical analysis methods to the 
present. investigation, comments are made upon the use of 
those methods in the design analysis of the RPV class 
of structure. From the calculated results, general 
guidelines on the structural wing-body interaction 
analysis or design of this class of vehicle have been 
proposed. 
A set of finite element programs have been developed 
for the present investigation, and relevant finite elements 
based on the displacement assumption have been formulated. 
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NOTATION 
a Length of shell element in longitudinal 
direction. 
Unknown coefficient matrix for finite 
element displacement assumption. 
A Cross sectional area of beam element. 
Af, Ar, As Cross sectional area of frame element, 
ring element, and stringer element 
respectively. 
b Length of shell element in circumferential 
direction. 
B Strain-displacement relation matrix. 
c Shell element bending rigidity to 
extedsional rigidity ratio; = t2/12. 
C Shell element extensional rigidity; 
C= Et/(1-ý2) 
Nodal displacement matrix for the shell 
element formulation. 
Cfx' Cfr' Cft Frame internal force coefficients in X, R, 
and 6 direction respectively. Cf=FR/PLC 
Cmx Frame internal inplane moment coefficient 
Cmx=M/PR. 
Cux' Cur' Cut Frame displacement coefficients in X, R 
e direction respectively. Cu=uGtR/PLc 
Cpx Frame internal irrplane rotation coefficient. 
CpX=0 GtR2/PLc 
x 
Cg, Cp, Cto Cf Load factors for unit normal acceleration, 
unit pitching acceleration, tail load, 
and fin load respectively. 
C. G. Centre of gravity of the vehicle. 
xxi 
d Depth of the deep frame. 
D Shell element bending rigidity. 
D= Et3/12(1-ý2) 
Stress-strain relation matrix of finite 
element formulation. 
E Young's modulus. 
F Load vector for system equations. 
Internal forces of frame or stiffeners. 
F 'F Interaction load vectors at forward and b rw b fw 
rear wing attachment respectively. 
g Gravitational acceleration. 
G Shear modulus of rigidity. 
I Second moment of inertia. 
I 'I 'I 'I Second moment of inertia of loaded frame, f sh s r 
rings, stringers, and body cross section 
respectively. 
Ix'Iy'Ixy Beam element second moment of inertia 
normal, lateral respectively. 
J Torsional constant of beam element. 
K Shear coefficient of beam element with 
shear deformation effect. 
Stiffness matrix. 
Kb, Kw Condensed stiffness matrix of total body 
and wing respectively. 
K Element stiffness matrix. 
e 
L , Lf, L Length of centre body, forward body, and c r 
rear body respectively. 
L Standard ring spacing. 
rsp 
m Harmonic number in analytic formulae. 
Master degree of'freedom. 
M Concentrated moment load on loaded frame 
in harmonic analysis. 
Mass matrix. 
Internal moment of frame or stiffeners. 
Mb, MBT Bending moment on the body cross-section. 
xxii 
Mx, Me, Mxe Bending moment in longitudinal direction, 
in circumferential direction, and twesting 
moment of shell element. (=MX, Mt, MXtin graphs) 
Mx , My, Mz Bending moment about normal axis, lateral 
axis, and axis along shear centre of beam 
element. 
N Stress resultants vector of shell element. 
N Number of stringers in body cross section. 
str 
N e , Ne, N Direct stress resultant, hoop stress x x 
resultant, and shear stress resultant of 
shell element. (=N t in 
graphs) 
, Nt, N x x 
o Fictitious member. 
0 Null matrix or vector. 
p Concentrated radial load on loaded frame 
or reaction load at wing pick up point. 
Pt Element load vector or matrix. 
Total normal force on. the tail plane. 
T Condensed load matrix. 
Q Shear flow on the frames. 
q Distributed load vector. 
R Radius of body. 
Circumferential curvature of shell element. 
RE, RW Resultant reaction load vectors of body 
and wing respectively. 
,R ,R R Reaction load vectors on wing pick up t p g 
points due to unit normal acceleration, 
load, unit pitching acceleration load 
and tail load respectively. 
r ,r Curvature of beam element centroid and c s 
shear centre respectively. 
t Thickness of body skin or shell element. 
t' Effective thickness of body skin in 
extension. 
T Concentrated tangential load on frame. 
u Displacement along body longitudinal axis. 
u Element displacement vector. e 
xxiii 
u ,u Displacement vector of body and wing. e w 
U Strain energy. 
Ub. Interaction displacement vector. 
, Ut ,U U Interaction displacement components by p 9 
body loads of 1g inertia, 1 rad/sect 
pitching, and unit tail load respectively. 
v Circumferential displacement of shell 
element. 
w Radial displacement of shell element. - 
x, y offset of stiffening element shear centre 
from shell middle surface. 
,y x Dislocation between shear centre and centroid. c c 
Z(L), Z(Lc) Parameters in ESDU and Chpater 7; GtR4/EIfL 
a Semiarc. angle of shell element or beam 
element. 
Twisting angle of beam element. 
PO Opening angle of cutout. 
Shear strain of shell element. 
1xZY Yyz Shear strain of beam element. 
Strain vector. 
Normal strain of beam element at centroid. 
Ex Ee Strain along longitudinal axis and 
circumferential axis respectively. 
, ke, kxe k Change of curvature about longitudinal x 
axis, circumferential axis, and twisting 
of shell element. 
e Circumferential angle. 
Specific weight. 
Normal stress of beam element. 
0 Rotation of beam element about shear centre. 
x'Obz 
Curvature about longitudinal axis and 
circumferential axis of the shell or beam 
elementary respectively. 
Poisson's ratio. 
1/(1L+2A /Rt ) 
S 
xxiv 
Subscripts and others 
c Centre body. 
f Frame or forward body. 
r Standard ring stiffeners or rear body. 
s Longitudinal stringers or booms. 
rsp Ring spacing. 
str Stringers. 
w Wing structure. 
72-12-60 Representation of body substructure length; 
Lf=72.0 in. Lc=12.0 in. and Lr=60.0 in. 
Matrix 
( )T Transposed matrix. 
{} Vector. 




The demands on the unmanned reusable or disposable 
flight vehicle are rapidly growing due to the escalating 
costs of aircraft and their increasing vulnerability to 
the modern anti-air defence weapon systems. One type of 
unmanned flight vehicle, the remotely piloted vehicle 
(RPV), previously used mainly as a drone, has had its 
typical mission extended to the tasks of reconnaissance, 
decoy, harassment and attack (Ref. l-4) in the military 
purpose as well as being developed into a highly maneuver- 
able research aircraft (Ref. 5). 
Despite major development of electronic devices-for 
use of in this class of unmanned vehicle, little 
has been reported on the structural design and analysis 
of an RPV. Those reports which have appeared are not 
concerned with the overall structural behaviour, but mainly 
with the use of composite materials for the wing structure 
(Ref. 6,7) or components. (Ref. 8). 
The wing-body interaction of an RPV has not only 
a major influence on the stress distributions in the 
overall structure, as on a usual aircraft, but also most 
frequent structural redesigns and reanalyses involving in 
during the preliminary design phase, because of the major 
structural assembly and the large concentrated load 
transmission. 
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From the extensive investigation of existing aircrafts 
and RPVs (Appendix A), typical characteristics of the 
existing and possible RPV structural designs can be 
summarized as follows: 
i) Simple shell structure of the body around the wing 
attachment. 
ii) One piece of the wing structure which is attached 
to the various positions of the body structure 
(low/high or-mid-wing) and use of extreme low or 
high wing pick up. 
iii) Simple wing assemblage and detachment using small 
number of pick up points. 
iv) Small number of longitudinal stiffeners (stringers) 
and transverse stiffeners (rings), and wing pick up 
load frames which are relatively deeper or heavier 
than the frames used in the transport type fuselage. 
These structural characteristics are quite different 
from those of the, transport type of aircraft structure 
with the exception of the cross sectional shape. The 
sort of structural simplicities listed above are mainly 
the results of cost effectiveness and the requirement for 
the replacement of parts, both for disposable and reusable 
vehicle. 
From the structural analysis point of view, whereas 
the large number of stiffeners in the monocoque fuselage 
of an orthodox transport vehicle distributes the concen- 
trated wing load smoothly over the fuselage and enables 
the use of the assumption of stiffeners which are smeared 
out to the skin structure, the small number of stiffeners 
or wing pick up frames in the RPV produce abrupt changes 
in the stress distributions around them, consequently, 
preventing the use of above assumption. 
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In particular the small number of wing pick up frames 
and attachment points will transfer severely concentrated 
wing loads to the body structure, while the large number 
of these wing-body connections used in transport or mili- 
tary fighter aircraft will provide smooth wing load 
transfer to the body structure. 
The relatively smaller chord length or frame spacing 
due to the smaller wing taper ratio of this class of 
vehicle compared to those of aircraft, subjects the body 
to highly cocentrated shear loads and large bending 
moments around the wing attachments due both to wing loads 
and distributed body loads. 
The question arises as to whether the classical 
design formulae used for a transport type semi-monocoque 
fuselage are resonably applicable to the simpler RPV body 
structural design, and whether simple design guidelines 
are available for the design and analysis of this type 
structure. 
In the present research, the structural character- 
istics of RPV wing-body interaction have been investigated 
on an adhoc basis using the finite element method and the 
simple design of RPV which is shown in Appendix B. 
As in the case of aircraft, numerous designs for 
the wing and body shape are possible. For the present 
analysis a simple body of circular cross section and a 
two spar wing have been chosen. This enables a comparison 
to be made with results yielded by the classical analysis 
methods or formulae which are used for transport type 
aircraft. 
The effect of various wing-body design parameters, 
such as frame. properties and the wing positions etc., 
on the body structural behaviour has. been investigated, 
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extensively using a set of developed finite element method 
body analysis computer programs which use the substructuring 
displacement method. 
The influence of the wing stiffness on the body 
structural behaviour by the elastic coupling between 
these two substructure has been also examined and results 
are evaluated against the body alone analysis. The wing 
matrix has been condensed using the PAFEC 75 (Ref. 9) 
program package, in lieu of developing another computer 
program. 
Further parametric investigations are performed for 
more general discretely stiffened body shell structures. 
These include dimensional changes in the above RPV design. 
Classical analytic or empirical methods which are 
used for the transport type of fuselage have been eval- 
uated by comparison with the present results in order to 
asses the limitations of their application to small simple 
shell structures of an RPV body. Using, . the-results of.. 
the present investigation, an attempt has been made to 
draw general guidelines on the wing-body intersection 
design- a; nd analysis of a class of small RPV structure. 
Although only the case of simple structural wing- 
body interaction for a small RPV is considered here, the 
method used can be applied to the general wing-fuselage 
interaction analysis of any aero-space vehicle. 
The set of specially developed cylindrical shell 
analysis finite element programs can be readily used for 
the preliminary phase of an RPV type body structure or 
for the analysis of similar type of shell structure without 
depending on the expensive general purpose structural 
analysis programs, such as PAFEC or NASTRAN (Ref. 1O) 
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The development of finite element method investigation 
program includes the element formulations for the shell, 
stiffeners and loaded frames. Especially the deep 
stiffneners or frames, due to the small size of RPV class 
compared to the aircraft structure, requires the use of 
deep beem elements which are connected to the shell skin 
with large eccentricities. 
The aim of this research is to find the general 
trends of such simple structural design of RPV type wing- 
body interaction and expecting complicated structural 






Typical wing-body interaction designs of existing 
aircraft and RPVs have been investigated in Appendix A, 
prior to the numerical investigation of the structural 
wing-body interaction of the RPV. The characteristics 
of the RPV class. of vehicle have been described in the 
previous chapter. 
The relevant classical analysis methods or design 
formulae. for transport type aircraft fuselages have been 
surveyed, as there has been no previous investigation 
into the RPV type of vehicle. Several finite element 
approaches to the analysis of aircraft wing-fuselage 
interaction effects have also been surveyed. 
In conjunction with the development of the finite 
element method body analysis program, subjects such as 
shell elements, beam elements and solution techniques have 
been briefly reviewed. 
2.2 Classical Analyses and Design Formulae for Transport 
Type Fuselages 
The salient feature of the general structural charac- 
teristics of most aircraft fuselage is that it consists of an 
outer skin of comparatively thin sheet which is stiffened in the 
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longitudinal direction by stringers around the circum- 
ference, transverse rings to maintain the cross section, 
and heavier frames to distribute concentrated load into 
the skin. For such a structure, engineering beam theory 
approaches, such as the loaded frame analyses (Ref. ll, 12)' 
or shell analysis (Ref. 13) for the fuselage, are no longer 
applicable due to the importance of shear deformation and 
the consequent warping of cross sections which gives rise 
to axial constraint stresses. 
The flexibility of a frame produces much higher shear 
stresses in the skin due to transverse loads on the. frame, 
than those predicted by the engineering beam theory, while 
the bending moments in the frame may be reduced. The 
presence of cut-outs in an aircraft fuselage reduces the 
applicability of these elementary theories. 
The'first theoretical solution for the flexible framed 
shell type of structure was developed by Wignot, Comb, and 
Ensrud (Ref-14). Their model of the shell assumes that 
there are no transverse stiffeners except the loaded frame. 
Hoff presented an. analysis (Ref. 15) based on the assumption 
that the unknown quantities are harmonic in polar angle of 
the shell. Kempner and Duberg (Ref. 16) produced a recurr- 
ence formula for the stress analysis of reinforced cylin- 
ders loaded in the planes of their rings, using two design 
parameters of R6t'/IL3 and GtR3/EIL3 The structu- 
ral model of the shell in references 15 and 16 considers 
the shell ring stiffeners to be equally spaced and to have 
second moments of inertia equal to that of the loaded frame. 
Since the time that the matrix method of structural 
analysis introduced to aircraft structures by Argyris and 
Kelsey (Ref. 17), this method has been used almost exclu- 
sively and MacNeal and Bailie's consecutive reports 
(Ref. 18_20) are virtually the last analytical approaches 
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for the aircraft fuselage analysis. In their harmonic 
analysis of a cylindrical fuselage with a single loaded. 
frame, all structural behaviors are expressed as a func- 
tion of harmonic coefficient Kn which relates the engi-. 
neering beam theory values to those of each harmonic term. 
Using the basic long shell solution, Kn has been modi- 
fied for various frame conditions. 
These analyses are 
such as ESDU (Ref. 21). 
sis. formula for the four 
cut-outs using empirical 
have-given a detailed re 
methods for more general 
used extensively in design manuals 
Kuhn (Ref. 22) developed an analy- 
longeron shell with or without 
data. Argyris and Kelsey (Ref. 17) 
view of aircraft fuselage analysis 
shapes in their work. 
The presence of the wing structure has always been 
neglected to minimize analytical complexity in the classi- 
cal analyses. The shell is also assumed to be very long 
so as to neglect the clamped end reactions due to the 
self-equilibrating harmonic load terms. 
The other important assumption made in the classical 
analyses is that of the role-of the longitudinal and the 
transverse stiffeners. Usually the cross sectional area 
of these members are smeared out to the skin, which increases 
extentional-stiffnesses of the shell, while bending and tor- 
sional properties are neglected. 
However. when the shell skin is very thin and the 
stiffeners are very sturdy, the contribution of these 
stiffeners to the bending rigidity of the shell becomes 
more important. In particular-the major contribution of 
local twisting rigidity of, a.. thin s'tiffened shell comes 
from the torsional rigidity of the stiffeners as desribed 
by Flügge (Ref. 23). 
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2.3 Wing-Fuselage Interaction Analysis by the Finite 
Element Method 
Although the simplified classical fuselage analysis 
methods or engineering beam theory are still useful for 
the preliminary analysis or design of semi-monocoque fuse- 
lages (Ref. 13,24,25), the rapid development of large 
digital computers and the development of the finite 
element method have enabled a more rigorous analysis of 
the total aircraft structure to be performed. 
Argyris and Kelsey (Ref. 17,26) applied the matrix 
force method to a general shape of aircraft fuselage, 
assuming the cross section to be a polygon of shear pannels 
with direct stress carrying longitudinal members at the 
vertices. The ring stiffeners were represented by beam 
elements to make a polygonal frame. 
Using the substructuring technique proposed by 
Prezemieniecki (Ref. 27), Taig (Ref. 28) gave a multi-level 
substructuring analysis of an aircraft structure. Later 
Hansen et al. (Ref. 29) gave their Boeing 747 wing-body 
intersection structural analysis using this substructuriing 
technique. 
Kalev, Baruch and Blaso (Ref. 30) proposed a wing- 
fuselage static interaction analysis by the combination 
of experimental results and the finite element method. 
They have used the substructuring force method (Ref. 31) 
for the Kfir aircraft structure with the refined wing 
NASTRAN model and the beam type fuselage model. Numerical 
analyses and full scale separate structural tests for the 
wing and fuselage have been performed to obtain wing-fuselage 
interaction for any symmetric load conditions of the fuselage 
model. The calculated results of the fuselage disagreed 
with the test results due to its simple modeling. 
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2.4 Finite Element Shell Analysis Pertinent to Present 
Work 
The most important factors in the finite element 
method of analysing shell structures are the adequate 
idealization of the shell geometry, the choice of the 
finite element formulation method and the use of an effec- 
tive solution algorithm for the computer program. 
These factors are briefly discussed in their relation to 
the development of a cylindrical body analysis program in 
the following sections. 
2.4.1 Shell Structural Idealization and Shell Elements 
Numerous methods of finite element shell structure 
analysis have been reported in static, stability and 
dynamic analyses. Gallagher (Ref. 32) and Zienckiewicz 
(Ref. 33) summarized numerous thin shell idealizations and 
the shell finite element formulations which have been 
proposed in the literatures based on the direct displace- 
ment approach, hybrid or mixed formulation. 
The common structural idealizations used in the 
finite element analysis of shell structures, such as the 
fuselage of an aerospace vehicle, a cooling tower, a pre- 
ssure vessel etc, are as follows: 
i) Polygonal representation using triangular or rectan- 
gular membrane or plate elements (Ref. 26,34-37). 
Axisymmetric representation using Fourier harmonic 
axisymmetric elements for the shell of revolution 
(Ref. 38-42). 
iii) Usage of triangular or rectangular curved shell 
elements to represent the shell curvature with or 
without the shallow shell assumption (Ref. 43-52). 
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Usually the first type of representation requires the 
coordinate transformation of the element matrices to the 
global coordinate system during assemblage of the elements, 
while the second and the third do not need to be transformed. 
When the shell is stiffened by many stringers and 
rings, as in a transport fuselage or the booster structure 
of a space vehicle, the structural idealization can be 
more simplified by the use of anisotropic axisymmetric 
element (Ref. 38), shear panel or membrane elements for 
the skin and simple three degrees of freedom for the stiff- 
eners (Ref. 26,53), or plate elements and ordinary beam 
elements (Ref. 54). 
2.4.2 Beam Elements 
For the representation of stiffeners and frames, 
numerous beam elements are available. They are mostly 
based on the beam theory or the isoparametric formulation 
method. The straight beam. element with shear deformation 
effect (Ref. 55) is one of the basic elements which can be 
used for an idealization of the stringer members by apply- 
ing the appropriate transformations and assumptions. 
Curved thin-walled beams have been frequently used 
for the idealization of bridge girders (Ref. 56-59). The 
effect of cross sectional warping due to torsion is commonly 
included in these formulations. These elements can be 
used to model ring stiffeners, discarding warping terms 
for the present structure. Curved beam elements which 
include the shear deformation effect (Ref. 60-62) are 
also useful elements for the idealization of the ring 
stiffeners. 
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Most of those elements do not include the centroid- 
shear centre dislocation which is likely to happen in the 
present structure. The effect of eccentricity between 
the shell middle surface and the shear centre of the ele- 
ment can be incoorporated into these general elements by 
a simple transformation of coordinates. 
2.4.3 Solution Routines 
In the structural parametric study, due to the nume- 
rous design possibilities, it is anticipated to have many 
different proportions of the structural system equations. 
Numerous effective solution techniques are available 
based on the direct or iterative method for the finite 
element method of structural analysis, as summarized in 
the Meyer's paper (Ref. 63). The basic solution techniques 
for the systems of equations are incore solution techniques 
such as a band solver (Ref. 64). For large systems of 
equations which are too large to be solved within the given 
computer central memory, it is common to use an out of core 
solver, such as Iron's frontal solution technique and its 
variations (Ref. 65-67). The partitioning method or the 
substructuring technique (Ref. 27,28,68-72) are also effec- 
tive solution methods, which reduce the large systems of 
equations to systems which can be handled within the central 
memory. 
The efficiency of those solution routines for large 
structural systems will usually depend upon the ratio of 
the incore usage, which is much faster but usually limited 
in size, to the use of the peripheral processor as a back- 
ing storage system, which is usually slower but no limita- 
tion in memory size. 
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When changes in structural geometry or material 
properties are involved as in the present design para- 
meter changes, either substructuring techniques or re- 
analysis techniques (Ref. 73,74) using series expansion 
of sensitivity vectors will be neccessary. As pointed 
out by Meyer (Ref. 63), these reanalysis techniques are 
sometimes error-prone or ineffective in reducing the 
computing time, so that substructuring techniques or 
complete reanalyses are preferable. Large finite ele- 
ment structural analysis packages, such as NASTRAN, have 




SCOPE OF INVESTIGATION AND METHOD OF ANALYSIS 
3.1 Introduction 
The tasks herein are the investigation of general 
trends in the structural behaviour of small RPV's due to 
various wing-body interaction design parameter changes, 
and the formulation of general guidelines for the future 
structural design of this class of vehicles. 
A small slender RPV model design has been chosen 
(Fig.. 3.1). to accomplish these tasks effectively. Detailed 
descriptions of the chosen RPV design are given in 
Appendix B. Given the basic dimensions of this structure, 
major design parameter variation effects have been inves- 
tigated using a fixed body configuration and considering 
various positions of the wing around the circumference of 
the body cross section. 
A set of finite 
analysis programs has 
investigations of the 
the concentrated wing 
through the wing pick 
focused on the effect 
frames and the centre 
and the centre body ci 
element method cylindrical body 
been developed for the present 
body structural behaviour. Since 
loadings are transfered to the body 
up frames, the investigations are 
of design variations in the pick up 
body, such as the frame stiffness 
utout. 
The body structure has been subdivided into three 
major shells in the longitudinal direction, and two frames. 
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The elastic coupling effect between the two major sub- 
structures, the body and the wing, has been investigated 
using a substructuring technique. The stress distributions 
in the total body structure and the wing structure have 
been examined and compared with the results obtained from 
a body alone or a wing alone analysis. 
Other important wing-body. interaction parameters, 
such as the pick up frame pitch, have been investigated 
in accordance with changes in the basic body shell,. dimen-.. 
sions. Alterations ore made in the properties and dimen- 
sions of the original structure including a change in the 
relative positions of the wing and. the tail planes and. a 
change in the stiffener properties. Effect of number of 
stiffeners also examined. 
The classical design formulae which are used for 
the analysis of transport type fuselages are evaluated 
against the results of the present investigations in order 
to asses the limitations in their application to RPV design. 
The major items which are investigated are as follows: 
i) Axial and circumferential distributions of displace- 
ments and stresses in the skin and stiffeners of 
the body. 
ii ) Circumferential distribution of internal loads in 
the loaded frames. 
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3.2 General Assumptions and Load Conditions 
The general assumptions made in-the present investi- 
gation into the wing-body interaction of a class of small 
RPV are as follows: 
i) Nonstructural members at the nose and tail secti-ons 
of the body are neglected, so that the body is a 
cylindrical shell. 
ii ) The same isotropic material is used for all structu- 
ral members. 
iii) The circumferential and the longitudinal stiffeners 
are spaced regularly throughout the body structure, 
and the number of stiffeners is so small that their 
properties are not smeared to the skin properties* 
iv) Wing and body are joined together at two positions 
along the body axis, and at a single point along 
the semicircumference through the frames in a sta- 
tically determined manner for the symmetric load-cases. 
v) The angle of wing incidence is assumed to be zero 
so that the plane of the wing is parallel to the 
vehicle longitudinal axis. 
vi) The tail units and the fin are connected to the. 
body by a single point at the end circumference, 
and their stiffnesses are negligible. 
vii) The inplane stiffness of the wing structure along 
the wing span is very large compared to the shell 
stiffness. 
täii) The total structure is. symmetric about the global 
X-Y plane of symmetry (Fig. 3.2) as in orthodox 
aircraft. 
ix) The centre of gravity of the vehicle is located at 
the forward frame centre. 
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The basic loadings considered here are the distri- 
buted and concentrated vertical loads due to normal acce- 
leration or symmetric pull up which are symmetric, and 
the torsion load on the body due to roll which is anti- 
symmetric, about the plane of symmetry. The symmetric 
load on the vehicle is assumed to be balanced by the 
combinations of wing normal forces, body normal accelera- 
tion inertia, pitching acceleration inertia, and normal 
force on the tail plane. 
Thus, in the investigation of the body structural 
behavior, the following three symmetric load conditions 
(Fig. 3.3) have been considered: 
i) The structural inertia load due to unit normal 
acceleration which will be multiplied by the appro- 
priate mass ratio of total vehicle mass to structural 
mass. 
ii ) The structural inertia load due to unit pitching 
acceleration of structural mass. 
iii) The tail normal force which is reacted by the concen- 
trated wing normal loads at the pick up frames. 
The total wing reactions at the wing pick-up. points 
will be the algebraic sum of the above three loads. 
Although there is the obvious disadvantage of another step 
to arrive at the actual wing-body interaction forces due 
to these resolved symmetric load sources, the structural 
behavior under each load condition will give a clear quan- 
titative idea of the interaction forces. 
In the case of the antisymmetric loading due to roll 
produced by aileron deflection, which is the most important 
load source of the body torsion, it is assumed that the 
reactions are carried by the tail plane and the fin only 
(Fig. 3.4). Therefore, the rolling inertia terms of the 
wing and body as well as the changes in the normal force 
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distribution on the wing is balanced by the normal forces 
on these tail unit. 
According to the above chosen load conditions, the 
boundary conditions are applied along the plane of symmetry 
of the structure in the usual manner. The restraints on 
the plane of symmetry are all inplane degrees of freedom 
for the symmetric load conditions, and all out of plane 
displacement constraints for the antisymmetric load. 
3.3 Finite Element Structural Idealization 
The total RPV structure has been subdivided into 
three major substructures of the body shell, the loaded 
frames and the wing. The tail plane and fin structure 
stiffness effects have been neglected while the loads on 
these structures are transfered to the body shell as 
described in the previous section. 
The body shell structure consists of the skin, the 
ring stiffeners, and the longitudinal stringers as shown 
in Fig. 3.5. The body structure is further subdivided 
into the forward body, the centre body in which the wing 
is attached, and the rear body. 
Using the symmetry of 
plane of symmetry, only one 
modeled and analysed. One 
ral models for the total ve 
Details of the body and the 
tions are given in Chapters 
the structure about the vertical 
half of the structure has been 
of the finite element structu- 
hicle is shown in Fig. 3.6. 
wing finite element idealiza- 
4 and 5 respectively. 
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3.3.1 Body Shell Structure Finite Element Idealization 
and Elements Used 
The basic structural components of the body shell 
are the direct stress carrying skin member and two types 
of stiffening members, one in the longitudinal and the 
other in the transverse direction. 
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Among the numerous methods of shell element formula- 
tion, Sabir and Ashwell's strain element formulation method 
(Ref-50) with Novozhilov's shell theory (Ref. 75) has been 
chosen to represent the shell skin. In this formulation, 
the simple strain functions are found from the shell com- 
patibility equations, instead of using the usual displace- 
ment assumptions or stress assumptions along the boundaries 
of element (Appendix C). This strain assumption enables 
the use of an explicit integral for the formulation of 
the element matrices, and has shown a high 'level of accu- 
racy when a smaller number of degrees of freedom are con- 
sidered. The cylindrical shell geometry of this element 
does not require the transformation process of the element 
matrices. 
The transverse ring stiffeners have been modeled 
using the curved thin-walled beam element which is given 
in Appendix D. This curved beam element has been modi- 
fied to a straight thin-walled beam element and used for 
modeling the longitudinal stringers. This element allows 
for a centroid-shear centre offset as well as for the 
dislocation of the shell middle surface and the beam shear 
centre. 
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3.3.2 Loaded Frame Considered and Finite Element ModeliD2 
The flexibility of the loaded frame is a major 
cause of deviation of the body structural behaviour from 
that predicted by elementary beam theory, as is also the 
case for the transport type fuselage. The choice of 
frame design for a small RPV is much greater than that 
available for the transport type fuselage. A limited 
number of frame designs have been selected for the present 
investigation. 
The typical types of loaded frame design which are 
considered in the present investigation (Fig. 3.7) are 
as follows: 
i)A rigid diaphragm or bulkhead which has much greater 
stiffness in its plane than the radial and tangential 
stiffnesses of the shell element, while it has negli- 
gible out of plane stiffnesses so as to allow warp- 
ing of the cross section of the shell. This type 
of frame has been modeled by rigid spring elements 
which completely prevent inplane displacements and 
rotations along the circumference. 
ii )A simple circular ring frame which has constant cross 
sectional properties around the circumference. 
Depending on the depth and eccentricity of this type 
of frame, it can either be a simple ring frame, a 
ring frame with eccentricity or a boom-web-boom 
construction annular frame. 
iii) Finally a noncircular frame whose properties are 
not constant around the circumference. This radial 
unsymmetry results from heavy local reinforcements 
around the wing attachments. This frame can have 
two variations depending upon the frame depth. 
The possible radial unsymmetry of the frame design 
and the number of stringers in the body shell were 
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the main obstructions to the use of an axisymmetric analysis. 
The booms of the loaded frame are modeled by the 
same curved beam element which is used to model the ring 
stiffeners. The web member in the boom-web-boom type 
frame is-idealized by the isoparametric inplane element 
(Ref. 76) . 
3.3.3 Wing Structure 
The wing configuration, which is shown in Fig. 3.1, 
has the leading edge sweep back angle of 2.7 degrees, the 
quater chord sweep back angle of zero degree and the 
trailing edge sweep forward angle of eight degrees. 
The aileron is located outside of the 79% semi-wing span 
and afterward of the 70% chord line. 
The convential torsion box type wing has been used. 
The wing structure consists of six ribs-and two spars, 
using isotropic material. The main forward spar is placed 
at the quater chord line, while the auxiliary rear spar 
is placed at the 70 per cent chord line. 
The wing skin is modeled by the isoparametric plate 
bending element. The spars and ribs are idealized by 
using simple beam elements for the lower and upper booms 
and an isoparametric membrane element for the web. 
Unlike the previous body and frame modeling and ana4--' 
lysis, the PAFEC 75 program has been used for the-condensation 
of the wing structure. The finite element model of the 
wing is shown in Fig. 5.1.3. The aileron structure is neg- 
lected. The same wing model has been used for-the various 
wing-body attachment position design. 
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3.3.4 Structural. Symmetry and Antisymmetry 
The body and the frame structures have been assumed 
to be symmetrical about the vertical plane of symmetry as 
in many aerospace, civil engineering, and marine structures. 
This structural symmetry permits a complete structural 
analysis to be made by considering only a portion of the 
total structure (Ref. 77). 
Although the use of the horizontal plane of symmetry 
is possible when considering the shell only, this is not 
the case when the wing structure is included. It is also 
precluded by the requirements of a further transformation 
procedure to match with the unsymmetric system equations 
of the possible unsymmetric loaded frame case. 
3.4 Analysis and Parametric Variation Study of Chosen 
RPV Body Structure 
As a first step to the present investigation, the 
effect on the body structural behaviour due to the change. of 
wing-body design in the following ways, has been examined: 
i) Position of the wing in the circumference of the 
body, which is varying five different circumferen- 
tial angle from 180 degree position (low/high wing) 
to 90 degree position (mid wing) with variation of 
22.5 degree. 
ii ) Variation of the frame type as discussed in section. 
3.3.2 and changes in the frame stiffness properties, 
such as second moment of inertia and eccentricity etc. 
iii) Consideration of the centre body cutout, which is 
neccessary in order to assemble the wing structure. 
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iv) Different combinations of frame types for the forward 
and rear frame, such as diaphragm-ring frame and deep 
noncircular frame-ring frame etc.. 
Due to the long shell geometry of the body, differences 
in structural behaviors from those predicted by beam theory 
will be most noticeable near to the frame stations. Thus 
the present investigations are mainly concerned with the 
centre body shell and the loaded frames. The outer bodies 
have been assembled as substructures. 
3.5 Static Wing-Body Interaction Analysis 
The wing interaction effects occuring in the body 
shell, have been examined by assembling the condensed wing 
stiffness to the centre body. The condensed wing matrix 
is obtained from the eigen value calculation routine in the 
PAFEC 75. The influence of the body structure on the wing 
structural behaviour can be analysed by PAFEC program using 
the interaction displacements which are obtained from the 
body analysis. However, the wing analysis is excluded in 
the present investigation. 
Including the basic wing-body interaction of the normal 
force and displacement, other types of possible interactions 
, such as axial 
force and moments, also have been examined. 
" Details of the wing structural model and the usage of 
PAFEC program for the condensation of wing stiffness matrix 
are given in Chapter 5 and Appendix F respectively. 0 
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3.6 Further Investigation of Body Shell Design Parameters 
The investigations were extended to a more general 
design of cylindrical RPV body in order to examine the 
effect of varying the following design parameters: 
i) The slenderness ratio of each substructure of the 
cylindrical body, including the frame spacing. 
ii ) The number of stiffeners and their properties. 
iii) The position of tail plane around the circumference 
of the body. 
By comparing the results of the present investigation 
with those given by classical analytic methods, the appli- 
cability of those methods to the present type of shell 
structure has been examined. 
3.7 Development of the Computer Program 
Although a very useful finite element structural 
analysis package, PAFEC 75, was readily available at the 
beginning of this research, it was considered to be un- 
economical to. use such a general purpose computer program 
to investigate the structure, considering the number of 
runs neccessitated by the so many design parameters and 
variations. 
In order to perform an efficient investigation, a set 
of small finite element cylindrical RPV wing-body inter- 
action analysis program has been developed on the basis 
of substructuring technique, although the PAFEC 75 program 
was used for the analysis of the wing structure. 
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As shown in Appendix H. the complete package used 
is devided into several small modular programs to achieve 
maximum substructüring efficiency. They are interfacing 
each other through the backing storage disc files. 
A brief summary of the developed modular programs, together 
with the externally supplied PAFEC 75 role in the analysis, 
is as follows: 
i) ELMAT; Element stiffness and distributed inertia 
load matrices generation routine for the 
four noded cylindrical shell element and 
the curved or straight thin walled beam used 
for stiffeners. 
ii ) CONSH; To obtain the condensed structural matrices 
of the forward and rear body, and the dis- 
placement/stress solution. of these structures 
by back-substitution. 
iii) LOADFR; To obtain the structural matricis for the 
various types of loaded frame which are 
assembled to the centre body. 
iv) PAFEC 75; To obtain the condensed wing stiffness 
matrix and to analyse the wing structural 
behavior under the body structure presence. 
v) CENSOL; The main centre body solution routine for 
various centre shell design options. This 
program reads in the condensed structural 
matrices of the other substructures, solves 
for the displacements and stresses in the 
centre body, and back-substitutes the boundary 
displacement data for the outer shells and 
the wing structures. 
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3.8 Units and Coordinate System Used 
Throughout the present research, the imperial units 
have been used-in pound force (lbf) and inch system. 
Cartesian coordinates are used for the general des- 
cription of the structural system and loads. However,. 
in the actual displacement and stress calculation, the 
cylindrical polar coordinates have been used in order to 
exploit the cylindrical geometry which does not need to 
be transformed to assemble element matices. Thus the 
load matrices which are in the global cartesian coordi- 
nates of the vehicle, such as the vertical inertia load 
or the wing load matrices, are transformed to the cylind- 
rical polar coordinates in the program. The coordinate 
system used for the general description of the vehicle 
is shown in Fig. 3.2. 
The sign conventions used for the stress resultants, 
internal forces, and displacements of the shell and ring 
elements in the cylindrical coordinates are shown in 
Fig. C. l and Fig. D. l respectively. 
3.9 General Notes on the Graphic Outputs 
Most of the results are plotted using a CALCOMP plotter 
and the GINO graphic subroutines. The automatic scaling 
routine in the graphic subroutines produces odd . scale 
factors for many graphic outputs. Furthermore, the small 
number of circumferential mesh (mostly eight elements per 
semi-circumference) and the curve fitting routine make 
somec. results be more complicated. However,; unless there 
are'. sharp`, changes of displacements or. stress -distributions, 
the results are fair enough to, show trends. and relative 
magnitudes of the finite element, output. 
As the structural behaviour near the wing pick up is of 
primary intrest, most graphic outputs are drawn for the 
structure between two standard ring stiffeners which are 
located either side of the two loaded frames. The results 
are generally represented circumferentially (in degrees or 
Y/R) as well as longitudinally (in body station number or 
relative position from the frames). Generally the hori- 
zontal axis is used for the circumferential nodal position. 
The major graphic outputs can be represented by the 
following categories: 
i) Displacement distributions of the type of Fig. 4.3.10; 
These are generally plotted using a single scale which 
is taken from the maximum value of displacement present. 
This scale is shown at the bottom left of vertical axis. 
The longitudinal body positions are shown along the 
right hand side vertical axis. A zero displacement 
line for each is drawn as a solid hozontal line. 
The results for the forward body are drawn at the bottom, 
while those for rear body are on the top of graphs. 
ii) Stress distributions of the type of Fig. 4.3.13: These 
are also plotted in one scale as the displacement dis- 
tributions, but the results are drawn mostly on the 
separate graph for each of longitudinal body position. 
The order of this body station appearing is usually 
from the bottom of page to the top and from the left 
to the right side. Therefore the graph at bottom 
left represents the circumferential stress distribution 
at the standard ring position forward of the forward 
pick up frame, while the graph on the top represents the 
opposite case. 
±L )Stress distributions of the type of Fig. 4.4.1; When the 
general trends of stress distribution are shown for the 
variation of a single design parameter, the same graphic 
representation as the displacement distributions are 
used. However, the shell stress distributions at both 
both sides of each frame are drawn separately. 
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iv) Stress distributions of the type of Fig. 4.4.21: Another 
set of graphs for the stress distributions is used to 
show a schematic comparison along the circumference and 
longtitude of body. The relative magnitude, of stress 
is represented by the radially distorted shape of the 
original semi-circle. The scale for stress level is 
shown in one inch length scale. 
v) Stress distributions of the type used in Chapter 5: 
The membrane and bending stress of the shell around the 
circumference of two frame positions and the middle of 
two frames are plotted on separate page for each stress. 
Comparisons are made between two different wing pick up 
conditions side by side for each case of stress. 
The individual scale for each stress is used. Therefore the 
maximum value of vertical axis represents 1.2 times of 
the maximum stress in each type of stress resultant 
vi) Shear flow distributions of the type of Fig. 4.3.19; 
The shear flow distributions on the two loaded frames 
are plotted mostly in nondimensionalized coefficient form. 
The results for the forward . 
frame are drawn on the left 
side and for the rear frame on the right side. Unless 
there are sharp variations of shear distributions, the 
smooth curve fitting subroutine in GINO is used. 
The structural dimensions and design variables which 
are constant are placed at the top of each page, and the 
variation of a design variable is indicated at the bottom, 
in most graphic comparisons. 
4.. _. ,..... . 
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CHAPTER 4 
ANALYSIS AND DESIGN PARAMETER VARIATION STUDIES OF WING 
PICK UP STRUCTURES 
4.1 Introduction 
A cylindrical body structure of small RPV in 
Appendix B under the distributed and concentrated load 
has been analysed using the finite element method. This 
analysis has led to the investigation of structural behav- 
iour of the wing attachment structure due to various design 
parameter variations. Analysis and investigation are 
mainly concerned about the wing pick up structures, such 
as the centre body shell and the loaded frames. 
The wing loading is assumed as balanced reactions 
of distributed body loads and concentrated tail load for 
the case of symmetric loading by constraining the assumed 
wing attachment points. The antisymmetric load due to 
the aileron deflection is assumed to be balanced by the 
tail plane and fin normal forces. Forces on those tail 
units are assumed to be transmitted to the body as concen- 
trated loads. 
The effect of-concentrated wing loads and flexibility 
of the loaded frames die out more or less rapidly increa- 
sing the distance from the wing pick up frames according 
to the Saint-Venant principle. Consequently stresses 
and displacements approach the values predicted by elemen- 
tary beam theory. 
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To concentrate the investigation on this disturbed 
region, the substructuring technique has. been used devi- 
ding the body into three major shells. The stiffnesses 
and load matrices of the outer body shells have been con- 
densed, and they are assembled to those of the centre body 
to which the wing is attached through the frames. One 
diameter's length of the outer shell has been taken to be 
the centre body in order to compare the disturbed struc- 
tural behavior with that predicted from elementary theory. 
The calculated stresses and forces at nodal points 
are averaged in most cases except shear stress around 
the loaded frames. The shear flow load on the frames 
has been found from the difference in shear stress resul- 
tants in the skin elements at each side of the frame as 
usual . 
Details of dimensions and general assumptions are 
given in Appendix B and in the previous chapter. The 
basic structural dimensions and assumptions for finite 
element idealization of the body structure are briefly 
summarized as follows: 
i) Thin body shell skin with radius of 6.0 inch and 
thickness of 0.06 inch. 
ii ) Two main wing spars are attached to the loaded 
frames by a single point at each semicircle. 
iii) Transverse ring stiffeners are placed at equal 
intervals of 12.0 inch, Lrsp, and they are identical 
throughout the body. 
iv) Four longitudinal booms (stringers) are placed at 
equal intervals, at 45°, 135°, 225° and 315° angles 
respectively. 
'VI) 
Total length of the body is 144 inch which is divided 
into 72 inch length of the forward body, Lf, 60 inch 
length of the rear body, Lr, and the centre body, L. 
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vi) The centre of gravity, C. G, of the vehicle is located 
at the X=72 inch position on the longitudinal axis 
(forward frame). 
vii) The inplane stiffness of the wing structure in its 
spanwise direction, Z, is rigid, but it is negligible 
in the chord wise, X, direction. 
Na) The wing pick-up positions are constrained in a sta- 
tically determined manner to prevent rigid body motion 
in the vertical direction and to simulate the wing 
normal force. The axial restraint is applied on 
the forward pick up position. 
ix) Using the structural symmetry about the vertical Y-Z 
plane, half of the body has been modeled with appro- 
priate boundary conditions along that plane. 
A simplified finite element model of the total body 
structure without the wing and the tail unit is shown in 
Fig. 4.1.1. One of the idealized centre body structures 
is also shown in Fig. 4.1.2. Most of graphic representation 
of results are plotted in accordance with the notes in 
section 3.9. 
4.2 Design Parameters to be Investigated 
The classical design parameters, for the shell struc- 
ture with single loaded frame are GR4t/EIfL1 of Kempner's 
(Ref. 16) or ESDU (Ref. 21) and R [t' R2Lrsp/IR] 4/F6 
R Et', /Gt/2 of MacNeal's (Ref. 18-20). They cannot be 
evaluated in the present finite element analysis for the 
two-framed body structure. 
Although those parameters are related to the proper- 
ties of all the parts of the shell structure (i. e., shell, 
ring stiffener, stringers and frame), the major differences 
from the beam theory arise from the frame stiffness If as 
shown in Appendix E. 
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Another important factor is the wing attachment 
points on the circumference of body, because the radial 
and the tangential load components on the frame due to 
the wing load depend on this position. 
A possible structural discontinuity in the centre 
body also contribute significantly to the body structural 
behaviour. This discontinuity may arise from the cutout 
made. for joining the wing structure to the inside the 
centre body. 
Rather than examining the classical collective"form- 
of-design parameter, the specific effects of the following 
design parameters on the body structural behavior have 
been examined in the present investigation: 
i) Position of the wing attachment points around the 
circumference of body with two relatively heavy ring 
frames (If=0.1 in4). 
ii ) Inplane bending stiffness of the loaded frame vary- 
ing from the same second moment of inertia of the 
standard ring stiffener to the rigid diaphragm which 
has infinite inplane bending stiffness. 
iii) Variation of the frame depth. 
iv) Local reinforcement around the wing pick up points 
of the loaded frame. 
v) Difference: in the, stiffnesses of two frames. 
vi) Cutout of the centre body shell below the wing plane 
with an intermediate wing pick up at 135. ° 
The other parameters relating to more general shell 
structures and the stiffeners are examined in Chapter 6. 
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4.3 Effect of the Wing Pick Up Position Variations 
Around the Circumference of the Shell 
The wing attachment position on the fuselage of the 
aerospace vehicle affects not only an aerodynamic wing 
body interference (Ref. 78), but also the internal load 
distributions of the fuselage structure. Many important 
design factors are involved in determination of this posi- 
tion, such as the requirements of internal payload arran- 
gement, aerodynamics and performance, and structure etc. 
Various positions of the wing attachment around the 
circumference of the body have been investigated in the 
structural point of view. This position is defined as 
the-. angle from the vertex of the circular cross section 
in-the present work. Thus the mid-wing is- assumed to be 
. located at 
the 90 degree position, while the low-wing 
and the high wing are assumed to be at the top and the 
bottom vertices of the body circumference respectively. 
The intermediate positions between those. extreme cases are 
also considered at equal intervals of 11.25 degrees. 
The high wing or the low wing are extreme cases of 
the wing attachment but they affect the body structural 
behavior in the same manner. Therefore in the present 
investigation, both of them have been taken account of 
the low wing which is attached to the body at the 180 
degree position of the circumference. A general des- 
cription of the wing pick up position is given in Fig. 3.2. 
The loaded frames considered in this investigation 
are mainly rigid diaphragms or relatively heavy circular 
rings-which have constant section properties around the 
circumference. 
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Because the wing loads are transmitted to the body 
structure as normal forces on the plane of the wing through 
the frames, change of the wing pick up position leads to 
the variation of the magnitude of radial and tangential 
force components on the frame. The low/high pick up is 
assumed to be subjected to pure radial loads, and the 
mid wing pick up to two pure tangential loads. 
4.3.1 Displacements 
For the case of mid wing pick up in the present 
analysis, the structural behavior of the body structure 
will be similar to that of the deep beam in which shear 
deformation effects are important, because the constraints 
are applied along the neutral axis of the body shell. 
The transverse frames and ring stiffeners will have negli- 
gible effect on the radial deformation of the circumference 
and warping of the cross section of body with the mid wing 
pick up under the symmetrical load conditions. 
The vertical displacement and the j. nclination angle 
of the cross sections of the body with the mid wing pick 
up, are compared with the solutions of simple beam ele- 
ment and Timoshenko beam finite element analyses (Ref. 31,53) 
in Fig. 4.3.1 and Fig. 4.3.2 respectively. Tangential 
displacements and rotations of the ring stiffeners and 
the frames under the end tail load have been used in those 
comparison, and they are taken from the points along 
90 degree position of the body circumference. 
The shear coefficient K in the Timoshenko beam 
element, which is dependent upon the cross sectional shape, 
has been chosen from Cowper's theory (Ref. 79,80). This 
theory considers the lateral deflection and the inclination 
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angle of the cross section of the beam to be the average 
values occuring in the section, while Timoshenko (Ref. 81) 
and Roark (Ref. 82) defined them at the neutral axis. In 
those figure, K=0.5306, is from 2(1+f)/(4+31) for 
the cylindrical tube, and K=0.4355 from 
20(1+f)/(48+39f) for the thin walled square tube of 
Cowper's formulae. 
As shown in those comparison, it is interesting to 
note that K=0.4355 for the square tube gives closer 
agreement with the shell finite element analysis for 
mid wing pick up than K=0.5306 for the circular tube. 
This could be due to the presence of the longitudinal 
stringers which form a square within the shell. 
Displacement distributions in the centre body with 
mid wing pick up under symmetric loads, form trigonometric curves 
around the circumference, as shown in Fig. 4.3.3-4.3.5. 
These are nearly the same as the results given by beam 
theory. Consequently the stresses in the shell will have 
the same pattern as predicted by beam theory. Therefore 
no frame flexibility effects appear in the displacement 
and stress distributions of the body with the mid wing 
pick up, and beam theory can be used without any problems. 
On the other hand, when the wing is attached at the 
top or bottom (0 or 180 degree position) of the circumfe- 
rence, it is no longer possible to predict displacements 
and stresses of the shell using a beam theory, due to the 
frame flexibility effect and shifting of restraining 
points from the neutral axis of cross section. The 
concentrated wing loads will be resisted by the flexible 
frames and adjacent shell skin as highly concentrated 
membrane and bending stresses. 
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Comparing Fig. 4.3.6-4.3.8 for the low wing pick up 
with Fig. 4.3.3-4.3.5 for the mid wing pick up, amount of 
cross sectional distortion (differences between the maxi- 
mum and minimum axial deflection), the radial and tangen- 
tial deformations of the body circumference can be noticed. 
These are mainly caused by the flexibility of loaded frame. 
To illustrate the effect of wing pick up position 
change on the body circumference in another way, the ring 
frames have been replaced by the rigid diaphragms. 
The axial displacement under the tail load is also increa- 
sed by increasing the pick up angle, but it is nearly the 
rigid body shift as shown in Fig. 4.3.10. 
However, despite of the pick up position changes, 
the radial and tangential displacement distributions in 
the centre body shell (Fig. 4.3.11-4.3.12) show no differ- 
ence at all. Furthermore these inplane diplacements are 
almost similar to those in the body having a mid wing 
attachment. 
Thus when the loaded frame has an infinite stiffness 
in its plane and negligible stiffness in its normal direc- 
tion, such as a rigid diaphragm or bulkhead, no effect of 
the wing position changes on the body structural behaviour 
can be expected, and the stresses in body shell skin can 
be predicted by elementary beam theory as they are in the 
case of mid wing pick up. 
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4.3.2 Stresses in the Shell 
The larger distance between the wing pick up position 
and the neutral axis of body cross section produces the 
greater perturbation of displacements predicted by elemen- 
tary theory. This will lead to the same tendencies in 
the shell stress distributions. 
The effect of wing position change on the stresses 
in shell is examined in this section. This investigation 
includes the bending moments in shell element, which are 
mostly ignored in the classical wing body interaction 
analyses or design formulae for an aircraft structure. 
4.3.2.1 Direct Stress Resultants (Fig. 4.3.13) 
As expected from the displacement results in the 
previous section, the cosine distribution of axial dis- 
placements gives the same pattern of direct stress distri- 
butions around the circumference of body shell having the 
mid wing attachment. Furthermore this direct stress dis- 
tribution due to the mid wing pick up is almost identical 
to that predicted by beam bending theory. 
The large axial deformation due to the low wing 
attachment not only increases the direct stress level, 
but also noticeably changes the stress distributions in 
the circumferential direction as well as in the longitu- 
dinal direction. Especially at the forward frame station, 
where beam theory does not predict any bending moment and 
direct stress under the tail load, the radial reaction 
due to low wing pick up produces a near cosine distribution 
of direct stress having a considerable magnitude. 
The maximum direct stress due to the low wing pick up at 
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the rear frame has been increased drastically, while 
opposite side compression stress has been reduced. It is 
noticeable that this effect dies out as the distance from 
the frames increases, and that the frame effects cancell 
out at the middle of those frames, showing a similar dis- 
tribution to that predicted by elementary theory. 
The intermediate pick up position (135 degree) 
affects the axial stress distribution slightly through 
a reduction of radial loads and a shifting of the loading 
point toward the neutral axis of the body. 
The direct stress level of the low wing at the for- 
ward frame is almost purely a radial local reaction effect, 
while the distribution at the rear frame station is a' 
combination of the overall bending action result and the 
local radial load effect. 
4.3.2.2 Hoop Stress Resultant (Fig. 4.3.14) 
As a consequence of the large deformations due to 
the increasing wing pick up angle, the hoop stresses in 
the shell are also greatly disturbed from the usual cosine 
curve of the mid wing pick up case. These changes are 
especially significant around the pick up frames. 
At the forward frame station where the overall bending 
is negligible, the radially inward local reaction load 
effect is predominant, due to zero curvature about the axial 
axis, for the case of the low wing. The combined effect 
of the overall bending and local radial , 
load at the rear 
frame reduces the loading point stress but increases the 
peak value. 
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These local effects are nearly cancelled out at the 
middle of the frames as in the previous case of direct 
stress, by reaction loads occuring in opposite directions. 
However the tendency for these effects to die out away 
from the frame station is much less than in the direct 
stress case. 
4.3.2.3 Shear Stress Resultant (Fig. 4.3.15) 
In the case of the mid wing pick up, the regular sine 
and cosine distributions of the body displacements give 
the same sine curve pattern of shear stress distribution 
as elementary beam theory. 
On the other hand, large radial and tangential dis- 
placements due to the low wing pickup induce considerable 
changes in the shear stress distribution. The position 
of the peak stress is shifted away from the centres towards 
the loading points, and the maximum stress level is increased 
by more than 50 per cent over the mid wing case. 
Under tail loading, the shear stress distribution 
between the two frames is nearly constant, as would be 
predicted by elementary beam theory. Except the mid wing 
pick up case, considerable shear stresses are found in the 
forward body where according to elementary beam theory 
shear force does not exist. 
4.3.2.4 Bending Stress Resultants 
As in the previous membrane. stress resultant-. dis- 
tributions,, the low wing pick up produces very. . 
large bend- 
ing moments in contrast with negligible bending in .. 
ira.. {v 
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the'mid wing pick up case. Large concentrated local 
bending stresses due to the low wing pick up can be 
observed at the 180 degree position for the axial and cir- 
cumferential bending moment distributions in the skin 
(Fig. 4.3.16,4.3.17). 
The effect of the stringers on the twisting moment 
of the skin is apparently an abrupt reduction along the 
45 degree and 135 degree positions of the circumference, 
where the stringers are placed, as can be seen in Fig. 4.3.18. 
Even if this effect of stringers are appeared in circum- 
ferential bending moment distribution also, it has been 
disappeared when the frames or rings are placed. 
Although the magnitudes of these bending moments 
are small, the additional stresses at the extreme fiber 
of the shell element which are induced by these bending 
terms are very large due to the thin shell thickness. 
The maximum increased stresses due to bending are about 
25 per cent in direct stress, 70 to 150 per cent in hoop 
stress and about 30 per cent in shear stress for the 
low wing pick up case. 
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4.3.3 Shear Flow on the Frame 
In classical theory, the loads on the shell stiffen- 
ing frame are found from the difference in shear flow 
between the adjacent skin members. 
The same method has been used to find the shear 
flow from the shell to the frames using the shear stress 
resultant distribution in the skin. These shear flow 
distributions in the two loaded frames are'shown in 
Fig. 4.3.19 for three different positions of the wing 
position. The sign difference between the shear flow 
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in the two frames results from the direction of the local 
reaction force under tail loading. It is noticeable that 
the forward frame is subjected to a slightly greater shear 
flow than the rear frame by the low wing pick up. This 
is caused by the presence of the elementary shear stress 
distribution in the rear body skin due to the end tail 
load. 
4.3.4 Antisymmetric Loading 
The antisymmetric load has been applied to the 
present structure at the end circumference where the tail 
plane and the fin are assumed to be attached. It consists 
of 100 lbf for each of the tail plane normal forces and 
the same amount for the fin load. 
As shown in Fig. 4.3.20, the axial shell stress is 
not affected considerably. The stress distribution for 
the low wing slightly differs from that for the mid wing. 
Direct stresses gradually increase from the negliq$ble level 
in the forward body up to the rear frame position. The 
overall bending stress due to the end fin normal force 
predominates this direct stress distribution. 
In Fig. 4.3.21, the hoop stress distributions at the 
frame stations show the strong effect of the local pick 
up constraints. The hoop stress resultants at station 
78 and 90, where there are no stiffeners, show the effect 
of the stringers between the 45 degree and 135 degree 
positions. This stress rapidly dies out away from the 
forward frame. 
The shear stresses in the centre body are shown in 
Fig. 4.3.22. The effect of the fin loading, although small, 
can be seen on the rear body shear stress distribution, 
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shifting the ze'ro' stress point towards 'opposite side of 
the fin. This fin effect becomes negligible in the centre 
body due to the large wing reaction loads at the pick up 
frames. Constant shear stress is produced between the 
two frames as it is in the symmetric loading case. 
Changing the pick up position from the mid wing case, the 
shear stress distribution is shifted by a nearly constant 
amount unlike the other stresses. 
The difference between the results of the 135 degree 
wing pick up and the low wing pick up is very small, as 
was the case for the results of the mid wing pick up and 
the 135 degree wing pick up under symmetric loading. 
Also, the low wing pick up produces greater shear and hoop 
stresses in the shell as in the case of symmetric loading. 
4.4 Effect of Frame Properties Variation 
The stiffness of the ring frame is mainly dependent 
upon the cross sectional area for tangential displacement, 
and the second moment of inertia'and curvature for radial 
displacement. The case of low/high wing attachment, which 
is the most critical case of pick up conditions as discussed 
in the previous section, has been investigated. 
Although the cross sectional area of the curved beam 
affects the bending behavior of the frame (Appendix D), 
the more dominant parameter is the second moment of inertia 
of the frame cross section, due to the severe radial load 
applied by the low/high wing attachment to the frames. 
Therefore this section investigates the effect on the 
centre body structural behaviour. due to variations in 
second moment of inertia of the frame. 
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4.4.1 Shell Stresses under Symmetric Loadings 
When the frame bending stiffness is infinite 
(rigid diaphragm), the displacement distributions are 
exactly the same as the results of beam theory as shown 
in Fig. 4.3.9-4.9.12. This leads the similar shell stress 
distributions as are obtained from the mid wing pick up. 
In Fig. 4.4.1-4.4.5, two different values of the frame 
bending stiffness are compared with the rigid diaphragm, 
to see the frame flexibility effect on the shell stress 
distributions. One is a relatively stiff ring frame with 
large second moment of inertia (0.1 in4) as used in 
section 4.3, and the other is a light ring frame which 
has the same second moment of inertia as the-standard 
ring stiffener _(0.01 
in4). 
As a consequence of the frame flexibility, the 
light frame produces the highest stress resultants around 
the low wing pick up points. It also causes a very 
gradual reduction in membrane stresses with increasing 
distance from the frames. This is as expected from the 
classical analyses of the aircraft fuselage. 
A considerable increases in the shell bending moments 
are observed for the flexible frame cases. On the other 
hand, the negligible shell bending moments are present 
for the rigid diaphragm case. 
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4.4.2 Stresses in the'Body Skin under Antisymmetric 
Load 
The presence of the fin normal force effects on the 
body stress distributions not only in'the manner of bend- 
ing action but also in the torsion. The pure coupling 
due to the tail plane produces additional torsion on the 
body. 
In the direct stress distributions (Fig. 4.4.6,4.4.9), 
the light frame produced approximately 10 per cent higher 
maximum stress for the low wing pick up and about 30 per cent 
higher maximum stress for the mid wing pick up than the 
heavy ring frame. This frame flexibility effect is 
apparent in the forward body where no internal forces 
appear according to beam theory. 
The rigid diaphragm frame produces the ordinary sine 
curves of the direct stress distribution, and no direct 
stress in the forward body. These are mainly due to the 
bending action of the fin normal force and the constrained 
inplane displacements of the frames. 
The out of plane force and moment about the plane 
of symmetry due to antisymmetric wing load reaction affect 
significantly on the hoop stress and the shear stress distribu- 
tions as in the case of the flexible frame with the diff- 
erent wing pick up positions (section 4.3.4). These 
significant changes are appeared more clearly by the light 
frame. 
Especially the hoop stresses at the frame stations 
(Fig. 4.4.7,4.4.10) show significant difference between 
two flexible ring frames. The maximum stress due to the 
light frame show more than 250 per cent greater stress 
than that due to the heavier ring frame. 
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The shear stress distributions in the rear body are 
affected by the torsion and the bending. While the cou- 
pling due to the tail plane produces pure torsion on the 
rear body, the fin normal force produces not only the 
torsion but also the bending moment and the shear force. 
The dominant bending action is observed in the centre 
body because the constant shear stress around the circum- 
ference according to elementary torsion is negligible in 
this region, especially for the case of the diaphragm 
frame. 
The magnitude of the maximum shear stress is almost 
unchanged in the centre body by the change of the frame 
stiffness, but the overall circumferential distribution 
is considerably affected by the frame flexibility (Fig. 4.4.8, 
4.4.11). The light frame produces near sine curve dis- 
tributions of shear stresses in the body semicircle for 
the mid wing pick up case, while the diaphragm frame 
produces cosine curves. 
Therefore the maximum stresses in the body under 
the antisymmetric load are predominated generally by the 
fin bending action as well as by the frame flexibility. 
4.4.3 Frame Loads and Displacements 
The frame shear loads from the shell are shown in 
Fig. 4.4.12 - 4.4.13. The lighter frame increases the 
shear flow drastically near the low wing pick up points 
under the symmetric loading, while reducing the stress 
opposite the pick up points. It is interesting to note 
that the increased area of the shear flow distribution 
curves due to the flexible frames from the regular sine 
curve due to the diaphragm frame, is nearly the same as 
that obtained from the reduced area opposite sides. 
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On the other hand, the shear flow due to the anti- 
symmetric loading with a mid wing pick up does not show 
any great dependence upon the frame stiffness. Because 
of the unsymmetric end fin loading and its bending action, 
the rear frame shear flow is slightly different from a 
cosine curve, while the shear flow on. the forward frame 
is almost exactly a cosine curve. 
Circumferential displacements and inplane internal 
forces in the forward ring frames are shown in Fig. 4.4.14 
and Fig. 4.4.15 respectively, in which nondimensional co- 
efficients are used to compare the effect of frame stiffness. 
Significant reduction of the inplane and out-of-plane dis- 
placements are achieved by increasing the frame stiffness, 
whereas the stiffer frame absorbs the greater internal 
loads. 
4.4.4 Annular Frame 
An alternative way of increasing the bending stiff- 
ness of the frame is the use of an annular type ring frame. 
Because of the relatively small radius of the RPV type body 
structure, this type of the deep frame is more likely com- 
pared to the frames in the conventional transport type 
fuselage. 
The deep annular frame has been examined in compari- 
son with the relatively stiff ring frame in Fig. 4.4.16- 
4.4.20. The low wing pick up position and the tail loading 
condition have been considered in order to clearly illu- 
strate the effect. A web of depth 1.0 inch and thickness 
0.1 inch has been considered. 
. The 
deep frame shows very, similar patterns of stresses 
to, the diaphragm,, producing near cosine curves for direct 
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stress and hoop stress, and near sine curves'for shear 
stress distribution, together-with zero bending moments. 
These results are mainly due to the increased frame inplane 
bending and the frame extensional stiffness in its plane, 
while the normal stiffness of this frame is negligible. 
Schematic comparisons of this frame and the other 
types of frame are shown in Fig. 4.4.21 for the direct 
stress and Fig. 4.4.22 for the shear stress resultants. 
A symmetric tail load and low wing pick up position have 
been used in these comparisons. 
4.5 Effect of Local Reinforcement at the Vicinity of 
Wing Attachment Position 
It is often necessary to locally reinforce the frame 
which is subjected to large concentrated loads or moments. 
To examine this reinforcement effect, reinforcement has 
been applied to the light ring frame, whose bending stiff- 
ness is same as the standard ring stiffeners. 
The bending stiffness of the reinforced element is 
ten times that of the unreinforced member, and a concen- 
trated tail load condition with low wing pick up position 
has been considered. Two types of the strengthened region 
in the loaded frames are compared with the unreinforced 
pure-ring frame. - The one is in`the region of . +22.5 
degrees and + 45.0 degrees around the loading points. 
The effects of this local reinforcement are far greater 
than might be expected. ý As shown in Fig. 4.5.1 - 4.5.2, 
the stress' concentrations around the-loading points are 
considerably reduced. Comparing the-shear'flow<. distributions 
on. the. locally stiffened frames - with ! that on the unstiffened 
ring frame in Fig. 4.5.3, 
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the peak value of shear flow on the heavily reinforced 
frames (135 - 225 degree) is much less than that occuring 
on the ring frames. 
The displacements and internal loads in the frames 
have been compared in Fig. 4.5.4 and Fig. 4.5.5 respectively. 
It can be seen that there are enormous reductions in the 
radial displacement and the inplane curvature around the 
pick up position. 
Another type of local reinforcement is considered 
for the annular frame with depth of 1.0 inch. In Fig. 4.5.6 
and Fig. 4.5.7, the direct stress and shear stress in the 
centre body shell have been plotted for the symmetric 
annular frame of the previous section together with those 
for a frame--having heavy local reinforcement (between 135 
degree and 215 degree). Small reductions of the shell 
stresses can be seen. 
4.6 Effect of Stiffness Difference Between Two Frames 
In the actual design of aerospace vehicles, it is 
likely that the two loaded frames will have different 
stiffnesses due to the requirements of strength and load. 
The heavy forward ring frame has been combined with 
various sizes of the rear frame. Also, combinations of 
the diaphragm and flexible ring frames have been inves- 
tigated. 
When the rear frame reaction load is small, as in 
the 1g load case, the flexibility of the rear frame does 
not significantly effect (Fig. 4.6.1,4.6.2) the shell 
behaviour. On the other hand, when the rear frame reaction 
is as large as in the case of tail loading, the stress 
distributions are severely influenced by the flexibility 
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of the rear frame (Fig. 4.6.3,4.6.4) even though this 
is less stiff than the forward frame. As shown in 
Fig. 4.6.5, the shear flow on the both the flexible frames 
under tail load are entirely dependent on the rear frame 
flexibility. 
IIn `contrast with the above frame combination, when 
the forward frame is replaced by a rigid diaphragm or bulk- 
head, the influence of the restrained local deformations at 
the forward frame stationreduces the maximum stress (Fig. 
4,6.6 - 4.6.8) by approximately 10 per cent compared to 
the results in Fig. 4.1.1 and Fig. 4.1.2. 
On the other hand the reverse combination, a. forward 
ring and a rear diaphragm, reduces the maximum stresses by 
about 20 per cent (Fig. 4.6.9-4.6.10). 
. Displacements and 
inplane internal loads on the 
forward frame are shown in Fig. 4.6.11 and 4.6.12. Although 
the inplane displacements are mainly reduced by its large 
bending stiffness, the out of'plane displacement of the 
frame is influenced by the rear frame flexibility. 
Therefore the use of diaphragm for any one frame 
reduces the maximum stresses considerably, due to, the 
reduction of the frame flexibility effects on the body 
stresses. 
4.7 Effect of Centre Body Cut-Out under the Wing Plane 
Unlike large aircraft structures, the class of small 
remotely piloted vehicles does not%need many small cutouts 
in". the body which cause structural discontinuity and con. 
sequently stress redistribution around the cutout. 
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The one structural discontinuity considered here is that 
small portion of the centre body skin which is taken out 
from the lower quadrant for assembling the wing structure. 
It is assumed that this cutout is located between the two 
bottom stringers in the circumferential direction, and 
between the two loaded frames in the longitudinal direction. 
Therefore an intermediate wing pick up position (135 degree) 
has been assumed. 
In the finite element analysis of this cutout problem, 
the missing members are taken to be fictitious elements- 
in order to preserve the constant band width and the solu- 
tion efficiency. The imaginary nodes in the cutout are 
completely constrained, as described in Appendix G. 
During the forward elimination and back-substitution pro- 
cedures, the constrained degrees of freedom have been 
omitted since these imaginary elements are not related to 
the remaining structural elements. 
Structural discontinuity due to the cutout leads to 
irregular displacements and stresses around cutout. The 
centre. body axial displacement distribution is a typical. 
example of disturbed deformations. As shown in Fig. 4.7.1 
and Fig. 4.7.2, the axial displacements around the cutout 
have been greatly increased due to the loss of the struc- 
tural members. 
This sort of large displacement leads to heavy local 
stress concentrations. Fig. 4.7.3 shows that the major 
axial stress concentration occurs along the lower boom, 
and zero stress occur at the free vertex (180 degree 
position of the frame). These effects are noticeable 
especially at the corners of cutout, where the axial 
stresses are more than twice those occuring in the regular 
shell. Hoop stress concentrations appear at the 112.5. 
degree position of the shell, between two frames (Fig. 4.7.4). 
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It is also noticeable that the shear stress directions 
have been changed at. the vicinity of the cutout along the 
frame station (Fig. 4.7.5). 
In Fig. 4.7.6 and 4.7.7, schematic diagrams of stress 
distributions under tail loading are shown. Because of 
the coarse mesh used in the model, -serious stress concen- 
trations do not occur. 
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CHAPTER 5 
WING-BODY INTERACTION ANALYSIS OF COMBINED STRUCTURE 
5.1 Introduction 
In the previous investigation of the body structural 
behaviour and its response to changes in the various 
design parameters, the stiffness of the wing structure 
was neglected except for the inplane stiffness of the mid 
wing structure which was assumed to be infinite in its 
spanwise direction. - The wing load was simulated-as a 
combination of the reactions due to each loading condi- 
tion on the body. 
To investigate the influence of wing stiffness to 
the body structure, they have been assembled together for 
the analysis of this chapter. Fig. 5.1il and Fig. 5.1.2 
show the finite element models of the combined structure 
of the wing and the centre body, for the mid wing and low 
wing pick up cases respectively. A finite element model 
of the wing structure for the static condensation is shown 
in Fig. 5.1.3. 
The investigations are carried out by using the 
-PAFEC 75 for the wing substructuring together with the 
developed body analysis programs which have been used in 
the previous chapter. The main solution program for the 
centre body analysis has been slightly modified to cope 
with the wing stiffness assembly. 
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The interactions between the two structures are as 
assumed primarily to be wing normal forces through the 
wing attachment points. Single point interaction for 
each semicircle of the loaded frame is assumed, as in the 
previous chapter. A simple ring framed body shell model 
is used to illustrate-the wing effect on the body struc- 
tural behaviours, and the results are compared then with 
those in the previous chapter. The form of the graphic 
plots used in this chapter is described in paragraph (v) 
of section 3.9. 
5.2 Body Structural Idealization 
The outer body matrices have been condensed to the 
positions of the loaded frames. To prevent rigid body 
motion due to releasing the constraints at the wing 
attachment. points, four fictitious beam elements have 
been added to the loaded frames. These connect the two 
vertices of the loaded frame to the centre of the body. 
These beam elements are assumed to have very small cross 
sectional area and second moment of inertia. Constraints 
are then applied to the centre of shell where these 
fictitious beam elements are joined together (Fig. 5.2.1). 
Wing load components due to the distributed body 
and the concentrated tail reaction loads have been applied 
to the wing attachment points. The magnitudes of the 
wing load components are found directly from the reaction 
forces produced by the assumed body 16äd conditions at wing 
pick up points, which were found from the body alone 
analysis in the previous chapter. 
The condensed wing stiffness which is found by using 
the PAFEC 75 has been assembled to appropriate degrees 
of freedom of the centre body system stiffness matrix. 
This assemblage of the wing stiffness, which is similar 
to a simple two noded beam element, leads to 
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an enlargement of the-band width in the system equations 
and consequently longer CPU'time. The number of degrees 
of freedom between the two-loaded frames in the centre 
body, is the maximum band width in the system equations 
to be solved. -Thus, to reduce the computing time and the 
scratch file disc block size, a coarse mesh model of the 
centre body is used. 
5.3 Modeling and Static Condensation of the Wing Structure 
The wing structure was idealized as an assembly of 
isoparametric plate-elements and beam elements, PAFEC 75 
computer program was used to perform the static conden- 
sation of the wing matrices and the structural analysis 
(see Appendix F). To avoid complexity in the comparison 
of results, the same wing structural model has been used 
for the various wing attachment positions to the body. 
The display, picture of the finite element model is 
shown in Fig. 5.1.3. The finite element model excludes 
the aileron structure; fitting and all mechanisms 
(N. B. there are no other control surfaces except the 
aileron in the wing). The upper and lower skins are 
represented by the isoparametric quadrilateral plate bend- 
ing element-to cope with the distributed aerodynamic 
pressure load. The transverse ribs and the spars are 
modeled by using simple beam elements for the upper and 
lower booms, and the triangular or quadrilateral membrane 
elements for"the webs. A coarse mesh model has been 
used to reduce computing costs. It consists of 180 
nodes, 824 degrees of freedom and 327 elements. 
' In order to investigate the wing stiffness effect 
on the body structural'behaviour, the condensed wing 
A Y, -- tai. 
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stiffness matrix is extracted from the PAFEC 75 eigen- 
value solution routine by choosing the interaction nodes 
in the two main spars, for each wing pick up position,, as 
the master nodes. The master degrees of freedom are 
then selected under the present assumption of wing-body 
interaction, i. e., Y and Z direction forces interact only 
in global coordinates. The other degrees of freedom for 
the wing itself are chosen as the slaves. During the 
eigen value calculation in PAFEC, the master degrees of 
freedom are retained, whereas the slave degrees of freedom 
are eliminated to form the effective stiffness and mass 
matrices in eigen value economization scheme. 
A brief description of the use of PAFEC program for 
the condensation of wing stiffness matrix is given in 
Appendix F, and the detail of eigen value economization 
scheme in the PAFEC 75 can be refered to Ref. 9. 
5.4 Formulation of the Wing-Body Interaction Equation 
As mentioned in the previous sections, the condensed 
stiffness and load matrices of the wing, loaded frames 
and outer shells are assembled to the centre body matrices 
without reducing the centre body stiffness and loads to 
the boundary nodes. 
It has been found that the centre shell substruc- 
turing needs much greater computer CPU time than does 
the-direct solution, due to the elimination of the internal 
degrees of freedom and the back-substitution process re.. 
quired for solving the internal displacements. Further- 
more the substructuring of centre body needs a large 
backing storage disc blocks in order to store the elimi- 
nation of internal degrees of freedom which are-related 
to the outer degrees of freedom in both directions of 
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the body axial axis towards the two boundaries at the 
loaded frames. Once the reduction is proceeded in one 
direction, it still requires another transformation 
process in order to obtain the terms for the other side 
and the coupling terms between two boundaries. 
Thus, a coarse mesh model in the axial direction 
together with a direct solution method has been used to 
minimize programming efforts and computing costs. 
The final equilibrium equation of the centre body 
with the wing stiffness effect included can be written 
as follow: 
(Kb + KN) {u} = (F} .................... (5.4.1a) 
Details of each of the terms appearing in the above simple 
equati. on are given. in eq. (5.4.1b)'on next page. The load 
vectors on the wing pick ups Fb fw and Fb rw 
in 
eq. (5.4. lb), are the same forces as the reaction forces 
of. the body alone analysis with constraints at these points. 
Exactly the same load conditions as were used in the pre- 
vious chapter have been used for the other loading terms. 
The fictitious displacements-corresponding to the 
fictitious beam elements at the centre line of frame 
stations are prescribed as zeroes in appropriate directions 
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5.5 Effect of the Wing Stiffness on the Body Structure 
Using the centre body model described in section 
5.2 and solving eq. (5.4.1), the body structure has been 
analysed including the wing stiffness effect. The 
typical low and mid wing pick up cases have been examined 
under the 1g loading and the tail loading conditions. 
Comparisons are made mainly for the shell stress resultant 
distributions between the'two loaded frames. 
When the wing is attached at the low/high pick up, 
the influence of the wing inplane stiffness is nill. 
The only contribution of the wing stiffness to the body 
is via the normal displacement terms affecting the body 
radial displacements. As shown in Table 5.1a, the normal 
stiffnesses of the condensed wing are very small compared 
to those of the shell and ring frame element stiffnesses. 
Thus no effect of the wing stiffness on the body 
can be expected for the low wing pick up case, and as shown 
in Fig. 5.5.1 for the circumferential distributions of 
direct stress and in Fig. 5.5.2 for the bending stress 
resultants, no wing structure effect on the body stress 
distribution can be seen in these comparisons of the two 
types of body analysis. 
In the mid wing position, the radial and tangential 
stiffnesses of the wing are no longer negligible. In 
particular, the inplane stiffness of the wing (radial 
stiffness of the body) has a comparable order of magnitude 
to those of the shell element or the frame element. 
However, this stiffness is not so great as was considered 
in the previous chapters, where it was assumed to be 
infinite. This increment to the radial stiffness of the 
body at the frame stations slightly affects the hoop 
stress distribution of the shell near the forward frame, 
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although it makes. no difference to the other membrane 
stresses of the shell as shown in Fig. 5.5.3 and Fig. 5.5.5. 
Even though the bending moments in the skin are very 
much affected by this additional stiffness at shell neutral 
axis (Fig. 5.5.2 and 5.5.4), he overall stress resultants 
are not significantly influenced by the presence of the 
wing structure. For example in the case of concentrated 
load at atil, the maximum direct stress at the pick up 
position due. to bending (Fig. 4.5.2) is about 40 per cent 
of the membrane stress at that point (Fig. 4.5.1). 
The shear stress due to twisting also has nearly the same 
magnitude as the direct stress. 
Two cases of the wing pick up variation are compared 
in Fig. 5.5.7 and Fig. 5.5.8. The large increases in the 
hoop stress and. bending moments in the centre body shell 
having the low wing pick up can be seen compared to the 
mid wing pick up as they are in the body alone structure. 
In Fig. 5.5.9 and Fig. 5.5.10, the direct and shear 
stresses in the whole body shell under the three symmetric 
loading cases are plotted and comparisons are made with 
the results from the body alone analysis. Almost 
identical stress distributions can be. noticed except the 
pitching moment loading case in which the body alone 
analysis show approximately 15 per cent higher maximum 
stresses in the centre body. 
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5.6 Variation of the Wing-Body Interaction Type 
So far, it has been assumed that the wing-body inter- 
action occurs only in the normal forces and displacements 
of the wing. Two other possible interaction types are 
invetigated in this section. The first type is that 
the wing attached to the body tightly in the longitudinal 
direction. as well. as previous normal and spanwise inter- 
action, and the second is a complete interaction, except 
the moment about the lonitudinal axis which is usually 
avoided in most aerospace wing-body interactions. 
When the first type interaction is used for the low 
wing pick up, the direct stresses in the body are only- 
affected by the additional axial stiffness caused by the 
wing. Slight changes in the maximum direct stress can 
ben seen in Fig. 5.6.1 and 5.6.2, while the other stresses 
and bending moments are not affected at all compared to 
previous normal force interaction. However this change 
in direct stress is also negligible for the mid wing 
pick up (Fig. 5.6.3-5.6.4). 
On the other hand, when the second type of wing-body 
interaction is in use for the mid wing pick up (Fig. 5.6.5- 
5.6.6), significant increases of the membrane stresses 
and bending moments can be seen. Especially drastic 
changes of stresses around pick up position are notice- 
able. Consequently this type of bending interaction also 




FURTHER INVESTIGATIONS OF THE BODY SHELL DESIGN PARAMETER 
VARIATION 
6.1 Introduction 
The effects of various design parameter changes 
have been investigated in the previous two chapters using 
the chosen RPV model design which has given dimensions 
for the body and wing structures. In this chapter the 
investigations-. are extended to cover more general cylind- 
rical body design paremeter variations, which are 
as follows t 
i) The number of longitudinal stringers and their 
properties. 
ii ) The ring stiffener sectional properties and spacing. 
iii) The loaded frame spacing and variations in its 
properties which were not covered in Chapter 4. 
iv) The slenderness (L/R) of body sections, especially 
for the rear body under the tail loading case. 
v) The position of the tail around the end circumference. 
The results obtained after having varied one of the 
above parameters are compared with those obtained for body 
structure dimensions and properties. The investigations 
are primarily focused on the behaviour of the centre body 
shell, as in the previous chapters. In most cases, the 
simple ring type of loaded frame and the low/high wing 
pick up have been considered in order to illustrate more 
clearly the effect of variations in the parameters. 
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The unit tail load was chosen as the load condition, 
in order to enable an easy comparison to be made to the 
results of elementary theories. 
The basic shell dimensions, radius and thickness, 
have also been altered from their previous valües'in many 
of the parameter variations. The arrangements of displa- 
cement and stress output are explained in section 3.9. 
6.2 Effect of the Stringer Design Parameters 
In the classical analysis of a shell having many 
stringers and flexible load frames, the stringers are 
smeared out to the shell skin which causes'an increase in 
the effective extensional stiffness of the skin in mem- 
brane action. Unless the stringers are very closely spaced, 
this will lead to errors in the prediction of the local shell 
behavior. The effect of the stringer area has been examined 
in two ways - keeping the total stringer area constant while 
changing the number of stringers, and vice versa. 
6.2.1 Variation in the Number of Stringers (Nstr) 
A common way of dealing with stringers in an analy- 
tical solution is to smear them into an equivalent thickness 
of skin which only posseses axial direct stiffness. In an 
attempt to see the likely effect of such an assumption, the 
standard four stringer solution has been compared with two 
others, each aiming to represent the same total stringer 
area. One of the solutions is for the case of 16 stringers 
each of one-quarter of' the basic' stringer: ýarea. 
_.., º ., 
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The other is where no stringers have been incorporated in 
the finite element model, but the skin thickness has been 
increased to represent the effective stringer area. This 
is not the classical case of smearing, as the additional 
skin is isotropic and therefore adds to the circumferen- 
tial and shear stiffness as well as that in the axial 
direction. This is referred to as the zero stringer case. 
In section 4.3, it has been shown that, when the wing 
is attached at the middle of the shell circumference, the 
shell having four stringers undergoes almost the same 
vertical displacement along the neutral axis as a square 
tubular beam. However, this vertical displacement 
distribution in the case of zero stringer is a little 
larger than in the case of tubular beam having circular 
cross section, as shown in Fig. 6.2.1. The maximum 
vertical displacement of centre body of zero stringer case 
is approximately 12 per cent higher than those of the 
other types of stiffened shell. On the other hand, the 
shell having 16 stringers produced almost the same vertical 
displacement as the four stringered shell or square tube. 
The circumferential displacement distributions of these 
shells show the same trends as the vertical displacements 
as shown in Fig. 6.2.2-6.2.4. 
As a consequence-of the larger axial displacement 
by the zero stringer shell(Fig. 6.2.2), the highest direct 
stress also produced by this-shell (Fig. 6.2.5). It can 
also be seen from this figure that the direct stress 
produced by the sixteen stringer shell is considerably 
lower than both that in the four stringered shell or zero 
stringer shell. Therefore the use of the zero stringer 
shell ( or smeared shell) for the present class of. shell 
having small number of stringers is conservative to pre- 
dict direct stresses. On the other hand, the distributions 
... of radial and tangential displacements(Fig. 6.2.3-6.2.4), 
consequently shear stress(Fig. 6.2.6), do not show any 
sigificant differences by the change of number of stringers. 
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When these shells are subjected to a radial load 
(low or high wing pick up condition), the sparsely stiffened 
shell (Nstr-4) produces higher direct stress near the pick 
up point, while the shell having many evenly distributed 
stringers (Nstr-16) produces less concentrated stress, 
as shown in Fig. 6.2.7. This would not be predicted by 
elementary beam theory, since the second moment of area 
of the four stringer shell is slightly larger than that 
of the 16 stringer shell. 
This can be explained by examining the local stiffness 
of shell. While none of the stringers are located at the 
loading point for the four stringer shell, a longitudinal 
member is placed at the wing pick up position in the case 
of 16 stringer shell causing a reduction in the local 
direct stress. The increase in skin thickness by the 
zero stringer shell also reduces the direct stress level, 
but it is not as effective as using stringers. 
For the cases of hoop stress(Fig. 6.2.10) and shear 
stress distribution between. two frames (Fig. 6.2.8), they 
show the same trends as the direct stress. The shear 
flow distributions on the frame do not show, any significant 
differences as shown in Fig. 6.2.9. The effect of stringer 
positions can be seen clearly in the bending stress resul- 
tant distributions in Fig. 6.2.11 to Fig. 6.2.13. In parti- 
cular, the shell having zer stringers shows a significant 
rise in the twisting moment along the stringer line (45 and 
135 degree positions). 
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6.2.2 Variation"of the Stringer Properties 
As a second alteration of the stringer properties, 
the area of the stringers is increased. All other 
variables are kept constant, and four stringers are 
considered. 
The increase in extensional stiffness caused by the 
enlargement of the stringer cross sectional area naturally 
reduces the direct stress level (Fig. 6.2.14). However, 
the. shear and hoop stresses are not so affected by the 
change in the stringer area, as shown in Fig. 6.2.15-6.2.16. 
This is due'to the negligible contribution of the stringers 
to the shell'rädial and circumferential stiffnesses. 
The effect of the stringer area change has been 
examined for the intermediate wing pick up case (135 degree), 
with and without cutout of the lower body. The apparent 
effect of increasing the stringer area on the local direct 
stress concentration' for the shell with cutout is shown 
in Fig. 6.2.17a. 
When there is no cutout in the shell (Fig. 6.2.17b), 
the ratio of the direct stress level at the two boom 
positions is 57.3% and 56.2% respectively, while this. ratio 
is approximately 61% and 63% at the upper and bottom qua- 
drant of the shell (Table 6.1). 
Although it may be small, the local stress reduction 
due to the changes in the stringers can be seen from these 
comparisons. The coarse mesh used in the finite element 
model would not be expected to show up the effect of 
stringer area variation clearly. 
In contrast to the significant influence of the 
stringer area on the direct stress distribution, the effect 
on the shear stresses is almost negligible Fig. 6.2.18. 
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This is because the shear strain in the shell is related 
to the change in tangential displacement along the longi- 
tudinal direction and the change in axial displacement 
along the circumferential direction, and the stringers 
provide a negligible contribution to the circumferential 
stiffness. 
The longitudinal distribution of axial. force in the 
two types of stringer is examined in Fig. 6.2.19 which 
concerns a shell having a cutout at the bottom quadrant. 
While the two boom areas show the same force distribution 
trends and a similar ratio of the total second moment of 
inertia of the cross section along the upper boom, the 
larger stringer carries much higher axial loads along the 
lower boom, which is located at the edge of the cutout. 
Consequently the direct stress in the shell skin reduced, 
as shown in Fig. 6.2.17. 
When the bending stiffness of the stringer is 
changed as well as its cross sectional area, there is a 
gradual reduction in the shear flow at the frame as 
these properties are increased, as shown in Fig. 6.2.20. 
Comparing this result. with that in Fig. 6.2.18, in which 
the second moment of inertia of the stringer is kept constant 
(Is=O. 08 in4), it can be noticed that the changes in stringer 
bending stiffness also affect the shear flow distributions. 
Thus, whereas the cross sectional area of stringer is affecting 
mainly on the shell direct stress, the second moment of that 
influences primarily on the shear stresses. 
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6.3 Effect of Ring Stiffener Design Parameters 
The presence of ring stiffeners near the loaded 
frame will restrain the displacements of the shell and 
will consequently increase the local shell stresses 
caused by the flexibility effect of the loaded frames. 
Thus the stiffer ring stiffener will produce higher 
stresses in the shell around the loaded frame than the 
lighter ring stiffener. 
Fig. 6.3.1-6.3.3 show the effect of the ring bending 
stiffness on the stress distributions in the centre section 
of the body shell, under an end tail load. As shown in 
these figures, an increase in the bending stiffness of 
the ring produces slightly higher direct and shear stresses 
and reduces the maximum hoop stress in the shell. 
The cross sectional area and second moment of inertia 
of the ring stiffener are altered simultaneously, and the 
results are presented in Fig. 6.3.4 and Fig. 6.3.5. These 
figures show that the shear stress is entirely dependent 
upon the bending stiffness, while the area of ring has no 
effect on the shear stress distribution. This indicates 
that the shear stresses are more affected by the bending 
stiffness of the ring than the cross sectional area. 
The effect of ring stiffner spacing change on the 
shell stresses are examined in Fig. 6.3.6-6.3.8. Two types 
of spacing are used in those figures. The one is a radius 
length and the other is a diameter length. The larger 
spacing produces the greater direct stress at the frame 
stations, while it does the smaller shear flow on the frames. 
than the narrow spacing. Approximately 30 per cent higher 
maximum direct stress and 15 per cent lower maximum shear 
flow are found. 
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The. above results indicate that the frame flexibility 
effect is more localized around the frames by either the 
large ring stiffener bending stiffness or narrow spacing. 
In other words, the ring bending stiffness per unit length 
of the shell apparently affects the shell behaviour more 
than the cross sectional area of the ring stiffeners. 
6.4 Effect of Frame Pitch 
In the classical analysis method, the frame spacing 
is considered to be large enough to allow the fuselage to 
be treated as a single framed shell. However, as shown 
in the previous chapters this is not strictly applicable 
to the small class of RPV bodies which have very narrow 
frame spacing. 
Because of the narrow spacing of the two flexible 
frames-, the adjacent shells are affected by these frames 
in three distinct manners. The first one is the usual 
flexibility effect of one frame. The second effect is. 
a -result of the displacements or stresses 
transfered from 
the other frame, which rapidly die out with increasing 
distance from the frame. The third type is where one 
frame acts towards the other as a ring stiffener as 
described in the previous section. 
The second and the third effects are equivalent in 
most classical analyses, since the loaded frame is 
assumed to have the same properties as a ring stiffener. 
However, they are treated separately in the present 
investigation due to the great difference in the stiffnesses 
of the rings and the frames. 
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Two types of the frame spacing are compared in 
Fig. 6.4.1_6.4.4. One spacing is considered to be small 
being equal to the diameter of the shell, whereas the 
other is twice this value. The wider frame pitch shows 
a much lower and smoother stress distribution than the 
smaller one. This indicates that the effect of the 
other load frame is greatly reduced and that fundamental 
beam bending action predominates as frame spacing increase. 
Fig-6.4.1 shows that the effect of the flexible 
frame on the direct stress in the shell nearly vanishes 
at one diameter length away from the frame. Fundamental 
beam bending action is dominant at the middle of the two 
frames due to the cancelling effect of the two frames 
having opposite radial faces. 
In constrast, as shown in Fig. 6.4.2, the shear 
stress distribution shows neither rapid decaying outside 
the two frames nor does it show dominant bending action 
at the middle of the two frames. Although the ratio of 
the shear force in the centre shell is two to one for the 
two lengths of centre body, . the maximum shear stress 
resultant ratio is approximately 2.5 to one due to the 
effect of other frame. 
In Fig. 6.4.4, the frame spacing has been examined 
in conjunction with the radius of shell. Despite chang- 
ing the shell thickness, the shear flow distributions are 
entirely governed by the ratio of the frame pitch to the 
shell radius. As shown in Fig. 6.4.4a and 6.4.4b, shells 
of the same Lc/R ratio produce almost identical cir- 
cumferential distributions of shear flow. 
Shear flow distributions of shells which have the 
same cross sectional dimensions are collected in Fig. 6.4.4d. 
This shows a significant reduction in the stress level 
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as this ratio increases, and ultimately the results approach 
to the case of shell with a single flexible loaded frame 
under the concentrated radial load. 
6.5 Other Frame Design Parameter 
The frame has been assumed to be 
frame having a large bending stiffness 
section-. In Chapter 4, the effect of 
design parameters has been examined in 
the investigation into the effect of t 
structure design variables. 
a simple ring type 
in the previous 
various frame 
conjunction with 
he chosen body 
More parameters concerning the frame design are 
examined in the present section. The effect of the 
frame depth is again considered, using a smaller value 
than previously. 
Various types of eccentricity in the frame design 
are also examined. The effect of the frame cross 
sectional area is also investigated. 
6.5.1 Effect of the Frame Depth 
In the previous investigation of the loaded frame 
effects, the deep symmetric and unsymmetric boom-web-boom 
type frame produced a similar shell structural behaviour 
to the rigid diaphragm frame, due to its large inplane 
bending stiffness. 
The same type of frame, but having a smaller depth 
(1.0 inch for the previous case and 0.5 inch for the pre- 
sent case) has been analysed and compared to the simple 
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ring type of frame and the previous deeper frame. The 
basic dimensions considered here are 0.04 inch web thick- 
ness and a beam second moment of inertia of 0.0002 in4, 
as before. 
Despite the symmetry of frame, the frames which have 
a shallow depth affect the shell stresses in the same way 
as the deeper annular frame (Fig. 6.5.1-6.5.2). Whereas 
the highest direct stress is induced by the shallow annular 
frame, the deep annular frame causes the highest shear 
stress resultant. It can be seen that the shear distribu- 
tion is a near sine curve for the deep frames, whereas 
this curve is deviated towards the wing loading points for 
the shallow frames. 
When compared to the relatively stiff ring frames, 
it can be seen that these frames cause a sharp reduction in 
the--direct stress at the loading points (Fig. 6.5.1), and 
a considerable reduction in the frame shear flow (Fig. 6.5.3). 
Thus the boom-web-boom type frames are very effective 
in reducing the shell stresses over those produced by the 
ring type frame, the frame inplane stiffnesses. 
This sort of deep frame is much more realistic in 
practical design than a ring frame with large bending 
stiffness. From these investigations into the effect of 
frame depth, it can be concluded that it is rather conser- 
vative to use the simple ring element idealization for the 
loaded frames for the present class of small RPV. 
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6.5.2 Effect of the Ring Frame Eccentricities 
Idealizing the circular loaded frame as a ring, it 
is usually neccessary to take account of the eccentricity 
caused by the shear centre the centroid dislocation, 
as well as the offset of the shear centre from the shell 
middle surface, where the frame is assumed to be attached 
to the skin. 
Using the curved beam element of Appendix D, the 
effect of these eccentricities in the ring frame have 
been examined. The parameter considered here is the 
relative position of the frame shear centre to the 
centroid or skin middle surface, radial and axial direc- 
tion of the shell. The effects of these eccentricities 
on the shell stresses are shown in Fig. 6.5.4-6.5.5. 
A constant value of eccentricity (0.083R) has been used. 
As shown in these figures, the axial direction 
eccentricities cause a considerable reduction in direct 
stress, whereas they do not effect the shear stress 
resultants. These results are due to the increased rota- 
tional stiffness about the circumference and negligible 
contribution to the radial stiffness caused by the longi- 
tudinal eccentricity. 
Conversely, when the radial eccentricities are 
imposed upon the frame shear center the two types of 
radial dislocation affect the shell stress distribution 
in quite a different manner. Fig. 6.5.4 shows the effect 
of the frame shear centre offset on the shell direct 
stress distribution, while, as can be seen from Fig. 6.5.5, 
the shear centre-centroid dislocation has much more effect 
than the others on the shear stress (Fig. 6.5.5) due to 
the increased inplane stiffness of the frame. 
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Thus it would appear to be desirable to consider the 
effect of eccentricity of the ring type loaded frame from 
the beginning of design or analysis in structure of RPV type. 
6.5.3 Effect of the Frame Cross Sectional Area 
As the area of the ring stiffener does not affect 
the shell shear distribution, this will also be true of 
the frame cross sectional area. In Fig. 6.5.6, the frame 
area and bending stiffness have been changed simultaneously. 
Frames having the same bending rigidity but different area 
show exactly the same shear distribution curve, while 
other cases show significant differences. 
Thus it can be seen that cross sectional area of 
the loaded frame does not contribute noticeably either 
to resisting warping of the shell cross section or to the 
frame inplane displacements. 
6.6. Effect of the Rear Body Length 
When the end tail load is applied to a shell having 
a long rear body length, no local tail load effect will 
be transfered to the centre body, where the highest con- 
centrated wing load and body bending moment are applied. 
Thus-examine the tail load effect on the centre body, 
a shell having a short length has been analysed. 
Comparisons are made in Table 6.2 for the stress 
distributions in the centre body under tail loading for 
various lengths of rear body. The direct stress at the 
reaz loaded frame and the shear stress at the middle of 
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the two frames have been factorized by the maximum beam 
theory bending moment and shear force respectively to 
exclude the overall bending effect on the stress distribu- 
tion. 
Approximately 25 per cent higher direct stresses 
can be seen to occur in the centre body of the longer 
shell. These are the results from the difference of 
local radial reaction loads, which has the ratio of two 
to one for the two shell structures. Therefore the local 
effect of end tail load influences seriousely on the 
direct stresses in the shell having short rear body 
length. 
On the other hand, the shear stress distribution is 
not affected much by the rear body length variation, this 
indicates that the shear stress is related more to the 
radial reaction forces on the frame than the overall bend- 
ing action. 
6,7 Effect of the Tail Position 
So far, the position of the tail plane has been 
located on the global X-Z plane (90 degree and 270 degree). 
To examine more closely the effect of a short rear 
body under concentrated end tail load, the position of 
the tail plane on the circumference of the body has been 
altered from the mid tail to both the top and the bottom 
of the end circumference (high and low tail). The short 
rear body (Lf=24, Lc=12, Lr=24 inch) with the low wing 
(180 degree) has been considered. 
In the region between the rear pick up frame and 
the end circumference, the opposite directions of 
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the tail load and the rear pick up reaction of the high 
tail-low wing combination distort the rear body into a 
shape having an oval vertical cross-section. This 
produces a higher hoop tensile stress and shear stress in 
this region (Fi g. 6.7.2-6.7.3) . 
The higher local deformation along the bottom line 
due to the low wing-low tail combination gives a signifi- 
cant rise in the direct stress along pick up line, while 
the compression stress along the opposite side is reduced 
(Fig. 6.7.1) . 
This large local radial and tangential deformation 
also effect the maximum shear stress between the two 
loaded frames. 
Although greater membrane stress resultants are 
produced by the low wing-low tail combination, the high 
tail-low wing positioning effect has a great influence on 
the bending stress distributions of the rear body 
(Fig. 6.7.4-6.7.6). The maximum stress resultants at the 
extreme fiber of the skin due to these bending terms, when 
expressesed as a percentage of the maximum stress resultants 
due to the membrane terms, are 30 per cent for the direct 
stress, 50 per cent for the hoop stress and 50 per cent 
for the shear stress. 
However, since the maximum bending stress resultants 
mainly appear at the rear frame position and have the same 
magnitude for each tail position, the low wing-low tail 
combination gives the most severe stress distribution. 
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6.8 Decay Length 
In appendix C of Ref. 18, the decay length of shell 
having flexible loaded frame has been defined as the dis- 
tance from the frame to undistorted shell section under 
the self-equilibrating harmonic loading terms. Using the 
method in Ref. 18, the decay length of 30.7 inches has been 
found for the body structure in Appendix. B and given in 
Appendix E. 
The radial displacement distribution along the body 
longitudinal axis is shwn in Fig. 6.8, in which the radial 
displacement at 180 degrees becomes the same as that at 
zero degree of the body circumference approximately 36 
inches away from the two frames with the low wing pick up. 
Because of the constant radial displacement beyond these 
points, the shear and hoop stresses will be the same as 
those predicted by beam theory. Comparing this value with 
30.7 inches predicted by the method in Ref. 18, a compara- 
tively good agreement is found. 
However, from the results in chapters 4 and 6, the 
following characteristics of the perturbed stresses from 
beam theory is summarized: 
i) The direct stress and axial bending moment die out 
at approximately one diameter length away from the 
loaded frames. 
ii ) The other stresses reduce more slowly and die out 
approximately three diameter length away from the 
loaded frames. 
Because of the above two points, the method given 
in Ref-18 gives better agreement for the shear and hoop 
stresses than for the direct stress or axial bending moment 
distributions of the present structure. 
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6.9 Stress Concentration Around the Cutout 
Using the empirical formula for the shell with cut 
out in Ref. 22, the stress distribution around the circum- 
ference has been calculated as shown in Appendix E. 
Comparing these results to those shown in Fig. 6.2.17, there 
is generally good agreement except at the edge of the cut out, 
at which the maximum direct stress by the present method 
is approximately 70 per cent of that predicted by the 
empirical formula. 
These results, for the stresses at the middle of two 
frames, are shown in Fig. 6.9.1. The smaller stress resul- 
tants given by the finite element method solution may be 
caused by the coarse mesh used in the circumferential 
direction, together with the flexibility of the loaded 
frames which can not be predicted from the formula in Ref. 22. 
To clarify these effects, the stresses in the ring 
framed shell are compared to those in the shell having two 
diaphragm frames in Fig. 6.9.2 and 6.9.3, As can be seen 
from Fig. 6.9.2, The axial stress at the middle of the two 
frames is not affected by the frame stiffnes difference. 
Therefore increasing the number of elements would be expected 
to give a closer result to that predicted by the method 
in Ref. 22. 
The redistribution of stresses due to the structural 
discQntinuity can be seen to take place around the cut out. 
The change of shear stress direction on the lower skin 
outside the frames, is particulary noticeable. 
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CHAPTER 7 
EXAMINATION OF THE DESIGN PARAMETERS USED IN CLASSICAL 
METHODS OF ANALYSIS 
7.1 Introduction 
Classical analyses of a cylindrical fuselage have 
produced design charts, formulae or tables for use on 
fuselage structures having large numbers of closely spaced 
stringers and rings. These analytic formulae have limita- 
tion in their application to the present class of small 
cylindrical RPV bodies, because of their analytical assump- 
tions and the simple structural model which they use, as 
explained in Appendix E. Thus only a limited number of 
cases covered in the previous investigations can be com- 
pared with the results predicted by analytical methods. 
As ESDU (Ref. 21) uses a simple explicit design variable, 
namely GtR4/EIL and allows the non-uniformity of ring 
spacing or different frame stiffness from the rings based 
on Ref. 16 and Ref. 20, the investigations are mainly carried 
out according to the effect of this parameter variation on the 
shell and loaded frames. The solutions of the finite 
element method analysis of the wing pick up structure, 
here developed, are compared to the results predicted by 
the method in Ref. 21 and elementary theory. The compa- 
risons are mainly concentrated on (i) the direct stress 
distributions at the rear pick up frame and (ii) the shear 
flow loading on this frame, under the case of a concen- 
trated load at the tail plane. The structural model 
considered and symbols used are shown in Fig. 7.1.1. 
The structural model used in this cahpter has the forward 
body length of 72 inches and 60 inches length of the rear 
body as constants. The length of centre body varies in most 
cases, therefore the symbol in the graphic outputs 72-Lc-60 
represents the geometry of model considered in longitidinal 
direction. 
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The relatively coarse finite element mesh used in 
the calculations appears to give sufficiently accurate 
distributions of stress. However, the overall magnitude 
of stress is overestimated in about five per cent of the 
case considered and under-estimated in about 10 per cent. 
In order to make fair comparisons, results in this chapter 
have been scaled, where it is noted, so that the comparison 
may be made between distributions having equal static 
resultants. The scale factors neccessary have differed 
from unity by no more than 10 per cent in most cases. 
7.2 Examination of Parameter GtR4/EIL 
The inplane structural behaviour of flexible circular 
loaded frames supported by a shell has been evaluated 
against an explicit parameter GtR4/EIL in Ref. 21, for 
the shell having no other rings or stiffeners than a single 
loaded frame as used in Ref. 14. 
However based on the analyses of Ref. 16 and Ref. 21, 
the section 03.06.17 of Ref. 21 recommends to use the 
stiffness of loaded frame (If) for I allowing nonuniformity 
of the ring stiffness (Ir) and frame stiffness. It also 
allows the nonuniformity of ring spacing by taking L as 
the harmonic mean of distances to the adjacent rings, and 
the effect of smeared stringers. by using correction 
parameter R6t'/IL3 in which the variable t' represents 
the effective stress carrying thickness including shell 
skin. 
Using the present notation of frame sti. ffr)ess If, 
the validity of this parameter GtR4/EIfL,, which for con- 
venience is denoted by the symbol Z(L) from here on, to 
the present type of wing pick up structure. "having two 
identical flexible frames is examined. 
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First of all, the variable L in the parameter Z 
has been examined performing a series of calculations by 
use of different pairs of values of the frame stiffness(If) 
and frame spacing(Lc) which have the same product and 
therefore making a constant value of Z(Lc). The results 
are shown in Fig. 7.2.1(a) for the low wing pick up(180 deg) 
and in Fig. 7.2.1(b) for the intermediate pick up(135 deg). 
The ring spacing is kept constant. Even though two shells 
have same Z(Lc) value, the results show quite different 
magnitudes. The peak shear flow produced by the shell 
having smaller frame spacing (Lc=R) shows about 17 per cent 
higher than that produced by the shell having wider spacing 
(Lc=4R) for the case of low wing pick up(Fig. 7.2.1(a)). 
However, the difference of two cases of 135 degree pick up 
is about 6 per cent(Fig. 7.2.1(b)). This trend is also 
showing for the case of doubled and quadrupled value of 
Z(Lc) in Fig. 7.2.1(c) and Fig. 7.2.1(d) respectively. 
On the other hand, when the harmonic mean of the 
frame spacing and standard ring spacing is in use for 
the case of smallest Z(Lc) value(25) as recommended by 
Ref. 21, the values of Z(L) become near zero for both of 
shells, consequently producing greatly under-estimated 
shear flow distribution similar to that predicted by 
elementary theory(Z=O). The nearest values of Z(L) 
producing similar shear flow distributions to the solutions 
produced by the finite element method are obtained using 
the variable L as the frame spacing Lc for the shell 
having narrow frame spacing, and as twice the frame spacing 
for the shell having the wider spacing, in the case of low 
wing pick up. Although there are about five per cent 
differences in the maximum values. of shear flow, this 
trend of coincidence is also shown in the case of larger 
values of Z(Lc). Therefore the parameter Z(L) in Ref. 21 
cannot predict explicitly the structural behaviour of 
the present type of shell, without considering the effect 
of frame spacing to radius ratio. 
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The other variable involved in determining the value 
of Z in Ref. 21 is effective skin thickness t' in correc- 
tion parameter Rbt'/IfL, which is derived from the 
stringer area per unit length of circumference. The 
shear flow distributions produced by two sizes of shells 
having two different stringer areas in each have been 
tabulated in Table 7.1. Because of the small number of 
stringers used(Nstr-4), doubling the stringer areas increases 
the value of t' by 15 per cent for the shell having the 
larger radius (R=12) and 8 per cent for the smaller shell 
(R=3) respectively. However, no effects of increase in 
this stringer area are found. This table also shows that 
the same Lc/R ratio gives nearly same value of peak shear 
flow coefficient compared to the results in Fig. 7.2.1(a). 
The effect of variations in the stringer area appears 
in the direct stress distribution as shown in Fig. 7.2.2. 
The larger stringer areas of each shell give about 
6 per cent. higher maximum direct stress at 180 degree 
position. However, these differences are less than that 
predicted by engineering beam theory which shows 11 per cent 
for the larger shell (Fig. 7.2.2(a)) and 7 per cent for the 
smaller shell(Fig. 7.2.2(b)) from the stringer contribution 
to the total second moment of area of shell cross section 
(1/(t+2A 
S 
/Rt). Futhermore, although two shells have same 
value of Z(Lc), the direct distribution is also affected 
by the variable Lc/R producing 40 per cent higher maximum 
direct stress by the larger shell (Lc/R=1) than that by 
the smaller shell (Lc/R=4). While the larger Lc/R gives 
about 20 per cent higher maximum direct stresses than that 
by engineering beam theory, the smaller Lc/R gives about 
80 per cent larger maximum stresses. 
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7.3 Variation of Frame Spacing (Lc) 
It has been shown that in the previous section that 
it is desirable to use the frame spacing rather than the 
standard ring spacing for the variable L in evaluating 
Z when using Ref. 21 for the case of wing pick up struc- 
ture having small frame spacing. This parameter Z(Lc) 
is further examined in this section, changing the frame 
spacing and basic dimensions of shell. The ratio of 
shell radius to thickness, stringer area to product of 
radius and thickness, and ring stiffness to frame stiff- 
ness are kept constant. 
The direct stress distributions on the rear pick 
up having a small value of Z(Lc) have been plotted in 
Fig. 7.3.1. Two sizes of shells having two different 
pick up positions are plotted for the various Lc/R 
ratios. As shown in Fig. 7.3.1(a) for the smaller shell and 
Fig. 7.3.1(b) for the larger shell, although the maxi- 
mum stress at 180 degree shows only 5 per cent difference 
in the relative value compared to that predicted by beam 
theory for the case of the smallest Lc/R, (1. ), this 
difference is getting larger by increasing Lc/R ratio. 
The case of Lc/R equal to two has about 10 per cent 
difference between the results for two shells compared 
to that predicted by beam theory, and 37 per cent for 
the case of Lc/R equal to four. However, for the 
case of smaller shell in Fig. 7.3.1(a), maximum direct 
stress produced by the largest Lc/R shows about 25 per 
cent higher than that predicted by beam theory, while 
the smallest Lc/R gives about 80 per cent higher value 
for the case of low wing pick up which is subjected to 
the concentrated load at tail. 
On the other hand, when the intermediate wing. pick 
up at 135 degree is used, the difference of maximum stress 
from that predicted by beam theory is noticeably affected 
by neither the change of Lc/R ratio nor. the size of 
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of shell, producing nearly same magnitude of 20 per cent 
difference, but the stresses at zero degree position show 
these effecs. 
The effect of the ratio of Lc/R also appears in the 
shear flow distributions in Fig. 7.3.2. The increases 
from the value predicted by elementary theory vary from 
minimum about 30 per cent for the case of Lc/R 
equal to 4, to the maximum about 50 per cent for the 
case of Lc/R equal to 1.0, when the low wing pick up 
is in use (Fig. 7.3.2(a) and Fig. 7.3.2(b)). For the case of 
intermediate wing pick up, these differences are much less 
than the low wing pick up case varying from about 20 per cent 
to about 30 per cent (Fig. 7.3.2(c) and Fig. 7.3.2(d)). The trend 
due to the change of Lc/R ratio and effect of shell 
size in shear flow distribution is same as those in the 
case of direct stress distribution. Therefore, 
the shear flow distribution can be predicted by using 
the parameter Z. 
When the value of Z(Lc) is doubled and quadrupled, 
the effect of Lc/R is even greater. While the 
maximum direct stress produced by the shell having smallest 
frame spacing (Lc/R=1) produces about 250 per cent for the 
quadrupled and 210 per cent for the doubled Z value of that 
predicted by beam theory, the largest spacing (Lc=4) 
produces about 130 per cent and 170 per cent respectively, 
for the case of smaller shell (R=6) having low wing pick 
up, as shown in Fig. 7.3.3. The lightest frame (Z=100) 
may be seen to show departure from the trend observed for 
the stiffer frame near the wing loading point at 180 degree. 
This would seen to be due to the local distortion. 
The significant effect of frame spacing on the light 
frame also appears in-the shear flow distribution for the 
same structure (Fig. 7.3.4). Doubling the value of Z(Lc) 
increases nearly 30 to 40 per cent of the maximum shear 
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predicted by elementary theory for each case of the 
frame spacing considered. However, corresponding distri- 
butions produced by Ref. 21 always give overestimations 
as shown in Fig. 7.3.4(d) by 5 per cent to 20 per cent 
depending on the frame spacing. 
The direct stresses at the low wing pick up position 
(180 degree) have been plotted in Fig. 7.3.5 for the 
various values of Lc/R and Z(Lc). It is noticeable 
that increasing either the frame spacing or frame stiff- 
ness (in other words decreasing Z value), causes the 
maximum direct stress to approach that predicted by 
elementary theory. Two types of shell, R=6 and R=12, 
show this trend in a similar manner except that the smaller 
shell having the lightest frame stiffness produces a sudden 
drop of direct stress at the loading point as described 
before. However, in general, the larger shell produces 
about 10 per cent higher stresses than the smaller shell 
for the case of small Lc/R ratio (Lc/R=1) and about 
25 per cent for a large Lc/R ratio (Lc/R=4, Z=50). 
Comparing the results to that predicted by elementary beam 
theory, the results for the small frame spacing shows about 
180 per cent to 250 per cent, while the results for the 
largest spacing shows about 120 per cent to 200 per cent 
higher direct stresses. 
Even though the increase of frame spacing also 
reduces the maximum shear flow level as shown in Fig. 
7.3.6(b), the proportional reduction of maximum shear 
is not so great as in the case of the direct stresses in 
Fig. 7.3.5(b). It is more affected by the variation of 
frame stiffness as can be observed in iig. 7.3.6(a). The 
larger shell (R=12) also gives the higher maximum value 
of shear flow on the frame. This is more significant 
for the case of"a shell having the larger frame späcxng 
(Lc/R) varying about 110 per cent to 140 per cent of 
the maximum shear produced by the smaller shell. 
Examining the values of maximum shear flow predicted 
by the design chart in Ref. 21, it can be noticed that 
the ESDU results everywhere overestimate this value as 
shown in Fig. 7.3.6(b). Therefore, the chart in ESDU can 
be used for the prediction of shear flow distribution 
and give conservative value, it significantly overestimates 
the peak value for some practical cases. It does, of 
of course, not provide direct stress distributions. 
7.4 Examination of Variables Relating to Ring Stiffeners. 
In the previous section, the larger shell (R=12) 
produces higher maximum stresses than the smaller shell 
(R=6). The only variable which is not taken into account 
in nondimensionalized form is the properties of standard 
ring stiffeners which has constant spacing of 12 inches. 
Therefore, the ratio of ring spacing to shell radius for 
those shells are 1.0 and 2.0 respectively. The stiffness 
per unit length (Ir/Lrsp) is 0.00333 for the smaller shell 
and 0.1333 for the larger shell respectively. These 
parameters related to the ring stiffeners are examined 
in this section using the smaller shell (R=6) having 
constant value of Z(Lc) (Z=25.0) keeping the other basic 
variables constant. 
As shown in Fig. 7.4. l, the stiffness ratio of ring 
to frame shows no great influence on the stress distri- 
butions. The differences in maximum stresses are less 
than five per cent, comparing the result produced by the 
smallest value of Ir/If ratio (0.02) with that by 
the quadrupled one (Ir/If=0.2). Whereas the maximum 
shear flow produced by the shells having the larger ring 
spacing are approximately 10 per cent higher than that 
predicted by Ref. 21(Fig. 7.4.1(c)), the smaller spacing. 
gives nearly same results as ESDU prediction (Fig. 7.4.1(d)). 
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Therefore, for the shells having closer ring spacing which 
is approaching the smeared ring assumption, the method 
in Ref. 21 can give more accurate prediction of frame 
shear flow distribution. 
The effect of ring spacing change is examined 
keeping the ring stiffness per unit length (Ir/Lrs 
P) 
constant in Fig. 7.4.2. Whereas the smallest ring spacing 
gives the highest direct stress and shear flow maximum, 
the largest spacing gives the lowest maximum direct stress 
and shear flow on the frame. The relative magnitude of 
changes in maximum stresses produced by these two kinds 
of ring spacing is approximately 10 per cent. It is also 
can be seen that the shear flow distribution predicted 
by ESDU gives very good approximation for the shell having 
a smaller ring spacing. 
7.5 Summary of Examination 
The parameter Z in Ref. 21 has been used exclusively 
to represent the structural behaviour of flexible circular 
loaded frames supported by a shell. Although it has 
obvious limitations for the application to the shell 
having structural discontinuity due to cutouts and the 
loaded frame with local reinforcement or eccentricity etc., 
the present examination reveals other limitations in use 
for the wing pick up structure having two loaded frames 
and small number of circumferential and longitudinal 
stiffeners. 
The most important discrepancy arises from the 
definition of ring spacing variable L. Especially when 
the harmonic mean of the=ring spacing and the frame spacing 
for the case of small value of Z(Lc), it gives significant 
underestimination of frame shear flow. On the other hand, 
when the frame spacing is used, it also gives a significant 
:.,. _ 
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overestimation for the shell having larger ratio of the 
frame spacing to shell radius. Therefore, other than 
the case of shell having very small frame spacing which 
is desirable to use Lc instead of the mean value, the 
result produced by this parameter will not give an accurate 
shear flow distribution on the frame (Fig. 7.3.6). 
The variable Lc/R performs an important role in 
the direct stress distribution in accordance with this 
Z(Lc) parameter. The smaller Lc/R and the larger Z(L) 
provide the greater perturbed direct stress. 
Even though the correction parameter in Ref. 21 
includes the effect of smeared stringer area, the effect 
of this area of stringers is not significant in the shear 
flow distribution for the present type of structure. 
However, this effect is distinct in the direct stress 
distribution as a form of nearby proportional contribution 
to the total second moment of area of shell cross section. 
Another important variable relating to the ring 
stiffeners are the spacing of them. Although the ring 
stiffness also important in the stress distribution, the 
wider spacing gives the larger overestimation by Ref. 21. 
Therefore, unless the rings are closely spaced, the result 
predicted by Ref. 21 provide considerable overestimation. 
This also affects the direct stress distribution giving 
the closer spacing the higher direct stress. 
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CHAPTER 8 
SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
Parametric studies of the wing-body interaction 
design variables have been performed using the finite 
element method. The wing attachment structure consists 
of basically two loaded frames and a body shell which is 
stiffened by a small number of standard transverse un- 
loaded rings and longitudinal stringers. The details 
of each design variation effect of comments on them 
are given in Chapters 4 to 7. The effects of important 
design parameter variations are now summarized from those 
noted in earlier chapters. 
1) The perturbation of the internal force distributions 
in the wing attachment structure of the RPV from those 
predicted by basic beam theory, has mainly arisen 
because of the inplane flexibilities of the wing pick 
up frame, as in the transport type of aircraft fuselage. 
The pick up frame for the unmanned RPV class of vehicle 
has more design choices available than there are for 
that of the transport type of vehicle. It can vary 
from a rigid bulkhead to a light gauge ring type frame. 
When the wing pick up frames have nearly infinite 
inplane stiffnesses as in the case of a rigid bulkhead 
or diaphragm, the structural behaviour of the body 
without cutouts becomes nearly the same as that of 
beam bending action (Fig. 4.4.1-4.4.13). 
This is caused by the prevention of radial and tangen- 
tial displacements at the wing load transmitting points. 
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These displacements are the major source of the per- 
turbed hoop and shear stresses in the shell, while 
the axial displacement dut to the cross sectional 
warping is the major source of the perturbed direct 
stress in the shell from those predicted by elementary 
theory. 
2) When flexible ring frames have been used for the loaded 
frames, the body structural behaviour has been predo- 
minately affected not only by the flexibility of the 
frames but also by the wing pick up position and the 
frame spacing in the body. Severe disturbances of 
the stress distributions in the body skin from those 
predicted by the elementary theory have arisen due to 
the local radial and tangential displacement of the 
wing attachment points. 
A combination of the flexible ring frames and the low or 
high wing pick up positions illustrates clearly the 
discrepancy of the body structural behaviour from 
that predicted by the elementary theory of bending 
and torsion. Although it cannot be stated in terms of 
a single parameter, as much as 100 per cent increase 
in the maximum direct stress and shear stress in the 
body skin has been observed (Fig. 7.2.1,7.2.2). 
This is especially noticeable when end tail vertical 
forces are applied to the body, for whereas beam 
theory predicts zero direct stress around the circum- 
ference of the forward frame due to zero bending 
moment, a near cos26 curve for the distribution the 
direct stress is predicted by the present analysis. 
The magnitude of this curve is approximately 40 per cent 
of the maximum direct stress level predicted by beam 
bending theory (Fig. 6.2.7). 
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Large local radial and tangential displacements at 
the pick up points tend to produce such great diff- 
erences from the elementary theory. 
The significance of the frame flexibility effect can 
be reduced by placing the wing near to the middle of 
body cross section. The mid wing pick up in this 
case shows almost the same pattern as beam theory 
(Fig. 4.3.2-4.3.4), despite the flexibility of the 
frames. The present investigation has revealed that 
the ring framed body with mid wing pick up behaves 
like a square tubular beam rather than the circular 
tublar beam (Fig. 4.3. l, 4.3.2,6.2.1). 
The similar behaviour to that predicted by the elementary 
theory is a_result of the fact that the body horizontal 
plane is the neutral plane of the bending action of the 
beam. Even the intermediate pick up at 135 degrees 
shows a considerable reduction of the stress level from 
that of the low wing pick up (Fig. 4.3.10-4.3.22). 
3) The effect of the frame spacing appears as its ratio 
to the shell radius. Low wing pick up structures 
which have the same frame spacing to radius ratio, 
show almost the same shear stress distributions 
(Fig. 6.4.3). Approximately 20 per cent reductions 
in the maximum direct stress and shear stress are 
achieved by increasing this ratio from two to four for 
the model design. 
These are due to the propagations of the locally dis- 
turbed stress system in the longitudinal direction, 
which decrease with increasing distance from the loaded 
frame. 
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4) The significant effect of the cutout on the body skin 
stress distributions has been shown. Even if the 
present investigation could not show clear stress 
concentrations around the cutout due to the coarse 
mesh and the large number of design variables involved, 
serious increases in stresses can be noticed around 
the edge of cutout (Fig. 4.7.3-4.7.5). 
The maximum stresses are increased by more than 
100 per cent by the cutout in the centre shell due to 
the abrupt structural discontinuity and the consequent 
stress concentrations caused by the removal of the load 
carrying members. 
The maximum direct stress resultant appears at the 
rear frame corner of the model RPV cutout. It is 
230 per cent of the beam theory result at this point (135°) 
and 162 per cent of the maximum value of the beam (180) 
theory under the tail load (Fig. 6.9.2). 
These increases are caused by both the reduction of 
the section's second moment of inertia and the structu- 
ral irregularity. 
It was found that the flexibility of the frames does 
not noticeably affect on the maximum direct stress 
in the shell when the cutout is present as it does 
for the complete shell (Fig-6.9.2, Fig. 4.4.1). 
An-approximate increase in maximum shear stress of 
30% is found when using a flexible frame as apposed 
to a rigid diaphragm (Fig. 6.9.3). The change in the 
shear stress direction at the bottom quadrant of the 
outer shell caused by the cutout is another interesting 
result (Fig. 4.7.5). 
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5) The simple ring type frames of an unmanned RPV would 
be likely to be relatively deeper than those of a 
transport type fuselage due to its smaller radius. 
The annular frame having an inch depth and a 0.1 inch 
thickness shows nearly same tendency as the diaphragm 
frame (Fig. 4.4.16-4.4.20) when compared to the ring 
frame with second moment of inertia of 0.1 in. 
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Although the annular type frame has a smaller second 
moment of inertia than the heavy ring frame, the effect 
of eccentricity together with the inplane stiffness of 
membrane reduces the radial displacement of frame. 
About 10 per cent of the maximum direct stress 
(Fig. 6.5.1) and 80 per cent of the maximum shear flow 
on the frame (Fig. 6.5.3) have been reduced by the use 
of a 0.083R depth of annular frame with a 0.1 inch 
thick web, as apposed to relatively heavy ring frame 
(If=O. 1 in4). Thus a considerable overestimate in 
the stresses is likely to be made by the classical 
formula in which this frame depth has not been taken 
into account. 
6) Other practical designs of the loaded frames are the 
use of local reinforcement and different stiffnesses 
for each frame. Approximately 20 and 30 per cent 
reduction of the maximum shear flow have been achieved 
by the reinforcement of a bottom octant (Fig. 4.5.1- 
4.5.2) of the frame where the wing is attached, and 
by replacement of the forward light frame by a dia- 
phragm (Fig. 4.6.1-4.6.10) respectively. The first 
reduction is due to the decrease in the frame local 
radial and tangential displacement caused by the 
increased stiffness, and the second reduction is caused 
by the absence of a disturbed stress system due to the 
forward frame. 
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7) In the classical analyses and design formulae, the effect 
of stringer stiffness is represented by increasing the 
effective skin thickness carrying direct stress. 
However, the samll number of longitudinal booms in the 
present type of RPV body shell structure behaves in a 
quite different manner. Although average direct stress 
is nearly proportional to the stringer area contribution, 
the local stresses are affected by thise stringer presence 
in conjunction with the position of wing attachment. 
Especially when stringers are placed at different position 
from the wing pick up circumferentially, the shell having 
four stringers produces approximately 20 per cent higher 
direct stress than the shell having equivalent thickness 
(Fig. 6.2.7). 
Although the shell having equivalent thickness produces 
produces a lower direct stress than the four stringered 
shell, they give a good agreement with the shell having 
sixteen stringers, which is more similar to the smeared 
shell assumption, in the shear stress distribution 
(Fig. 6.2.9). Therefore the smearing assumption can pre- 
dict the shear stress without great loss of accuracy. 
However, when the twisting moment of shell is considered, 
the resultant shear stress predicted by the smeared 
stringer or shell having equivalent thickness gives a 
great overestimation(Fig. 6.2.13). 
8) The effect of ring stiffener is mainly dependent upon 
the spacing of the stiffeners. Although the ratio of 
stiffness of ring to frame affects the shell stresses 
(Fig. 7.4.1), the closer spacing produces the higher 
stresses(Fig. 7.4.2) so that the shear flow distribution 
approaches to that predicted by the smeared ring assump- 
tion. Therefore the use of classical methods for the 
present type of shell structure will produce overesti- 
mated result. 
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9) The effect of wing stiffness on the body stresses is 
generally negligible (Fig. 5.5.9-5.5.10). Whereas 
longitudinal interaction of the wing and the body 
slightly affects only the direct stress distribution, 
the bending type interaction gives significant rises 
of stresses in the shell (section 5.6). 
10) Although the bending moments in the shell are compa- 
ratively small in most cases, the contribution of 
these bending moments to the extensional or shear 
stresses at the extreme fiber of the skin element 
are considerable due to the thin skin thickness. 
Nearly the same order of stresses are produced by 4.3.4, 
the membrane terms and the bending terms (section 4.3.4, 
4.4,6.2.1,6.7). 
A reduction of these bending stresses can be achieved 
by adding stiffeners or increasing their stiffness. 
The use of simple diaphragm frames or a mid wing pick 
up makes these bending stress resultants become 
negligible. 
11) Another important design variable is the position of 
the tail plane which reacts the wing normal force by 
its nose down moment. Whilst the oval shape dis- 
placement of the low wing-high tail combination 
produces the highest hoop and shear stresses in the 
rear body, the local radial and tangential defor- 
mations caused by the low wing-low tail combination 
produces the highest longitudinal direct stress 
resultant (section 6.7). 
12) In an ordinary transport type of fuselage, the use 
of extreme positioning of wing (high/low) is usually 
avoided to prevent highly concentrated stresses due 
to the flexible pick up frame, as discussed previously. 
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However, the simplicity of design of the present type 
of RPV would not exclude use of an extreme wing posi- 
tioning, with appropriate local reinforcement. 
13) When the tail plane and fin are reacting the roll of 
vehicle produced by the aileron deflection, the body 
shell behaviour is predominated by the overall bend- 
ing action due to the unbalanced fin normal force 
rather than the overall torsion due to the tail plane 
and fin normal forces of the body structure investi- 
gated (section 4.3.4 and 4.4.2). 
14) While reducing the longitudinal distance between the 
wing and tail leads to the decrease of overall bend- 
ing stresses in the shell, the influence of local 
deformation at the tail position increases the 
stresses at the wing pick up position (section 6.6) 
15) When the simple ring type frames are in use, the design 
charts in ESDU can give a maximum possible value of the 
frame shear flow distribution using the frame spacing 
and second moment of area rather than using the stan- 
dard ring properties (Fig. 7.3.5). 
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CHAPTER 9 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER WORK 
9.1 Conclusions 
A numerical method has been used to investigate the 
effect of variations in the wing-body interaction structural 
design parameters on the structural behaviour of a class 
of small RPVs. A set of computer programs using the 
developed finite element method of investigation has been 
based on the concept of substructuring. This program 
development includes appropriate element formulations. 
The elastic coupling between the wing and the body has 
also been examined. Examining a classical design para- 
meter and analytical methods, the applicability of such 
methods to the RPV type wing body interaction structure 
is investigated. The application of the present method 
of analysis and developed programs is not restricted to 
the present type of structure but can also be used generally 
for the wing-fuselage interaction analysis of an aircraft 
in which the wing attachment is by frame pick ups only. 
Based on the wide range of investigations of the effect 
of design parameter variation on the structural behaviour, 
the following characteristics of the most important design 
variables which should be taken into account for the design 
or analysis of the wing-body interaction of RPV class are 
found: 
1. The inplane bending stiffness of a loaded frame does 
influence the structural behaviour of wing pick up in 
the form of stiffness ratio to the shell cross section 
second moment of area. The smaller ratio produces 
the larger deviation from the value predicted by 
elementary theory. 
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2. The ratio of loaded frame spacing to shell radius: 
A small value of this ratio produces a larger perturbed 
stress system from that predicted by elementary theory, 
and closer results to that predicted by analytical 
formuae for the shell having a single loaded frame. 
3. The position of wing attachment to the body circumference: 
Placing the wing near to the middle of body cross section 
allows the use of elementary theory, while an extreme 
positioning (low or high wing pick up) gives highly 
perturbed stress system. 
4. The overall effect of direct stress carrying longitudinal 
stringers is acting as beam theory, even though the 
number of stringers are small, as a ratio of total area 
of stringers to the product of radius and thickness of 
shell. However, the local membrane and bending stresses 
are quite different from the results predicted by elemen- 
tary theory or analytical methods. 
5. The most important variable related to the standard 
ring stiffener is the spacing. The closer spacing 
produces the higher shell stresses than the wider 
spacing, even though they have same stiffness per unit 
length. 
6. Placing the tail plane to the opposite side of the wing 
around the body circumference produces lower stress 
than placing them in same position, for the case of 
body having a short distance between them. 
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The parameter Z= GtR4/EIfL used in Ref. 21 has been 
examined to see the validity of this parameter to the 
present type of wing pick up structure having small radius, 
small number of stiffeners and two loaded frame. From 
the present investigation, it has been found that there 
are other limitations in use of this parameter, even 
though having no cutout or no eccentricity and local 
reinforcement of the loaded frames have been employed. 
The following variables also have great influence 
on the structural behaviour of wing pick other than the 
parameter Z, 
i. The spacing of two loaded frames: When this variable 
is in use for L, Ref. 21 could give very good approxi- 
mation in the distribution of frame shear flow for 
the case of the shell having large frame stiffness 
(or large radius) and small value of ratio of this 
variable to radius ratio. However, for the case 
of the having larger ratio of frame spacing to radius, 
Ref. 21 gives a significant over-estimation. 
This ratio performs also an important role in the 
direct stress distribution in accordance with this 
parameter variation. The smaller ratio and the larger 
value of Z provide the greater perturbed direct 
stress from that predicted by elementary theory. 
ii Although the change of stresses are not inversely 
proportional to the contribution of stringer area to 
the total second moment of area of shell cross section 
and the effect of this stringer area does not affect 
the shear flow distribution for the shell having small 
value of this parameter, the influence of this stringer 
area is shown noticeably in the direct stress distri- 
bution though not in the shear flow distribution. 
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iii. When the parameter Z has small constant value, the 
smeared ring assumption in Ref. 21 provides very similar 
result of shear flow distribution for the case of 
closer spacing of rings. However, for the case of 
shell having wide spacing, this Z again gives 
considerable overestimation. 
9.2 Recommendations for Further Work 
Although the structural behaviours of a small RPV 
class wing body interaction structure under the investi- 
gation have been extensively examined, there are still 
important areas where the investigation can be extended 
by removing the limitations imposed on the present work 
or by confining the investigation to a certain parameter 
only. The wide range of parameters to be considered 
was a major factor prevented the use of fine mesh model 
or a general purpose analysis package which has generally 
more flexibility than the program used in the geometric 
representation of structures. 
The use of refined mesh for the shell having cutout 
can extend the investigation to the study of stress con- 
centration problem of an RPV type body structure having 
small number of stiffeners. 
A slight modification of subroutines in the main 
solution program could lead the investigation to the more 
complicated wing-body interaction problems, such as multi- 
ple points wing attachment. An alteration of the cyl- 
lindrical-, shell element-by a doubly curved-shell, -element- 
in the program, used could extend the present investigation 
to, the structure having non-circular cross section. 
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The actual smeared shell element can be formulated 
by a slight modification of the stress-strain relation 
in Appendix C, without any difficulty. Then the smeared 
stringers or rings can be readily employed if it is nec 
neccessary. 
The general trends of shell having various combination 
of frame spacing and stiffness relating them to the radius 
and second moment of area of shell cross section, for the 
limited number of cases. Performing further examination 
for the larger variable, more general design informations 
for a large aircraft can be found. 
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APPENDIX A 
SURVEY OF THE STRUCTURAL WING-BODY INTERACTION TYPES OF 
EXISTING AIRCRAFTS AND RPVS 
The general characteristics of the wing body inter- 
action design of existing aircrafts have been surveyed. 
This survey covers various types of an aircraft and un- 
manned vehicle. The structural descriptions of the 
surveyed vehicles are based on schematic diagrams of each 
vehicle in most cases. The purpose of this survey is 
to get an idea for the design of an RPV wing-body inter- 
action structure and for the generalization of the existing 
design types. 
The detail description of the surveyed aircraft 
structures are given in Table A. 1. The following simple 
classifications are used in the survey, on the bases of 
the size of aircraft and the structural types of wing-body 
intersection. 
i) Small or medium sized transport type aircrafts, such 
as a light short haul transport, which have mostly 
large Qne piece wing attached to the top or bottom 
of the fuselage. 
ii ) Large military or civil transport type aircrafts 
which have usually a shell type fuselage and a torsion 
box type wing structure. 
iii) Military fighter type of aircrafts which have many 
wing spars and fuselage frames. 
iv) Unmanned aircrafts, such as a target drone or an. RPV, 
which mostly have a very simple and small body and 
wing. 
105 
The typical characteristics of a small class of RPV 
structure have been chosen from this survey as follows: 
i)A simple and small radius axisymmetric body which 
has very small number of transverse stiffeners to 
simplify manufacturing and access. 
ii) A simple two spar torsion box type one piece wing 
structure construction. 
iii) Small number of the longitudinal stiffeners using 
full length extrusion for the purpose of primary 
longerons, body sheets assemblage, and hard points 
for the wing and tail attachments. 
iv) Small number of the wing pick up frames and pick up 
points for an easy assembly or replacement of wing 
structure. 
v) No undercarriage in the body due to its mid-air 
retrieval system or parachute landing. 
vi) Auxiliary power units for take-off, which is mounted 
on the longitudinal booms. 
A small body radius of RPV makes the stiffeners and 
the wing attachment frames relatively deeper, compared to 
a conventional transport type fuselage. A use of more 
extreme wing positioning on the body circumference is 
another possible feature of an RPV type wing-body intersec- 
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PARTICULARS OF CHOSEN RPV 
B. 1 General Description 
A simple small RPV design has been chosen for the 
efficient investigation of the wing-body structural design 
parameter variation effect on the overall structural behaviour. 
The basic configuration of the chosen RPV, which has a cyl- 
indrical cross section of body and a trapezoidal planform 
of wing with the quater chord sweep back angle of zero 
degree, is tihawn in Fig. 3.1. The external power plant 
units, such as an engine and rocket assisted take-off (RATO) 
systems, are excluded in that figure. 
The noncylindrical sections at nose and tail of the 
body are assumed as a nonstructural member as usual in an 
RPV, so that primary body structure is the cylindrical 
shell with two wing pick up loaded frames at the forward 
and rear spar positions of the wing box. The cylindrical 
body skin is supported by the four longitudinal members 
(longerons) and the regulary spaced transverse stiffeners 
(standard rings), at interval of one diameter length. 
The wing is attached through the two heavy loaded frames. 
Material in use for the major structural components is 
chosen as aluminium alloy. 
Since the exact distribution of mass and the per- 
formance characteristics are not specified, the external 
load distribution also not specified. Therefore, the 
aerodynamic load on the wing has been assumed using 
informations in Ref. 83. 
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B. 2 Dimensions 
1) Body 
Overall length 204.0 inch 
Nose cone 48.0 inch 
Body 144.0 inch 
Tail cone 18.0 inch 
Diameter 12.0 inch 
Nose cone shape 0.925[ 
Tail cone shape 2X 
2) Wing 
Semispan 38.0 inch 
Root chord 25.5 inch 
Tip chord 16.0 inch 
Area (each) 788.5 inch2 
Aspect ratio 1.83 
Taper ratio 0.627 
Airfoil NACA 65-006 
Leading edge sweep back 5.71 degree 
1/4 chord sweep 0. degree 
Trailing edge sweep forward -8.53 degree 
1/4 chord position X=75.0 inch 
Z": subject to change 
Incidence angle 0. degree 
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3) Tail plane and Fin 
Mid tail 90 and 270 degree 
High fin 0. degree 
Semispan-exposed 18.0 inch 
Root chord 12.0 inch 
Tip chord 7.5 inch 
Area (each) 175.5 inch2 
Aspect ratio 1.85 
Taper ratio 0.627 
Airfoil NACA 65-006 
Lead+. ng edge sweep back 10.65 degree 
3/4 chord sweep 0. degree 
Tral-ling edge sweep forward -3.56 degree 
Position of 3/4 chord line X=192.0 
4) Control surfaces 
Aileron 
Span 5.2 inch(Z=32.0-37.2) 
Percentage wing chord line 75% and afterward 
Area (each) 11.83 inch2 
Elevator 
Span 18.0 inch(Z=6.0-24.0) 
Percentage tail chord line 75% and afterward 
Area (each) 43.93 inch2 
Rudder 
Span 12.0 inch(Y=6.0-18.0) 
Percentage chord of fin 75% and afterward 
Area (each) 31.52 inch2 
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B. 3 Bo, dy Structure 
1) Main body shell 
Circular cylindrical cross section 
Radius 6.0 inch 
Thickness of skin 0.06 inch 
Stringers 
Number 4 
Positions 45,135,225,315, deg. 
Basic section properties 
second moment of inertia(Is); 0.001 in4 





Basic section properties 
Ir; 
Ar; 
2) Loaded frames 
Positions 
Type or Properties 
11 
12.0 inch conatant 
except X=72 and 84 
0.001 in 4 
0.1 in 2 
X=72. O & 84.0 inch 
subject to change 
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B. 4 Wing Structure 
Type 
Position of spars 
2 spar-rib torsion box 
X=72. O( 1/4 chord line) 
X=84.0( 3/4 chord line) 




Aileron support rib 
Skin thickness 











B. 5 Material Used 
0.04 inch sheet forming 
between Z= -6.0 to +6.0 
macined I beams 
Z=0. O 
1) Aluminium Alloys for Major structures 
Young's modulus (E) lO. 3x1O6 psi 
Poisson's ratio (0) 0.3 
Specific weight (f)O. 1 lb/in3 
2) Glass-Fiber Reinforced Plastic 
Control surface and nose & tail cone 
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B. 6 Loads on the Wing 
1) Distributed wing normal force : 
Total normal force per each side ; 164.12 lbf 
Pressure distribution ; Fig. B. 1-B. 2. 
2) Concentrated normal force due to aileron : 
Inner fitting ; 10 lbf at Z= 30.0 inch 
Outer fitting ;2 lbf at Z= 38.0 inch 










-r % chord 
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SHELL ELEMENT USED 
C. 1 Introduction 
The strain element formulation, which is proposed 
by Sabir and Ashwell (Ref. 50,51), has been used for the 
finite element idealization of the fuselage shell skin 
structure. In their finite element formulation, the 
strains and curvatures are assumed as simple polynomials 
which satisfy the compatibility equation of the thin shell 
theory, rather than using the displacement or the stress 
assumptions. 
The merits of this element are that converge rapidly 
and show reasonable accuracy with small number of degrees 
of freedom, compare to other types of element for-the 
general thin or moderately thick shell structures. 
Instead of using Timoshenko's shell equation (Ref. 84) in 
the original, Novozhilov's theory (Ref. 75) is used for 
the element formulation. This includes the coupling 
between membrane terms and bending terms. 
The constant shear strain assumption is chosen from 
the various possible polynomial assumptions of the shear 
strain. 
The accuracy of this element has been compared 
to other 
types of shell element or other strain assumptions 







a) Coordinates and Displacements 











& Nxt+ aX 
dx 





Mx t+ amx t dx 
Fig. C. l Cylindrical Shell Element Coordinates, 
Displacements and Stress Resultants. 
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C. 2 Strain Functions 
The compatibility equation of the thin cylindrical 






akx kXo +1 
aY aEX 
=0 





2 -a äz =0............. 
(C. 1) 
ax DZ 
These equation will be satisfied by assuming the relation 
of strain as follows; 
aka akxe 
ax-aZ............................ 
(C. 2. a) 
äkx akxe 
aZ =ax............................ 




Or from the second equation of eq. (C. 1) , (C. 2. b) and 
(C. 2. c) can be altered by following assumption. 
akx_akxe_i aEX 
z ax R az 
1= constant ......................... (C. 2. f) 
The difference between above two assumptions are that 
the first one produces linearly varying shear strain along 
the x direction while the second assumption produces the 
constant strain in the element. 
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The second assumption is chosen for the present 
analysis even though it produces the constant shear 
stress resultants for the all corner nodes, because it 
gives more satisfactory results than other assumptions 
from the various tests which were not covered by original 
paper (see section C. 5). 
The strian assumptions which is satisfying the 






1 -x2 -x3 -x26 -x36 x 2R 6R 2R 6R 
1 
sing 1 A 
R x xe 
1 x 6 x6 
x2 R92 1 









= (B){a) ................... (C. 3b) 
in which {a) is unknown coefficient vector. 
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C. 3 Displacement Function 
Using the strain-displacement relations of the thin shell, 
Ex =au ax 
Ee =av +w az R 










kxe = w+ 20v ä 
axaz R ax 
.............. (C. 4) 
The polynomial expression of the displacement functions 
is found using the strain assumptions of eq. (C. 3) with 
coefficient vector {a} as; 
lu! 
(P) (a) ............... (C. 5a) 
in which 
{U} = Lu, W, V9 Ox, OZ --j 
T, 
(P) = polynomial matrix of eq. (C. 5b) in the next page, 
ä2 +R; slope about x axis, 
0z 
ax ; slope about circumferential axis. 
The term on column 1 through 6 in the matrix (P) represents 
the rigid body terms which is found from the eq. (C. 4) by 
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The generalized displacement tu 
el 
is represented 
by the transformation matrix [C] which is defined by 
putting appropriate corner node coordinates to the poly- 
nomial matrix (P) as follow; 
fu 
el 
= CC) (a} .................... (C. 6) 
From the Novozhilov's theory (Ref. 75), the variational 
change of strain energy is 
SS [Nx aE x+Ne 
ý Ee+Nxe gr+Mxbkx+Mo Ske+2Mxe bkxe) dxdz 
j! {N}T{ýE}j dxdz 
II C{ý}T(D) ýiEýý dxdz ............. (C. 7) 
in which 
{N} is stress resultant vector, 
[DJ is the following constituitive relation matrix 
of the thin shell; 
D] = 
C C' D 
R 
Co c D 
1-ý 
C 1_J D 2 2R 
D 
R D Dý 





C= Et/(1-J2) D= Et3/12(1-)2) 
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C. 4 Shell Element Matrices 
From the eq. (C. 6) and eq. (C. 7), the stiffness matrix 
of shell element which is relating the generalized forces 
and displacements can be expressed as follow; 
{. FJ = [K)luel ....................... (C. 8a) 
[K] = (C)-TSJ(B)T[D]CB)dxdz(C] 
1 
...... (C. 8b) 
Integration of SJ(B)T[D)(B)dxdz is given in eq. (C. 8c) 
explicitly, in which only the elastic terms are remaining. 
The stress matrix (S) of shell. element at node, i, 
is found from the eq. (C3b) and eq. (C. 6) , as follow; 
(Sil = (D) (B(xi, zi )) (c) (Uey ......... (C. 9) 
The consistent inertia load matrix tFg1 due to 
1g acceleration in the global Y direction can be repre- 
sented as 
# Fg1= 
ft LaRcosysinß, O, -aRsinTsin(3, O, O, 
3 




2aR3sin9sin2, aR3sin2 (ß cos9-sin'), O, O, 0 JT 
0.. 0...... 0................... 000. 
(c. 10 ) 
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............ 0.. (C, 8c) 
in which 
3 
G1= ab, G2= 
12b, G3= 2R (1+ R )(p-sins) 
2 









ab r G8= 3a 20b R +C ab 
3 
G= a5b3 + 
cab3 
+ Ca b G= 
lb 
+ab. 
9 16128R 12 10 3840R 12R 12R 
ab 
3G= 
a7b3 + ca3b3 + ga5b G11 12R-' 12 193536R 144R 320R 
G_ *ca3b3 
1±1ý ), G- ab(cat+gR2 
2)rG- äa b+ as b 
13 144R 2 14 12 15 144R 32OR 
2 t2 
and g= 2(1-ý)c , c= 12. 
SC [B)T(D) (B) dxdz= 
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in which f; specific weight per unit volume of material 
(lb/in3), 
Cp ; angle measured from global y axis to the 
geometric centre of the element, 0 in Fig. C 
in the circumferential direction, 
arc angle of the element (=2 ), 
a; the length along the straight line of 
element. 
C. 5 Element Test 
(lb/in3), 
Cp ; angle measured from global y axis to the 
geometric centre of the element, 0 in Fig. C. l, 
in the circumferential direction, 
arc angle of the element (=2 ), 
a; the length along the straight line of 
element. 
In References 50 and 51, the convergency and accuracy 
of the strain element have been demonstrated for the dis- 
placement solutions for the free end pinched shell and 
barrel vault problems. But they do not show the accuracies 
in the stress distributions. The stress distributions 
in the pinched shell with the end diaphragms and the simply 
supported vault structures are examined by comparison with 
the hybrid element in Ref. 47 and the isoparametric facet 
shell element in PAFEC 75. 
The 4 x4 elements model for the quadrant or octant 
of shell structure is used. In use of the isoparametric 
element in PAFEC, eight noded element formulation is used. 
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Exact solution; Ref. 9& 47 
20 
O. 2 
Fig. C. 2 Simply Supported Pinched Shell. 
1) Radii Displacement along C-D 
w x1000 inch 
X 0 5.0 10.0 15 20 
Exact 0 -1.88 -3.31 -6.90 -10.6 
PAFEC 
8 Noded 
0 -1.91 -3.85 -5.79 -7.22 
Strain 
Element 
0 -2.13 -4.46' -7.00 10.02 
Hybrid 
Element 
0 -2.49 -5.0 -6.95 -8.37 
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2) Axial Stress Resultant Nx 
X O 5.0 10.0 15 20 
Exact 0 -12.8 -19.6 -44.3 -126. 
PAFEC 0 -12.3 -28.1 -62.7 -144 8 8 Noded . 
Strain 
Element -5.33 -13.6 -36.5 -68.7 -86.4 
Hybrid 
Element 0 -12.3 -22.8 -57.0 -66.4 
3) Shear Stress Resultant along C-A Nxt 
X 0 5 10.0 15.0 20.0 
Exact 0 -11.3 - 2.2 3.0 0 
PAFEC 
8 Noded 8 Nod 0 -5.83 -2.9 -2.1 0 
Strain 
Element 0 - 9.2 - 5.2 - 3.2 0 
Hybrid 
Element 0 -10.3 - 2.2 3.0 0 
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Fig. C. 3 Simply supported Vault. 





t=O. 2 in 
4x4 mesh 
Exact solution; Ref. 9&47 
X 0 5 10 15 20 
Exact 0 -1.27 -1.94 -2.29 -2.42 
PAFEC 0 -1.23 -2.35 -3.08 -3.35 8 Noded 
4 Noded 
Strain 




2) Axial Stress along C-D 
0 5 10 15 20 
Exact 0 80. 142.1 184 198 
PAFEC 
8 Noded 0.1 59. 145. 232.. 338. 
4 Noded 
Strain 10.8. 
100. 178. 220. 249. 
Hybrid 43. 76. 120. 170. 195. 
3) Shear Stress along C-D 
X 0 5 10 15 20 
Exact - - - - - 
PAFEC 
8 Noded 15.0 16.7 6.5 8.6 9.7 
4 Noded 
Strain 25.7 23.0 16.8 9.2 2.6 
Hybrid - - - - - 
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APPENDIX D 
THIN-WALLED CURVED BEAM FINITE ELEMENT 
D. 1 Introduction 
For the finite element idealization of the stiffeners, 
a thin-walled curved beam element is formulated by using 
Cheney's thin-walled open section ring frame analysis 
(Ref. 85) which solved for the buckling problem of a ring 
frame by the harmonic analysis. 
The exact solution of the governing equations of the 
thin-walled curved beam is found for the strain components 
and displacement function as in the formulation of the 
shell strain element. Since the exact solution of the 
beam equations has been used for the displacement assump- 
tion, the size of the element mesh does not affect the 
beam's structural behaviour. The effect of shear centre- 
centroid offset and dislocation of ring-shell connection 
are allowed to represent discrete stiffener, while the 
warping of beam cross section is neglected. 
It is assumed that the shear deformation and torsion 
due to the distortion of the cross section of the beam 
during deformation are negligible. Fig. D. 1 shows the 
coordinates and deformation components used in the for- 
mulation. rs and rc are the curvature of the beam shear 
centre and centroid respectively, and xc and yc represent 
the shear centre-centroid offset in the normal and radial 
direction. 
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As a special case of the curved beam element, a 
straight beam element has been derived from the curved 
element using the infinite curvature. This straight beam 
element has been used for the representation of the 
longitudinal stringers. 
r 
yc 6, z, v 
r, y, w --- x c 
a(x, yr 
c; centroid 
s; shear centre 
.x9u 
X 
Fig. D. 1. Geometry of curved beam cross section. 
D. 2 Geometric Relations and Displacements 
The displacements in the normal, radial and circum- 
ferential directions, (ua, wa, va), of an arbitrary point 
a(x, y) on the middle surface of the beam cross section, 
due to shear centre displacements (u, w, v) and a rotation 
0 without warping, become 
u= u - YO ............... (D. 1) a 
w w = + xO ............... (D. 2) a 
v dw du 
v =v + Y( _ ) ........... -x (D. 3) a r dz dz S 
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in which the second and third terms of the tangential 
displacement, va, represent the effect of the change in 
the slope of the tangent to the centroidal axis due to 
the radial and normal displacements respectively. 
The normal strain at this point due to the change 
in the circumferential displacement and the radial dis- 
placement is then as it is in the shell: 
r dV w sa+a 
ss 
£a = 
r+y d2 r +y ............. 
(D. 4) 




rsy d2w-rsxd2uw+ xO_ (D. 5) dz rs+Y dz2 rs+y dz2+ rs+y rs+Y 
) 
From eq. (D. 5) with x=xc and y=yc the normal strain at 
the centroid E0 will be 
= 
dv rsyc d2W rsxcd2u+W+ XC 
0. (D. 6) 0 dz rc dz2 rc dz2 rc rc 
in which rc=rs+yc ................. (D. 7) 
And expanding' r +y 
in series form and dropping higher 
S 
order terms, eq. (D. 5) becomes 




Substituting eq. (D. 6) into eq. (D. 8 ), and expanding 
1 
as a series, gives 
rc rs yc 
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22 
Ea = Eo - (Y-Y) (d 
2+ WL) 
- (x_x ) (d 
2- g_ ) 
dz rc dz s s 
=ö+ (y_yc)kx - (x-xc)ky ......... (D. 9) 
in which kx and ky represent the curvature of the 
beam about the normal and radial axes respectively which 
are defined as follows; 







................. (D. 1O) 
.................. (D. 11) 
The normal strain at a(x, y) is now given in terms 
of the normal strain at the centroid and the curvatures 
of the shear centre. The next section will use this 
result to calculate the normal force and the bending 
moments. 
The angle of twist per unit length along the circum- 
ference /3 due to the torsion of curved beam without warping 








D. 3 Stress Resultants 
From the fundamental elastic law, the normal stress, 
at-a point a(x, y) is found to be: 
a 
0-a =E Ea =E 
[E + (y-yc)kx - (x-xc)ky] ... (D. 15) 
The normal stress resultant NZ on the cross section 
of the beam element and the bending moments MX and My 
are obtained by integration of Q'a over the total cross 
section area; 
NZ = SJCr a 
äxd3 =E E0A ................. (D. 16) 
-Ik 17 j"x =S 
Q-a(Y-Yc) dxdy = E( Ixkx 
xy Y)..... (D. ) 
My = SýQ a(x-xc) 
dxdy = E(Ixykx - Iy ky ) ..... (D. 18) 
in which 
A= total cross section area of beam element, 
I= second moments of inertia which are defined from the 
definition of the centroid; 
Ix = 
Sf (y-Yc)2dxdyv 
Iy = ff (x-xC)2dxdy9 




x dxdy = 
if 
y dxdy = 0. 
The Saint-Venant torsion about the shear centre of 
a curved beam element 
is: 





where J is usual Saint-Venant torsional constant which 
is given approximately as follow: 
J=1 7- biti3 for a thin walled beam, ..... (D. 19b) 
= 
Sc (x2+ y2)dxdy for a solid beam, ..... (D. 19c) 
and shear modulus G=E 2(1+9) ................ (D. 19d) 
b; flange width, 
t; flange thickness of thin walled beam. 
The stress resultants-strain relationship of the 













I -I x xy 









.............. (D. 20) 
or 
{N} =E [D){F-} ............................ (D. 21) 
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D. 4 Governing Equations 
As shown on Fig D. 2, it is assumed that all internal 
(or external) loads are applied through the shear centre, 









-/ Ny dz 
Mz ä dz 
Nz dz dz 
Fig. D. 2. Forces in the curved beam element. 
The homogeneous governing equilibrium equations of 
the forces'and the moments are 
2 2d 
2 
x yc 2z O ............... (D. 22a) rs az a2 
z 












+ ( My'x 
C 
Nz )= 0 
0000-0000.0.0.00 (D22. d) 
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Substituting eq. (D. 22c) into eq. (D. 22d) and recalling 
eq. (D. 6) the differential equation of E0 is found to be 
2 
d2°+ 2E0 




=1r................. (D. 24) 
s 
The general solution of this equation is 
E= aIcos8z + a2sinsz 
= a1cos C+ a2sin C ........... (D. 25) 
where 0 is the arc angle along the shear centre, relates 
to the circumferential coordinate z by z= rs9. 
From the eq. - (D. 22b) , eq. (D. 22d) , and eq. (D. 19a) , 
d3Mz 
+1 
dMz =0................ (D. 26a) 
dz3 rs dz 
2 
dd z( 
+=0................ (D. 26b) 2 2 
dz r 
s 
eq. (D. 26b) has a solution of the form 
= a4cos 0+ a5sin 0+ a6 .......... (D. 27) 
Substituting the solution for E0 and 0 into eq. (D. lO) 
and eq. (D. 11) gives 
Ixkx- Ixyky = rcA(alcos 9+ a2 sin G) + a3 (D. 28a) 
-Ixykx +Iyky= xcA(a1cos 0+ a2sin 0) 
+ J'(a4sin 0- a5cos 0) .... (D. 28b) 
J 
in which J' 
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Then the solutions for kx and ky are 
kx = G1( alcos 0+ a2sin. 6 )+ G2 a3 
+ G3( a4sin 0- a5cos 0) 
ky = G4( alcos 6+ a2si nG)+ G5a3 
+ G6( a4sin 0- a5cos A) 
where 
GI = Go( rcIy + xcIxy )A 
G2 = Go Iy 
G3 = Go J' Ixy 
G4 = Go(rcIxy + xcIx )A 
G5 = Go Ixy 
G6 = Go J' Ix 
and _1 Ix Iy - Ixy 
.............. (D. 29) 
.............. 
(L. 30 ) 
..................... (D. 31) 
The solutions for the normal strain and the curvatures 
can now be written in the form of 
coso sine al 
kx 
_ 
'G1Cosa G1sine G2 G3 sine -G3cos6 a 
.3 ky G4cosa G4sine G5 G6sing -G6cos6 a4 
-- ---------- a5 





= [B)(a) ................................... 
(D. 32b) 
The displacement solution will be found from these strain 
and curvature solutions using the strain displacement relation 
of eq, ( D. 6) and eq. (D. '10) to eq. (. D. 12) . 
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D. 5 Dis l4cement Solutions. 
Substituting eq, (D. 32) into eq, (D. 10) - eq. (D. 12), and rearr- 
anging the differential equations of radial displacement, rotation 
about shear centre and normal displacement becom 
d2w +w=- r2 kx 
de2 s 
rs { G1( alcos6 + a2sine )+ G3a3 




- ky s de 2 
rs I G4ý alcos6 + a2sine )+ G5a3 
+ (G6 + 1)( a4sine - a5cos9 )}.. (D. 33b) 
2ý 
u= rs P d6 - rs + constant .............. "(D 33c) 
The general solutions of these differential equations are 
2w= 
-2 rs 
{ G1e ( alsin9 - a2cosG )+ 2G2a3 
G30 ( a4cose + a5sinG )} + a7 cosO + a8sine 
............... (D. 34a) 
0_ 
_2 r 
{G4o ( alsinO - a2cosO )+ 2GSa3 - 
(G6+1)9 ( a4cos9 + a5sing )} + alocos9 + a11si nG 
...... 0'"***6-**(o 34b) 
22 2u=2 
rs G49( alsinG - a2cos9 )+ rs GSa3 
+ rs'{a4(sin0 - G78 cos0 )- a5(cose - G7 0 sin0)} 
+ rs 9 a6 rs( alocos9 + a11sin0 )+ a12 
................ (II. 34t) 




Now from eq, (D"6), eq, (D. 30) and eq, (ll. 11), the differential 
equation of tangential displacement v, can be found to be 
2 
-- ......... (D.. 35) d9 rs 





The general solution for which is 
2v= 
(G8sing -2 Glrs 9cosA)a1 - (G8cose +2 Glr2 s 
GsinO)a2 
+ G96a3 - (G10cosO -2 G3 r5 6sin6)a4 
2 Gars Ocose)a5 - a7sinO + a8cos0 
2- 
(G1Osine +1 
+ a9 ............................. (D. 36) 
where 
r2 x 
G8 = rs 2 G1 rCG1 
+ 
rc 




r5G2 + xCG5 )r2 
s 
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G10= _( 2rcG3 + r5G3 + xcG6 
)rS 
.............. (D. 37) 
From these displacement solutions, the rotations about 
the normal axis P. and the radial axis 0y become 
dw 
+v ox dz rs 
= G11( alsin9 - a2cosO )+r G80a3 
s 





{( 6cos9 + sinO )al +( 6sinO - cosO )a2} 
+( rsG7 Osine - G13cosO )a4 - (rsG7 OcosG + G13sin9)a5 
+ rsOa6 + a10sin6 - a11cos6 ............ (D. 39) 
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in which new constants are defined as 
G11 = 1. +r rs(rSGl + xýG4) 
c 
G3+ Xc G6) 
G13 =2 rs(G6 - 1) ........................... (D. 40) 
Collecting the solutions, the matrix equation which 




.................................... (D. 41) 
where matrix (P) is given in Table. D. 1. 
Then generalized displacements equation can be written 
as 
jue} = [Cj{a} ................................... (D. 42) 
in which 
{uurWivr9 95 s 1'12, w2' v, ' s 
`IT 
e} 111 xl yl x2 y2 (0.42a) 
C ); shape function matrix which is obtained by substi- 
tuting the appropriate nodal coordinates of the end nodes 
into matrix (P). Suffices 1 and 2 represent the end nodes. 
The unknown coefficientStaj and displacements{uý,, can now 
be defined by the generalized displacements{ue}in the usual manner. 
1( 
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D. 6 Formulation of Element Matrices. 





=1 {EI (D)( F-1 rede 
1 1uejT ýC1T 
f[BJT 
, D) B) rcde [C)-' fuel 2 0 """" (D. 45) 
in which 
oc = half angle of circumference of element 
= transpose of matrix or vector 






B)T 1D]1 B1 de CC)-' 
.............. (D. 46) 
-a 
The integration of above equation is given explicitly by 
J(B)T (D) (B) d0 =H 
-a 0 H2 
H3 0 H4 
O HS 0 H6 
H7 0 H8 0 H9 






- 2G1G4Ixy + G21xy)(20( + sin2o() 
H2 = 2. 
(A + G2Ix -2 G1G4Ixy + G2Ixy)(2a - sin2o() 
H3 = 2(G1G2Ix - G2G4 Ixy - G1G5Ixy + G4G5Iy)sin o 
H4 = 2(G2Ix - 2 
2G2G5Jxy + G2Iy)OC 5 
H5 = 2(G1G3Ix - G1G6Ixy - G3G4Ixy + G4G6Iy)(2o( - sin2a) 
H6 = 
*(GIx 
-2 G3G6I xy + G6I y)(2C4 - si n2 oc) 
+ 
111 (2 o( + sin2o() 
Hý =2 (G1G3Ix - G1G6Ixy - G3G4Ixy + G4G6Iy) (2 o( + sin2(x ) 
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H8 = -2(G2G3Ix - G3G5Ixy - G2G6Ixy + G5G6Iy)sinx 
H9 = 
FG2Ix 
- 2G G Ixy + G2Iy)(2a + sin2a) 
+1 J' (2a - sin2o() 
H10 = 2J'sin « 
H11 = 2J' 
J' =J 2(1+J) ....................... (D. 47b) 
The transformation matrix (TI which relates the generalized 
displacements in element coordinates to those in shell - ring 
connection coordinates via 
ýuel )_T'][uo'. 
................................ (D. 48) 
is found from "eq. (D. 1), eq. (D. 2 ), and eq. (D. 3) by substituting 
the shell-stiffener interation coordinate, (x, y), into (x, y) 
Z -X 
1 -j7 X 
f1.......... (D. 49) 
The final form of the stiffness matrix in the cylindrical 
coordinate: becomes- 
7 
[Ki = 1T1SKeiT' ............................... (D. 50) 
where the transformation matrix 
[T) is 
[Ti _ (T') [ 0) 
10 3 (T') 
............................... (D. 51) 
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The work done by the gravity loading on the beam element is 
W=- q(@ )IT {uj dv 
=- rca{q(e)111J de IC)-1 
{u 
e, 
T [_Irdj [uel 
........................... (D. 52) 
where the distributed gravity load vector per unit length, {q(e)j, 
is 
fq(O)} T=A Lo, -cosO, sin G, o, o, o1 .......... 
(p. 53) 
The consistent load matrix due to a unit gravity load on 
the beam element { Fde) is then 
Fde} p rcA [CJ_T [PJT i9(6)} de .......... 
(D. 54) 
_x 
in which f is the specific weight of the material (lb/in3), 
and the integration can be shown to be 
G7(o(- 3psin2o( ) 
5jP)T{q(e)de 
=02 
a 2(G8sino(- rs(sino( - o(cos0X )) 
-G18sin2o( 









The generalized load matrix due to a unit pitching moment 
of the body structure has been assumed to be the product of 
the element consistent load matrix with the longitudinal distance 
from the centre of gravity of total structure. 
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D. 7 Straight Thin-Walled Beam for the stringer Members 
Putting the radii rs and rc be infinite and 
substituting the differentiation against arc length rs dQ 
with beam element length dz, the element stiffness matrix 
of the previous curved beam element becomes the thin-walled 
straight beam element matrix without shear deformation. 










= Coo - (v-Yý)d 







.................. """. " 
(D. 55) 
Using equilibrium equations (D. 22) and above equations, 
the displacement functions of the thin-walled straight 
beam element are found as follow; 
U= a1z3 + a2z2 + a3z + a4 
U. '' = a5 z3 + a6z2 + adz + a8 
U= 3(a x+ay )z2 + 2(a x+ay+a )z +a 21c5c2c6c9 10 
x112 + a12 
....................... 
(D. 56) 
The procedure for finding the element matrices is same 
with previous section, so that it is not included here. 
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And it is transformed to the shell middle surface 
coordinate using eq. (D. 49 ). When the eccentricity xc 
and yc are neglected, eq. (D. 56) becomes exactly same as 
the elementary beam functions. 
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APPENDIX E 
REVIEW OF THE CLASSICAL DESIGN PARAMETERS FOR THE 
CYLINDRICAL FUSELAGE 
E. 1 General Assumptions used in the Classical Analyses 
The earlier analytical approaches (Ref. 14-21) have 
the following common assumptions to solve the wing- 
fuselage interaction problem of a transport type aircraft: 
i) The fuselage has many stiffeners in longitudinal 
direction and these stringers are smeared out over 
the circumference giving an equivalent shell skin 
thickness including skin, for axial load. 
ii) The skin and stringers have no bending stiffness, 
while bending stiffnesses of the ring stiffeners 
are smeared out in axial direction for circumferen- 
tial bending load. The frame has inplane stiffness 
only. 
: ii) There is single loaded frame to carry the concen- 
trated radial or tangential load and the inplane 
bending moment. Multiple loads or inclined loads 
on the frame are resolved into the concentrated 
loads and effects of each resolved load have been 
super imposed. 
iv) The structural discontinuity has not been considered 
in analytical form but has been used emperical data. 
v) No eccentricity of the loaded frame or stiffeners 
has been taken account. Practically no local rein- 
forcement or adjacent loaded frame effect has been 
included. 
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E. 2 Selection of important Design Parameter 
The typical parameters in Ref. 21 are GtR4/EIfL' 
for the shell with single loaded frame. In this 
parameter, the loaded frame has equal properties with 
the ring stiffeners. The ring spacing is assumed basi- 
cally to be constant. In the References 18 to 20, the 
loaded frame has been assumed to have different proper- 
ties from the rings. The parameters used in those 
analyses are basically the characteristic lengths of 
14 
R t'R2L rsp 
/I 
r/6 
and R Et'/Gt They were defined 
as the distance required for the exponential envelope of 
the lowest order, self-equilibrating stress systems to 
decay to 1/e of its value at the loaded frame, provided 
that the skin panels are rigid in shear for the first one 
and that the frames are rigid in bending respectively. 
It is unlikely to use those closed form of design 
parameters for the present finite element method investi- 
gation of the stiffened shell behaviour. As a preliminary 
parametric investigations, those collective form of design 
parameters are resolved into the individual variable to 
find out the important parameters. Using the formulae 
in the References 18 to 20, the effect of individual design 
parameter to the body has been examined in qualitative 
manner. 
The stresses and displacements are basically repre- 
sented by the shear flow on the loaded frames with above 
parameters and the loaded frame bending stiffness. They 
are varying harmonically around the circumference and 
exponentially along the axial axis. The magnitude of 
stresses and displacements are entirely dependent upon 





qm 2 ýR 1+ K 
m 
q=1( 2nR(1+ Km) 
To 
m 





; for antisymmetric loading. 
The parameters 
i and Kn in above equations are 
defined as follows using present notations: 










GIr_/ am tR 
ýt'Lrsp) 
N 




The major difference of above shear flow representation 
from the engineering beam theory arises from the product 
of Y and " Km. For higher harmonic number, qm 
will be negligible because Km is increasing in order 
of m3. Therefore considering small m and small magni- 
tude of am, Km can be expanded in following series form: 
-m 
m1 l K (1+3 a) 
m 2f 2m 
m m2_1 m2-1 Et' 
Ir 





Then the product JKm becomes as follow: 
_ mim 
2_1 IfLrsp Ir 4 1+ m2-1 Et' 
Ir 




















From the above dimensional expression of parameter, 
the most important design vaiable is the second moment of 
inertia of frame which is affecting the shell behaviour by 
the order of one. The secondary parameters are the ring 
stiffness per unit length, Ir/Lrsp , and the area of stringer 
which are affecting on the shell with the order of 3/4 and 
1/4 respectively. 
E. 3 Decay Length of the Body Structure in App. B 
In the appendix C of Ref. l8, the decay length has 
been defined as the distance from the loaded frame to the 
shell where the displacement solution can be predicted 
from elementary theory. Using the formula in Ref. 18, 
this length is obtained for the body structure of Appendix B. 
The harmonic terms considered in this calulation is m=2 
which is most predominant term in that formula. 
The basic dimensions for the body structure are: 
R=6.0 inch, t=0.06 inch, As=0.1 in2x 4 stringers, 
Ir=0.01 in4, If=O. 1 in4, Lrsp=12.0 inch. 
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the equivalent thickness; 
t' = 0.06 + 2x081 = 0.0706 (in) 
the characteristic lengths in Ref. 18; 
Lamm = R(t'R2Lrsp/36Ir) 
i4 
= 18.203(in) 
Lrm = R(Et'/Gt)ý/2 
= 5.247 (in) 
the other parameters; 
am = (m 
2-1)(Lrm/LCM)24. 
= 0.083 for m=2 
Km= m(m2-1)2(1 + 2am)/(12 +12am)/ 
= 1.1206 for m=2 
IfLrsp/IrLcm 
= 6.593 
Finally the decay length with m=2 becomes: 
2 4.5 Km Ld = Lcm(Lcm/Lrm) 
(m3_ m) 
2 
= 30.68 (inch) 
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E. 4 Stress Concentration Around Cutout 
The direct stress around the cut out of the body shell 
structure with R=12. O is predicted using the formula 
in Ref. 22. The stresses at he middle of two loaded 
frames is calculated for the two different stringer area 
cases of the four boom shell under the end tail loading. 
The stringer area used are 1.125 in2 and 0.2 in2. 
The other basic dimensions are as foloows: 
Skin thickness; t=0.06 inch, 
Bending moment at the middle of two frames; M 
Mb= -24000 lbf-in, 
Opening angle; 0= Tr/2, 
Undisturbed angle; Po = n/2 - 0/4 = 3R/8, 
The stress is found by the formula in Ref. 22 as follow: 
Maximum disturbed stress; 




I Ish 2041 
sh 
Distribution of the disturbed stress around the circumference; 
3 




= 1.50675 MR 
3/1sh 
The undisturbed stress under the bending moment without 
cut out; 
Q" = MR/I cos e 
NB. is measured from 00 to the opening. 
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Assuming negligible deficiency moment which is defined 
as a difference of the moment produced by the imaginary 
stress carrying door and that produced by the peturbation 
stress Q'', the direct stress distribution around the 
circumference has the following formula: 
Q' = r' +V 
= MR/Ish( 1.50675 [0 - 
)3 + cos 9) 
Defining the direct stress coefficient Cn as follow: 
Cn = '1 tR2/Mb 
Cn can be now defined by the opening angle as follow: 
Cn = -R3t/Ish( 1.50675 
to -pý+ cos 6 ). 
Finally using the second moments of inertia of two 
shell structures 
I0.2 = 383 in4 9 and 1 1.125 
650 in4, 
the direct stresses around the circumference of cut out 
at the middle of two frames are found as following table. 
p 
deg 0 22.5 45 67.5 90 112.5 135 
0.2 -0.270 -0.250 -0.192 -0.104 0.018 0.302 
0.858 
1.125 -0.160 -0.148 -0.112 -0.061 
0.014 0.150 0.429 
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APPENDIX F 
USE OF PAFEC 75 TO EVALUATE WING STRUCTURE AND TO OBTAIN 
CONDENSED WING MATRICES FOR BODY ANALYSIS 
The program for automatic finite element calculation 
(PAFEC) has been used for the analysis of wing structure 
and obtaining the condensed wing stiffness matrix for . 
the evaluation of wing structure influence-on the body. 
Details of this program package are in Ref. 9. Unlikely 
other big finite element package, e. g., NASTRAN, substruc- 
turing method is not implemented in PAFEC 75. Because 
of its frontal solution scheme, PAFEC never assembles 
total stiffness matrix for the static analysis. 
However its eigenvalue economization scheme enables 
to condense wing stiffness matrix to the wing-body inter- 
section degrees of freedom, in which mass and stiffness 
matrix of slave degrees of freedom are condensed to master 
degrees of freedom before calculating eigenvalue to 
minimize computing costs. The connecting nodes with the 
body have been defined as master nodes and the others as 
slave nodes. Before sloving eigenvalue problem, the 
master mass and stiffness matrices Mmm and Kmm are 
assembled respectively from the element matrices. This 
extracted stiffness matrix Kmm has been stored to the 
backing storage by modification of one subroutine (R52201) 
in phase 7. This will be assembled to the centre body 
matrix with other reduced body structure matrices. 
When the wing-body intersection displacements 
are found from the body analysis with the wing stiffnesses 
(see Chapter 5), this boundary displacements are applied 
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to the wing model as prescribed displacement boundary 
conditions to examine the body structure effect on the 
wing structural behaviour. 
The wing structure finite element idealization is 
described in section 5.3, and PAFEC 75 wing model is shown 
in Fig-5-5. The schematic flow chart concerning above 
procedure is given in Fig. F. l. The overall flow diagram 
is shown in Appendix H. 
PAFEC 75(static Analysis 






r Centre Body F. EModel 
`- Load Factors Cj 
-Free Interaction DOF1 
(K s) 
(P sý jUw} body 
PAFEC 75 
Wing F. E Model- 




Solution Routine); Wing 
F. E Model-Wing Stiffness 
Condensation 
Condensed load & 
Stiffness Matrices 
of other Body 
Structure(Shells 
and Frames) 
Fig. F. 1 Schematic flow of Wing-Body Interference Analysis 
Using PAFEC 75 
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APPENDIX G 
STATIC ODNDENSATION AND SOLUTION ROUTINE 
G. 1 Introduction 
The accuracy and the efficiency of the finite element 
method structural analysis are dependent on the finite 
element used and the solution process to solve large 
number of simultaneous algebraic equations encountered. 
Although the VAX/VMS 780 computer in CIT has nearly 
unlimited virtual memory system, the computing time and 
the use of central processing unit of the computer are 
the major factors to be considered for the effective 
solution routine. 
The details of the solution routine and substruc- 
turing technique used in the body analysis are explained 
here, and the descriptions of the developed programs are 
given in Appendix H. 
Using the structural symmetry of the present body 
of shell structure about the plane of symmetry and the 
regular mesh model, the band width of the system stiffness 
matrix become constant. Therefore the effective Gaussian 
elimination method can be utilized with the constant band 
width. Since the system equations to be solved have 
still large number of degrees of freedom and multiple 
load vectors, the use of the slower backing storage system 
is neccessary. 
The band width of the present body shell model is the 
degrees of freedom in one constant X coordinate plus the 
degrees of freedom in two nodes at the next bay in 
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X direction, because the shell element stiffness matrix 
has the largest size of the element matrix to determine 
the band width of system equations to be solved. The 
element along the radial axis, such as a deep loaded frame, 
can be assembled without affecting the system band width 
by prior elimination of the internal nodal degrees of 
freedom. 
G. 2 Solution Process 
The system equation can be represented, using the 

























......... (G. 2.1) 
The degrees of freedom in j th position are always 
related only to j-1 and j+l with band width of n+2 nodes 
(Fig. G. 2). Therefore the elimination and the back sub- 
stitution are involving in those band width range, while 
the other bays are not affected at all. It is not needed 
to keep all stiffness terms in the central memory. 
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Fig. G. 2 Nodes in shell segment 
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In the beginning of the elimination process, only 
three nodal stiffnesses in element I are affected by the 
elimination of node number 1. The equation for the this 
elimination can be represented as following equation: 
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.............................. (G. 2.2) 
in which n represents the-number of nodes per station. 
Upper diagonal terms of the stiffness matrix of this equa- 
tion are the actual size of dimension to be used in the 
solution procedure. 
Eliminating the degrees of freedom on the first node 
and storing them into the backing storage, the remaining 
equations become as follow: 
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i, k = 2, n+1, n+2. 
Then the second element is assembled and node. 2 has 
been eliminated. After storing the eliminated degrees 
of freedom, the remaining terms are shifted to the first 
row. Therefore total degrees of freedom for this pro- 
cess is those for n+2 nodes. 
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................................... 
(G. 2.4) 
The stiffness matrix is now fully populated. 
Assembling the first element in second bay to this condensed 
matrix equation, the elimination procedure for the next 
body is carried out. This bay by bay' elimination. is 
performed-until the-nodes in m-l station-are. eliminated. 
At the final position of - m, elimination-is proceeded 
until the final nodal-displacements are found. 
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The backing substitutions are performed in reverse 
procedure of above elimination by recalling the elimi- 
nated stiffness terms from the backing storage. 
G. 3 Static Condensation 
The equilibrium equation for usual substructuring 
is, 
Kii Kib U. P. 
Kbi Kbb u 
ib 
Pb 
.......... (G. 3.1) 
and the equivalent-boundary stiffness are found by elimi- 
nating the internal displacement Ui" The condensed 
equilibrium equation becomes as follow: 
Kb Ub = Pb 
in which 
Kb _ Kbb - Kbi Kii Kib 
Pb Pb - Kb i --bi 
Kii P. 
.......... (G. 3.2) 
.......... (G. 3.3a) 
.......... (G. 3.3b) 
Usually the matrix inversion in eq. (G. 3.4) is not done 
explicitly but by finding the following products: 
-1 = Q. Kib Q1 s ........... (G. 3.4a) 
-1 Kii Pi = Q2 ........... (G. 3.4b) 
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These Q matrices are obtained by solving the equation: 
IK 
ii] 
( Q1' Q2) (Kib' Pi ) ......... (G. 3.5) 
via decomposition, forward elimination and back substitu- 
tion. The reduced stiffness matrix Kb can also be 
obtained by partial triangulation technique. The proce- 
dure is applying Gaussian elimination process to the upper 
triangle of stiffness matrix in eq. (G. 3.1 ), and terminating 
the elimination when the final row of the triangular matrix 
Kii' Kib has been reduced. Then the matrix Kbb is 
replaced by the reduced matrix Kb. 
In the present analysis, this condensed matrices 
for the outer body or the loaded frame have been found 
from the elimination process in the previous solution 
routine. The stiffness matrix and the load matrix in 
eq. (G. 2.4) is an example of the reduced stiffness and 
load matrices of the one bay shell structure. The reduc- 
tion process for the boom-web-boom type loaded frames is 
also exactly same as that for the outer shells. 
The reduced matrices of the outer shells and the 
loaded frames are assembled to the centre body system 
equation. The assemblages to the centre body matrices 
are performed before starting the elimination procedure 
for the appropriate longitudinal position of substructures. 
Therefore the forward body matrices are assembled at the 
beginning of the main solution routine, while the rear 
body matrices are assembled at the final stage elimination 
of the centre body equation. 
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APPENDIX H 
DESCRIPTION OF DEVELOPED PROGRAMS 
H. 1 Introduction 
The set of finite element cylindrical body analysis 
programs, developed during the procedure of this inves- 
tigation, are divided into four major subprograms. 
They are programmed to be able to interface each other. 
Many of subroutines of those programs can be used for the 
other finite element program development. The matrix 
operation subroutines are taken from the PAFEC 75 package, 
and they are common for all programs. 
These four programs accomplish the following tasks, 
and their junctions are described in section 3.7: 
i) The generation of stiffness and inertia load matrices 
of the shell element, the curved beam element and 
the stringer element. 
ii ) The condensation of outer shell matrices, and solving 
for the equations of those structures, if neccessary, 
by back-substitution. 
iii) The condensation of boom-web-boom type loaded frame 
matrices, including generation of the membrane 
element matrices for the idealization of the web. 
iv) To solve the main system equations of the centre body. 
Those programs are designed to have constant mesh 
size in the circumferential direction and in longitudinal 
direction, but the longitudinal mesh size can be altered 
for the individual program. 
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The cylindrical coordinate system is used throughout, 
because the basic structure is the shell skin which can 
be more conveniently represented by this polar coordinate 
than the cartesian system. 
The double precision real variables (REAL*16 in VAX) 
are used in these programs. 
H. 2 Overall Program Interfacing 
The program for the element matrix generation (ELMAT) 
provides input element matrices to the outer shell 
analysis program (CONSH) and to the main solution routine 
(CENSOL). After the condensation of outer shell matrices, 
the reduced outer body matrices are provided to the CENSOL. 
The loaded frame matrices also assembled in the CENSOL. 
after the condensation by LOADFR. The simple ring type 
of loaded frame matrices are generated in the CENSOL 
using ELMAT, so that LOADFR is not used for the ring type 
of loaded frames. When the influence of wing stiffness 
to the body structure is considered (Chapter 5), the con- 
densed wing stiffness matrix is. also provided to the 
main solution routine CENSOL. 
When the solutions for the main system equation are 
found , the boundary displacements on the intersections 
with the outer shells and wing structures are substituted 
into the OONSH and PAFEC 75 to get the internal displace- 
ments and stresses of these substructures. 
The overall flow diagram for the interfaces of sub- 
programs are given in Fig. H. 1. 
4 
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Ub (PAFEC 75) 
Ke ; element stiffness matrices, 
Pe ; element load vector, 
Kb ; boundary stiffness matrices, 
Pb ; boundary load vector, 
Ub ; boundary displacement vector, 
Fig. H. l General Flow Chart and Program Interfacing. 
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H. 3 Description of the Element Matrices Generation 
Program(ELMAT) 
Depending upon the number of elements in the circum- 
ference and in the longitude of body shell, the shell: and 
stiffener element matrices are generated and stored to the 
backing storage disc file by this program. The elements 
are based on the strain element formulation for the shell 
and the thin walled curved and/or straight beam formulation 
in Appendices C and D. 
This program is kept outside of the main solution 
program and the condensation program, because in the 
most cases of analysis, the elemet matrices are generated 
only-once and they have been used repeatedly. 
The shell element has five degrees of freedom per 
node which is due to the absence of the rotational degree 
of freedom about the radial axis as it is in usual thin 
shell element or plate element. However the beam element 
for the stringers or rings has six degrees of freedom, 
The assembly of these two different types of element can 
be treated either by neglecting the sixth degree of free- 
dom in beam element or by adding additional term to the 
shell element, It has been found that the second type 
assumption gives more reasonable results than the five 
degrees of freedom per node assumption, although the 
second assumption increases the size of system equation, 
for the analysis of stiffened shell structure. 
Therefore the fictitious sixth degree of freedom 
has been added to shell element. This additional terms 
do not have any coupling with the other degrees of freedom 
in the shell element except between themselves. Thus the 
rotations of the shell about radial axis are totally governed 
by the stiffening elements in the system equations. 
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H. 4 Description of the Condensation and Solution Program 
for the Outer Shells (CONSH) 
This program eliminates the internal displacement 
terms in the outer body alone and condenses the load and 
stiffness matrices using the procedure described in 
Appendix G. The eliminated terms are stored into the 
backing storage for the future internal displacement and 
stress calculations. 
Using the regular mesh and stiffening, member posi- 
tions, the element matrices are not generated for each 
element by ELMAT, but the types of possible element assem- 
bly are used. ýAs shown in Fig. H. 2, the types of structural 
segments are defined by the reltaive positions of the rings 
and stringers. The number of typical segment types are 
six for the shell having small number of stringers and 
four types for the shell with the same number of. stringers 
as the number of shell elements per semi-circumference. 
The shell structures are divided by these segments 
at the beginning of this program and the inertia load and 
stiffness matrices of the segment are determined from the 
element matrices. The matrices of each type of segment 
structure are stored into the auxiliary scratch file. 
During the forward elimination procedure, the stored 
segment matrices are recalled from the backing storage in 
accordance with the segment definitions for the body 
structre. This procedure is similar to the element matrix 
generation procedure in the usual finite element program. 
The use of this segment generation which is similar to the 
third level substructuring, enables reduction of computing 
time. 
The general flow chart for this program is given in 
Fig. H. 3. 
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i) Shell with small number of stringer 
= 1,2,3,4,6,8. 
RSR A) Shell with many stringers 
5,7,8,9. 
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Backsubs ti tute 
Fig. H. 3 Brief Flow Diagram of CONSH 
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H. 5 Description of the Loaded Frame Condensation 
Program (LOADFR) 
This program is mainly used for the generation of 
condensed loaded frame matrices, especially for the boom- 
web-boom type deep frames. The element matrices gene- 
ration routines are included in this program, such as the 
curved and straight beam elements and the isoparametric 
membrane element. 
The booms are idealized by the beam elements, while 
the web is idealized by the membrane elements, as described 
in Chapter 3. 
The al. l internal nodes are condensed to the outer 
nodes which is attached to the shell nodes. The conden- 
sation procedure is the same as previous section. 
The brief flow chart for this sub-program is shown 
in Fig. H. 4, and the generated matrices of loaded frame are 
used as input data for the main solution program. 
H. 6 Program for the Centre Body Solution (CENSOL) 
As shown in the main texts, the major design variables 
are related to the centre body shell including the loaded 
frames. Therefore this main solution program needs more 
flexibility than the other programs, to cope with the change 
of various design parameters, such as the position of wing 
or properties of the loaded frames. 
The centre body shell is also idealized as the assembly 
of shell segments which is described in Fig-H. 2. The ele- 
ments in cutout are represented by the fictitious shell 
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Fig. H. 5 Brief Flow Diagram of CENSOL 
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The nodal degrees of freedom are also defined by the 
two different types. The one is ordinary active degrees 
of freedom, and the other is the constrained degrees of 
freedom. The constrained degrees of freedom do not couple 
with the active degrees of freedom, so that those are not 
involved in the elimination or back-substitution process. 
The stiffness terms of wing-body interaction is replaced 
by the usual large spring type of stiffnesses for the 
calculation of reaction forces at the wing pick up points. 
These degrees of freedom are defined as the third kind. 
The degrees of freedom in the fictitious members 
for the elements in the cutout are also not involved in 
the elimination or back-substitution process by defining 
them as the constrained degrees of freedom. Therefore 
the additional fictitious members for the cut out do not 
increase the computing time. 
The wing pick up points are defined internally at 
the interval of 11.25 degrees. This program is designed 
to analyse the all pick up positions in a run of computing. 
Three types of the loaded frame are considered in 
the present investigation as described in the Chapter 3. 
The structural- matrices for the boom-web-boom type deep 
frames are supplied by the previous LOADFR, while the ring 
type or rigid diaphragm frames are generated internally 
in this program. The simple ring frame is modeled by the 
curved beam element and the diaphragm type frame is ideal- 
ized by the rigid springs for the appropriate inplane 
degrees of freedom. 
The substructure matrices are assembled before eli- 
minating the degrees of freedom at each longitudinal station 
where the substructure is attached to. 
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When the wing stiffness are assembled to the centre 
body stiffness matrix, the band width is increased by the 
degrees of freedom between the two loaded frames. 
Therefore it is no longer possible to use the advantage 
of constant band width in the solution routine, so that 
the ordinary Gaussian elimination procedure has been 
used as described in Chapter 5. 
As shown in Fig. H. 5, this program is divided into 
the major three parts. The first one is a preparation 
process defining the nodes and elements. The second 
one is the solution process reading in the segment and 
condensed substructure matrices, and the final procedure 
is the stressing routine for the centre body. This pro- 
gram is designed to start from or to finish at any above 
three procecitr$s. 
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H. 7 Input-Output Description 
The interfacings of developed programs are basically 
through the backing storage disc files. The programs are 
using the unformatted input and the formatted output. 
To cope with the various parameter variations, each program 
has been designed to be used for a partial analysis as well 
as a complete reanalysis. 
The condensation program for the outer shells and 
the main solution program for the centre body require 
the temporary backing storage scratch files as described 
in the previous sections. 
H. 7.1 ELMAT (STDSTF ) 
A. Function; Generation of the element matrices of shell, 
ring and stringer elements. 
B. Input (channel 1); Free format. 
1) Data set 1: Basic input" data and the control variable. 
NC; Number of shell elements in the semi- 
circle of the body. 
AL; The longitudinal length of element. 
"E; Young's modulus of the material used, 
RNU; Poisson's ratio " 
RHO; Specific weight 
R; Radius of the cylindrical body. 
THICK; Thickness of the body skin. 
IANTY; Control variable. 
=0 for the all three elements, 
=1 for the ring element only, 
=2 for the stringer element only, 
=3 for the shell element only. 
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2) Data set 2: i) Data for the thin-walled curved and/ 
or straight beam element (s). 
ii) For IANTY=O, ring data first and 
stringer data next. 
RS; Radius of element shear centre. 
RC; " centroid. 
PX, PY, PXY; Second moment of inertia and product 
of inertia about normal axis and radial 
axis respectively. 
PJ; Torsional constant of element. 
S; Cross sectional area. 
XC, YC; Shear centre-centroid dislocation in 
element normal and radial direction 
respectively. 
GA: Warping factor for stand-alone beam 
-analysis otherwise zero. 
XB, YB; Shear centre-shell middle surface offset 
in element coordinates. 
C. Output 
1) Format : 1X, 6D22.15 
2) Channel 3: Shell element stiffness matrix (24x24) 
and inertia load matrix (20x1). 
3) Channel 4: Ring element stiffness matrix (12x12) 
and inertia load matrix (12x1). 
4) Channel 5: Stringer element stiffness matrix (12x12) 
and inertia load matrix (12x1). 
5) Channel 6: Shell element stress matrix (12X12). 
6) Backing Storage Disc Block Size in VAX/VMA per Channel. 
Channel 3 4 5 6 
Size 27 7 7 25 
D. Brief description of subroutines in order of appearance 
1) STDBF : Formulation df the stringer element matrices. 
2) RSTF : Formulation of the ring element matrices. 
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3) RINGTB : Transform the ring element matrices to the 
shell middle surface coordinate. 
4) STRSHP : Stringer element displacement assumptions. 
5) RNGSHP : Ring element displacement assumptions. 
6) CYLSH : Main routine for the formulation of cylin- 
drical shell element stiffness and load 
matrix calculation. 
7) NODAL : Shell element displacement assumption. 
8) SHD : Stress-strain relation matrix formulation 
based on Novzhilov-Lur'e shell theory. 
9) SHB : Strain-displacement relation of shell element. 
10) SSS : Explicit integral for the shell element sti- 
ffness matrix. 
11) Matrix manipulation routines : See H. 8. 
H. 7.2 CONSH 
_ 
(SHCOND ) 
A. Function : Condensation and solution routine for outer 
body shells. 
B. Element Matrices Data and Channels used: 
1) Same as out-put of ELMAT (H. 7.2. c) for condensation. 
2) Boundary displacements for back substitution; 
Channel 7 for forward body, 
Channel 8 for rear body. 
C. General In-put data (Channel 1) 
1) DATA 1: Title 
2) DATA 2: General input 
E; Young's modulus 
RNU; Poisson's ratio 
T; Thickness of skin 
DX; Element length 
NC; Number of shell elements in semicircle 
NSTR; Number of stringers in the body 
IANTY ; Control variable for condensation 
=0 for both of forward and rear body. 
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=1 for forward body only. 
=2 for rear body only. 
ILDTY; Type of load 
=] for symmetric load with three load condi- 
tions. 
=2 for antisymmetric loading on the body. 
IDIS; Control variable for solution routine 
=0 for condensation only. 
=1 for condensation and storing the elimina- 
ted internal displacements and loads. 
=2 for back substitution after having bounary 
displacements. 
3) DATA 3: Input of outer shells. 
Tail load input for rear body only. 
(3-1) Definition of shell length, number of rings. 
NR; No.. of rings 
NDELR; No. of elements per ring spacing.. 
LDC; for arbitrary single load condition 
=0 for the present investigation. 
=1 for one arbitrary load condition. 
(3-2) Load input for LDC=1, otherwise not neccessary. 
(3-3) Tail load input'for the rear body only. 
LN; No. of end tail or fin loading points per 
semicircle. 
NDP; Node number where the tail or fin is attached. 
p (1,2,3,4,5,6) ; Magnitudes of end loading in 
global cylindrical coordinates. 
D. Output and Backing Storage Disc Size Required 
1) Format : lX, 6D22.15 
2) Output channels 
9;. Structural weight, condensed load and sti- 
ffness matrices for the forward body. 
10; for the rear body. 
16; Eliminated stiffnesses of the forward body. 
17; Eliminated stiffnesses of the rear body. 
18; Eliminated load properties of the forward 
body. 
19; Eliminated load properties of the rear body. 
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3) Storage Disc Block Size for 8x10 element for the 
forward body or the rear body; 
Channel 9,10 16,17 18,19 
Block Size 69 750 180 
E. Temporary Backing Storage for the stiffness and the load 
matrices of the structural segment in Fig. H. 2; 
Channel Blocks 
Stiff. 31 175 
Load 32 50 
F. Brief Description of Subroutines in order of Appearance. 
1) REDUCT; Condensation. 
2) ELDEF; Definition of structure by the segments in Fig. H. 2, 
and constraints on the degrees of freedom in 
accordance with the loading conditions. 
3) ELFOR; Load matrix define for the segments. 
4) BACSUB; Solution routine with given boundary displace- 
ment matrices. 
5) Matrix manipulation routines; see H. 8) 
H. 7.3 L, OADF R 
A. Function : Generation of condensed matrices for the boom- 
web-boom type loaded frames. 
B. Input (Channel 1) 
1) Data 1: Control variable and general input 
NC, E, RNU, RHO, R; same as previous. 
JST, JND; type of frame to be condensed 
=1,1 for the forward frame, 
=2,2 for the rear frame, 
=1,2 for both frames. 
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IFTY; identity of two loaded frames 
=0 for the identical frames at forward and rear. 
=1 for the different types of two frames. 
ILDTY; loading type as before. 
2) Data 2: Frame properties for each frame 
I FR; type of frame 
=0 for the boom-web-boom type. 
=1 for the ring type. 
ISY; Symmetry of the frame around the circumference. 
=0 for radially symmetric, 
=1 for radially unsymmetric. 
RI; basic internal radius. 
TW; web thickness. 
RPP; element properties as described in H. 7.1. B. 2. 
input data set 2. for the outer and inner beams. 
3) Data 3: for ISY=1. 
RI; radial coordinate of internal boom nodes in 
radially unsymmetric boom-web-boom type frame. 
C. Output : Condensed stiffnesses and load matrices. 
1) Channel 11 ; for the forward frame. 
2) Channel 12 : for the rear frame. 
3) Disc block size required : 69 per frame.. 
D. Scratch files for the elimination 
1) Channel 46 : for temporary storage of the segment 
stiffness matrix of the boom-web-boon 
type in circumference. 
2) Channel 47 : for segment load matrix. 
3) Disc block size required for 8x1 element; 
250 blocks for channel 46. 
50 blocks for channel 47. 
E. Subroutines 
1) SSTF; Main routine for the element matrix generation. 
2) UPLM; Stress-strain relation of the membrane element 
for the web. 
3) STM; Membrane element matrices formulation main routine. 
4) ISOMSH; Isoparametric membrane element shape function. 
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5) STCR; Curved boom element formulation main routine. 
6) STB; Straight boom element formulation routine for the 
inner boom of radially unsymmetric frame. 
7) RSTF; Ring element stiffness matrix formulation. 
8) TRNS; Transformation matrix generation. 
9) BEAMTR; Coordinate transformation of the outer boom or 
ring type frame to the shell middle surface coor- 
dinate. 
10) REDUCT; Condensation to the shell coordinate. 
11) RSMB; For the simple ring type frame stiffness and load 
matrix generation. 
12) Matrix Manipulation Routines; see H. 8. 
H. 7.4 CENSOL (SOLUT) 
A. Function : Centre body solution routine. 
B. Input Matrices and Channels. 
Channel No. 
3; shell element matrices 
4; ring element matrices 
5; stringer element matrices 
6; shell stress matrices 
9; forward body 
10 ; rear body 
11 ; forward loaded frame 
12 ; rear loaded frame 
C. Input for centre body analysis (Channel 1) 
1) TITLE 
2) E, RNU, RHO, R, T, DX: As described before. 
3) NC; No. of elements in semicircle. 
NSTR; No. of stringers. 
NDXND; No. of element in longitudinal direction per 
NURC, NDRF, NURR. 
4) NRC, NRF, NRR; No. of standard rings between two frames, 
in the forward body and in the rear body 
respectively. 
NDRC, NDRF, NDRR; No. of elements in NRC, NRF and NRR 
respectively. 
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5) ILFTY; Symmetric (=1) and antisymmetric (=2) loading 
on the body. 
LDC ; =0 for the present investigation. 
=1 for LDC=1 in CONSII. 
6) IIWP, ILWP, IDWP; Initial (IIWP) and final (ILWP) 
wing pick up position to be investigated with 
interval of IDWP. 
N. B. =1 for 180 
0 
=5 for 90° 
=6 for cutout at 135-180 degree 
IE P=1;: \interval of 
22.5 degree 
7) ISTRSS; =0 for displacement and stressing of centre 
body. 
=1 for displacement solution only. 
-=2 for stressing with given displacement 
by ISTRSS=1. 
=1 for displacement only. The results are not 
stored for ISTRSS=2. 
IF19 IF2; Type of the forward and the rear frame 
respectively. 
=0 for diaphragm. 
=1 for non-rigid frame. 
8) Print out Control Variables. 
IDISPR; =0 for print out displacement results. 
=1 for no displacement output. 
IPRST, LPRST, MPRST; Stressing output from IPRST to 
LPRST with interval of MPRST. 
N. B. 1 to 6; for Nx, Ne, Nxe, Mx, Me, Mxe of shell 
element. 
9) STFNPR; Ring and stringer properties as described in 
H. 7.1. B. 2 
10) LN, NDP, PRAIL; Tail load input as described in 
H. 7.2. C. 3.3. 
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11) IFRTY; Type of frame for nonzero IF1 or IF2 
=1 for use of LAADFR output. 
=2 for the simple ring frame which can be 
obtained from the ring stiffener by simple 
multiplications. 
12) FRFCT1, FRFCT2; Multiplication factor to the stand ring 
stiffener for the forward and for the rear frames 
with IFRTY=2. 
13) IFRSY, FRINTR, FRI%EBT, FRMPRP; Frame properties as des- 
cribed in H. 7.3. B. 2. 
14) FRINTR; Frame internal radius of the boom-web-boom type 
as in H. 7.3. B. 3. 
D. Output. 
1) Channel 2; General informations and displacement and/or 
stress output in the centre body. 
2) Channel-25; Average stress output for the graphic program. 
E. Scratch Files 
1) Channel 50; Temporary storage for the load matrices of 
segment types in Fig. H. 2. 
2) Channel 51; for segment stiffness matrix. 
3) Channel 52; Backing storage of the eliminated stiffness 
properties of the centre body. 
4) Channel 53; Backing storage of the partial eliminated 
stiffness properties for different ILWP 
with IIWP. 
5) Disc block sizes to be required. 
Channel 50 51 52 53 
Blocks 50 135 NISZ NISZ 
* NISI = No. of element (band width; '24-132)/244 
F. Subroutines 
1) ELDEF; Define the structural element types as seg- 
ments in Fig. H. 2 and define the constraining 
conditions for each degree of 'freedom includ- 
ing cutout. 
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2) ELFOR; Formulation of the load matrices for each 
segment in Fig. H. 2. 
3) TLOMT; Assemble load matrices. 
4) SOLV; Read in condensed other substructure stiff- 
ness matrices and solve the final system 
equations. 
5) AUSRD; Substructure stiffness matrix read in routine 
for SOLV. 
6) STRS; Main stressing routine for the shell element. 
7) SAVF; Stress averaging routine at nodal points. 
8) RNGSTS; Loaded frames and rings main stress recovery 
routine. 
9) RNF; Internal force calculation routine for RNGTS. 
10) STRSTS; Stringer element stress recovery routine. 
11) Matrix Manipulation Routines. 
H. 8 Description of Matrix Manipulation Subroutines 
All matrix manipulation routines are quoted from 
PAFEC 75 (Ref. 9). Brief description of subroutines used 
are as follows: 
1) DMATIN; Matrix inversion. 
2) DNULL ; Null matrix generation or initialization. 
3) DMATMU; Matrix multiplication. 
4) DMATRA; Transpose of matrix A times another matrix B. 
5) DMULSY; AT 13 A 
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H. 8 Listings of Programs 
PROGRAM STDSTF 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H, P-Z) 
EXTERNAL CMATIN, DtULL, OMATRA, DMATMU, DMULSY 
DIMENSION RPRC(12,2), W1(576), h2(576), W3(600)9W4(576), W5(576) 
COMMON/PROP/E, RNU, RHO, R, THICK, AX, AL, CL, BETA 
COMMON/BPRO/RS, RC, PX, PY, PXY, PJ, S, XC, YC, GA, XB, YB, ES, EXsEY, EXY, GJ 
COMMON/WARP/ C, DI, KG 
COMMON/INER/ACC(24) 
COMMON/GAUS/GW(5), GP(5), GM(7) 
DATA GN/O. 236926885056189,0.478628670499366,0.56888888888889, 
+ 0.478628670499366,0.236926885056189/ 
DATA GP/-C. 906179845938649-0.538469310105683,0.0 s 
+ 0.538469310105683,0.90617984593864/ 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
C CH 1; CONTROL VARIABLES 
C CH 4; OUTPUT CF STD RING STIFFNESS MATRIX 
C CH 3; OUTPUT CF STD STRINGER STIFFNESS MATRIX 
C CH 2; OUTPUT OF CYL. SHELL ELEMENT STRESS, STIFF MATRICES 
C CH 5; STRESS MATRIX OF CYL. SHELL ELEMENT 
C OUTPUT ORDER; X, Y, Z, PHIX, PHIZ, PHIY (X: LONGITUDINAL DIRECTION) 
C IANTY-0; FOR CALC. OF MATRICES OF SHELL, RING AND STRINGER 
C IANTY=1; FOR RING ONLY. IAhTY=2; FOR STRINGER ONLY 
C IANTY=3; FOR SHELL THICKNESS CHANGE ONLY 
C IANTY=4; FOR RING AND STRINGER 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 










IFC(IANTY. EQ. C). OR. (IANTY. EQ. 3)) CALL CYLSH(UI, W2, W3, W4, W5) 
IF(IAPTY. EQ. 3) STOP 
C 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
C CURVEC AND/OR STRAIGHT 
JST=1 
JEND=2 
IF(IAPTY. EQ. 1) JEbD=1 
IF(IAKTY. EQ. 2) JST=2 
THIN-WALLED BEAMM ELEMENT 





READ(1, *)C(RPRO(I, J), I=1,12), J=JST, JEND) 
C 































IFCI. EQ. 1) CALL R5TF(h1, W2, w3, W4, ND, NC2, NCT) 
IF(JST. EQ. JENC) GCTO 300 
CALL CNULL(W1, ND2, ND2) 
CALL CNULL(W2, ND2, ND2) 
300 CONTINUE 





SUBROUTINE STEF(C, B, CINV, TR, NC, ND29NDT) 
C THIN-DIALLED STRAIGHT BEAM ELEMENT FOR ATRINGER 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H, P-Z) 
DIMENSION B(NC2, NC2), C(NDT)sCINV(ND2, N02), TRCNDT) 
COMMON/PRCP/E, RNU, RHO, R, T, AX, AL, CTH, BETA 
COMMON/BPRO/RS, RC, PX, PY, PXY, PJ, S, XC, YC, GA, XB, YB, ES, EX, EY, EXY, GJ 




CALL STRSHP(C, Z, AL, XC, YC, GA, NC, ND2, ND2) 
CALL CMATIN(DET, CINV, C, N02) 
C 
DO 150 I=1,2 
J=(I-1)*ND 












CALL CMAT14U(TR, CINVP8vND2vND2, ND2) 
C 
C STIFFNESS-MATRIX GENERATION 
CALL DNULL(B, ND2, ND2) 
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8(1,1)=ES*AL 
B(2,2)=3. * EY*AL**3 












DO 30C I=1, ND 
DO 300 J=I+1, ND+1 
300 B(I, J)=B(J, I) 
CALL CMULSY(CINV9TR, B, CsND2, N02) 
WRITE(5, i)((CINV(I, J), J=1,12), I=1,12) 
C 










SUBROUTINE RSTF(CsBsCINV, T R, ND, ND2, NDT) 
C THIN-WALLED CURVED BEAM ELEMENT FOR RING 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-h, P-Z) 
. 
DIMENSION C(NDT), E(ND2, ND2), CINV(N02, ND2), TRCNOT) 
COMMON/PROP/EsRNUsRHO, R, T, AXsALrCL, BETA 
COMMON/BPRO/RS, RC, PX, PY, PXYsPJsS, XC, YC, GA, XB, YB, ES, EX, EY, EXY, GJ 























CALL RNGSh-P(C, Z, NC, ND2, ND2) 
CALL CMATIN(DET, CINV, C, N02) 
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C 
CALL RING7R(B, ND2, GA, XB, YB) 
CALL CMATMU(TR, CINV, B, ND2, ND2sND2) 
CALL CNULL(B, PD2, ND2) 


















B(39 1)=2** E*F2*RS*SB 
8(3,3)=E*F4*CL 
B(4,4)=E*RJ*CL 














IFCRS. NE. RC)E=E*RS/RC 
00 200 I=1, ND 
DO 200 J=I+1, ND+1 





CALL CMULSY(CINV, TR, ß, C, ND2, NC2) 
WRITE(4,1)((CINV(I, J), J=1,12), I=1,12) 
NMaRHO*S*R*BETA 








SUBROUTINE RINGTRCB, ND2, GA, XS, YB) 
C RING TRANSFORMATICN OF COORD. TO GLOBAL CYL. COORD. 
DOUBLE PRECISION E(ND2, ND2), XE, YB, GA 



















SUBROUTINE STRSHP(C, Z, AL, XC, YC, GA, ND, ND2, M) 
IMPLICIT COUBLE PRECISION (A-H, P-Z) 
DIMENSION C(M, ND2) 
COMMON/WARP/D, DI, K 
C 








C(2+J, 2)=3. *XC*Z**3 
C(2+J, 3)=2. *XC*Z*Z 
CC 2+J, 5)=3. *YC*Z**3 








C(5+J, 2)=3. *Z*Z 
C(5+J, 3)=2. *Z 
C(J+5, K+9)=l. 
C(6+J, 5)=-3. *Z*Z 
C(6+J, 6)=-2. *Z 
C(6+J, K+11)=-1. 










SUBROUTINE RNGSHP(C, Z, ND, ND2, M) 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H, P-Z) 
DIMENSION'C(M, ND2) 
COMMON/PROP/E, RNU, RHOsR, T, AX, AL, CL, BETA 
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C 
COMMON/BPRO/RS, RC, PX, PY, PXY, PJ, S, XC, YC, GA, XB, YB, ES, EX, EY, EXY, GJ 
COMMON/RNG/A, RJ, ACI2, C1, C2, G1, G2, G3, G4, G5, G6, B1, B2, B3, BA, B5 
COMMON/WARP/D, DI, P 





















































IFCGA. EQ. 0. ) GOTO 100 
C(J+3,7)=A*DI*ADI2*SH 















SUBROUTINE CYLSH(C, CINV, W, S, TR) 
C CYLINCRICAL SHELL ELEMENT 
IMPLICIT COUBLE PRECISION (A-h, P-Z) 
DIMENSION DD(6,6), C(576), CINV(576), W(600), S(576), TR(576) 
COMMON/PROP/E, RNU, RHO, R, T, AX, AL, CL, BETA 
COMMON/GAUS/Gk(5), GP(5), GM(7) 
COMMON/INER/ACC(24) 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
C E; YOUNG'S MODULUS RNU; POISSION'S RATIO RHO; MASS DENSITY 
C R; RACIUS T; THICKNESS AX; HALF OF ELEMENT LENGTH IN 




CALL NODAL(R, AX, BETA, C, CINV, W, S, DD, 4) 
C CALCULATION AND WRITING OF STRESS MATRXI IN CYL. COORD. 
CALL CNULL(C, 20,24) 
DO 150 I 1=1,4 
J=(I1-1)*125 




CALL CMATMU(TR, CINV, C, 20,20,24) 
CALL CMATMU(SsW, TR, 24,20,24) 
WRITE(6,1)-(S(I), I=1,576) 
C 
C CALCULATICN AND STORAGE TO DISC OF STIFFNESS MATRIX 
CALL CNULL(S, 24,24) 
CALL SSS(S) 
CALL CNULSY(CINV, TR, S, C, 20,24) 
C 
FS=-0.05*E*(T**3)/(12. *(1. -RNU*RNU)) 
DO 200 I=6,24,6 
DO 200 J=6,24,6 
K=(J-i)*24+I 
CINVCK)=FS 
















ccccccccccccccccccCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCccccc SUBROUTINE NOCAL(R, X, BETA, C, CINV, W, B, C, IN) 
C SHELL ELEMENT SHPAE FUNCTION 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-h, P-Z) 
DIMENSION C(576), CINV(576), W(600), B(576), D(6,6) 
C 
KN=INS5 




IF((I. EQ. 3). OP. (I. EQ. 4)) Z=X 
IF((I. EQ. 1). OR. (I. EQ. 3)) PI=-EFTA 


















































CC I1+18*KN+5)=-R 2* PI 









IF(IN. EQ. 1) GCTO 200 
Y= PI*R 
CALL SHB(B, Z, Y) 
CALL CMATMU(CINV, C, B, 6,6,20) 
DO 150 J=1,6 






IF(IN. EQ. 1) RETURN 





C STRESS STRAIN RELATION OF NOVCZHILOV-LUR'E SHELL THEORY 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H, P-Z) 
DIMENSION DD(6v6) 
COMMON/PRCP/E, RNU, RHO, R, T, AX, AL, CL, BETA 
C 
C=E*T/(1. -RNU4*2) 













DO 100 I=1,5 
00 100 JaI+1,6 





SUBROUTINE SHB(B, X, Y) 
C STRAIN DISPLACEMENT RELATION OF NOYOZHILOV THEORY 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H, P-Z) 
DIMENSION B(6,20) 
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B(2,13)=-X**'3/(6. *P, ) 
B(2,14)=-X*X*Y/(2. *R*R) 




















IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H, P-Z) 
DIMENSION B(20,20) 
COMMON/PRCP/E, RNU, RHO, R, T, AHALF, A, BL, BETA 




GI=E*T**3/12. / (1. -RNU**2) 
G2=RNU*G1 

























8(15,15)=G1*C4/R**2+01*C8/36. /R**4 + G3*C5/R/R 















DO 100 I=7,19 







IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H, P-Z) 
DIMENSION SL(24), RL(12), TL(12), SSH(24,24), SRI(12,12), STR(12,12 ) 
9SE(24,24), P(4000), EP(24), LDEF(240), IB(1340), TITLE(80), AA(2300 ) 
COMMON/GEOM/NC, NSTR, NAX, NEL, NCD, NYD, NXD, NDT, NX, NY, NV, ILDTY 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
C X1; FCR CONTROL VARIABLES , RING SPACING AND INERTIA LOAD DATA C 
C 43; SHELL ELEMENT STRESS, STIFFNESS AND INERTIA MATRIX C 
C X4; STD RING ELEMENT STIFFNESS AND INERTIA MATRIX C 
C 45; STD STRING. ELEM. STIFFNESS AND INERTIA MATRIX C 
C X6; CONDENSED STIFF. AND LOAD MATRIX OUTPUT OF FWD SHELL C 
C X7; CONDENSED STOFF. AND LOAD MATRIX OF REAR SHELL C 
C X11 ; TEMPORARY STORAGE OF ELEM. STFF. OF 6 TYPE OF COMB. C 
C NLO : N0. OF LOAD CASE C 
C NDELRC : NO. OF DX IN RING SPACE NR: TOTAL NO. OF RING C 
C NSTR : NO. OF STANDARD STRINGERS IN SHELL(O, 4,8,12,16,24) C 
C IN CENTRE SHELL (C: NO STD RING BETWEEN FRAME) C 
C ILDTY : =l; SYMMETRIC, =2; ANTISYM. LOADING C 
C IANTY : =1; FOR FWD SHELL =2; FOR REAR SHELL ONLY S =0; BOTH C 
C IENDC : =O; FRAMED END =1; DIAPHRAM END C 
C LCC : CONT; OL PARAMETER FOR SINGLE LOADING CASE =1 C 
C IRIS : DISPLACEMENT CALCULATICN IC. =1 FOR STORING OF ELIMINA-C 




IF(IDIS. NE. 1) WRI7E(2,52)(TITLE(I), I=1,80) 
READ(I, *) E, RNU, R, T, DX, NC, NSTR, IANTY, ILDTY, IDIS 






EF(IAPTY. EQ. l) JNC=i 
IF(IANTY. EC. 2) JST=2 
BETA=3.141592E541E31/NC 
IF(IDIS. EC. 2) GOTC 135 
C 
CC CCCCCCCC. CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC C 
C 
READ(391)(CSSH(I, J), I=1,24), J=1,24) 
READ(4,1)C(SRI(I, J), I=1,12), J=1,12) 
READ(5,1)((STR(I, J), I=1,12), J=1,12) 








OPEN(UNIT=31, STATUS='SCRATCH', ACCESS='DIRECT', 
f INITIALSIZE=175, RECOROSIZE=1152) 
IF(ILCTY. EQ. 1) OPEN(UNIT=32, STATUS='SCRATCH', ACCESS='DIRECT', 




IF(IANTY. EQ. 2) ICHS=17 
ICHP=18 - 
2 06 
IF(IANTY. EQ. 2) ICHP=19 
IFCIDIS. EC. 1) OPEN(UNIT=ICHS, STATUS-' NEW ', ACCESS='DIRECT', 
4 INITIALSIZE-1000sRECORDSIZE=1452) 
IF(IDIS. E0.2) OPEN(UNIT=ICHS, STATUS=' OLD', ACCESS='DIRECT', 
4 INITIALSIZE=1000, RECORDSIZE=1452) 
IF(IDIS. EC. 1) OPENCUNIT-ICHP, STATUS=' NEW', ACCESS='DIRECT', 
4 INITIALSIZE=500, REC(IRCSIZE=1500) 
IF(IDIS. EC. 2) OPEN(UNIT=ICHP, STATUS=' OLD', ACCESS='DIRECT', 
+ INITIALSIZE=500, RECORDSIZE=15C0) 
C 
CC CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC CCCCCCCCCCCCC 
C 
DO 800 JSH-JST, JNC 
READ Cl , *)NR, NCELR, LDC 
IFCIDIS. EC. 2) READC1, *) XO 
C 










IF(LDC. EQ. I. OR. ILCTY. EQ. 2) NLC=1 
IFCIDIS. EC. 2) GOTC 500 
CC CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC CCCCCCCCCCCCC 
IFCJSH. EQ. 1) GOTO 350 
DO 250 J=1,12 
DO 250 I=1,24 
SE(I, J)=SSHCI, J+12) 
SE(I, J+12)=SSH(I'J) 
250 CONTINUE 
" 00 280 J=1,24 
DO 280 I=1,12 
SSH(I, J)=SE(I+129J) 
SSH(I+12, J). =SE(I, J) 
280 CONTINUE 
00 300 J=1,12 
DO 300 I=1,6 
SE(I, J)=STR(I+6, J) 
SE(I+6 rJ)-STR(I, J) 
300 CONTINUE 
DO 330 J=1,6 
DO 330 I=1,12 
STR(I, J)=SECI, J+6) 
STR(I, J+6)=SECI, J) 
330 CONTINUE 
350 CONTINUE 
CC CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC CCCCCCCCCCCCC 
IDT=4 
IF(NSTR. GE. 16) IDT=2 
C 
DO 500 IDEL=1, IDT 
DO 400 J=l, 24 
EP(J)=SL(J) 
DO 400 I=1,24 
SE(I, J)-SSHCI, J) 
400 CONTINUE 
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GOTO (450,410,430,410), IDEL 
410 CONTINUE 
00 420 J=1,12 
EP(J)=EP(J)+RI(J) 
DO 420 I=1,12 
420 SE(I, J)-SE(I, J)+SRI(I, J) 
IF(IDEL. EC. 2) GOTC 450 
IF(NSTR. EC. O) GOTC 450 
430 CONTINUE 
DO 440 J=1,12 
K=NV 
IF(J. GT. NV) K=2*NV 
EP(J+K)-EP(J+K)+TLCJ) 
DO 440 1=1,12 
L=NV 
IF(I. GT. NV) L; 2*NV 




IF(NSTR. LT. 16) GOTO 480 
DO 470 I1=1,2 
M=(I1-1)*NV 
DO 46C J=1,12 
L=O 
IF(J. GT. NV)ý L'=NV 
EP(J+L+M)=EPCJ+L+M)+0.5*TLCJ) 
DO 46C I=1,12 
K=0 
IF(I. GT. NV) K=NV 




WRITE(UNIT=31, REC=IDEL)C(SE(I, J), I=1, NV*4), J=1, NV*4) 
ZF(ILDTY. EQ. 1) WRITE(UNIT=32, REC=IDEL)CEP(I)9I=1, NV*4) 
500 CONTINUE 
C DEFINE ELEMENTS , LOADS , ELEMENT TYPE AND CONSTRAINTS 
CALL ELDEF(LDEF, IE, NR, NDELR, ILDTY, IDIS) 
IF(IDIS. EC. 2) GOTO 700 
IF(LDC. EQ. 1) GOTO 550 
C 
IFCILDTY. EQ. 1) CALL ELFOR(LDEF, P, EP, XM, DX, NDELR, NLO, JSH) 
C 
550 CONTINUE 
IF(JSH. EQ. 1) GOTO 700 
LL=CNLO-1)*NDT 




C REDUCTION OR BACKSUBSTITUTICN 
C 
IFCILCTY. EQ. 1. AND. IDIS. EQ. I) WRITECJSH+8, *) XM 
ICH=JSH+8 
n2=(nyd+2*nv+1)*(nyd+2*nv)/2 
IF(IDIS. EC. 1) CALL REOUCT(LDEF, IB, P, SE, AA, ICH, NLO, JSH, ICHS, ICHP 
+ , N2) 
IF(IDIS. EC. 2) CALL BACSUB(AA, IB, P, SE, ICHS, ICHP, NLC, DX, N2, X0) 
IFC(JSH. EC. 1). AND. (IANTY. EQ. O)) CALL DNULL(P, NLO, NDT) 
800 CONTINUE 
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1 FORMAT(IX, 6D22.15) 
10 FORMAT(/r3X, 'IDEL=2', /, (1X, 12010.3)) 
51 FORMAI(80A1) 





SUBROUTINE RECUCT(LDEF, IB, P, SE, AA, ICH, NLO, JSH, ICHS, ICHP, N2) 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION CA-h, P-Z) 
DIMENSION AA(N2), SE(24,24), P(NDT, NLO), LDEF(NEL), IBCNDT) 
COMMON/GECM/NC, NSTR, NAX, NEL, NCD, NYD, NXD, NDT, NX, NY, NVsILDTY 
CC CC CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC CC 
NLOC=NLO 





IF(JSH. EQ. 2) CALL DNULLCAA, N2,1) 
CC CC CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC CC 
DO 1100 NEX=1, NAX 




READ(UNIT=31, REC=IDEL)((SE(I, J), I=1,24), J=1,24) 




CC CC CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC CC 
DO 300 I=l, M 
IM=I+M 















CC CC CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC CC 
C 
LEND=NV 
IF(NEY. EQ. NC) LEND=Ml 
DO 600 IL-1, LEND 


















IF(IB(IPL). EQ. 1) GOTO 500 
IDPI=ID+I 
IF(AA(IDPI). EC. O. ) GOTO 500 
FACT-AA(IDPI)/AA(ID) 
DO 350 IP=1, NLOC 
P(IPL, IP)sP(IPL, IP)-P(L, IP)*FACT 
DO 400 J-IDPI, LSTJ 
IPJ=ICON+. J 






IF(NEX. EQ. NAX. AND. NEY. EQ. NC) GOTO 1200 
NEND=(2*N1-LEND+1)*LEND/2 
IADR=IADRf1 




00 900 I=1, LS7I 
KA=(2*N1-I)*(I-1)/2+I 
LSTJ=KA+LSTT -I 





























IF(JSH. EQ. 1. AND. ILDTY. EQ. 2) GCTO 1500 
IFCNLCC. NE. O) WRITE(ICH, 1)C(P(I, J), I=NDT-NYD+19NDT), J=1, NLOC) 
WRITE(ICH, 1)(AA(I), I=JST+l, N2) 
IADR=IADRf1 
NEND=(2#N1-2*NV41)*NV 
WRITE(UNIT=ICHS, REC-IADR)(AA(I), I=I, NEND) 
NRITE(UNIT=ICHP, REC=1) IACR, L 
IFCNLOC. EG. O) RETURN 
DO 1550 J=1, NLO 




SUBROUTINE ELCEF(LDEF, IB, NR, NCELR, ILDTY, ICIS) 
IMPLICIT OOU'BLE PRECISION (A-H, P-Z) 
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DIMENSION LDEF(NEL), I8(NDT), NLD(3)9ISTRPS(12) 
COMMON/G EO M/ NC ,N ST R, NA X, NE L, NC D, NY D, NX O, NCT, NX , NY, NV 
IF(IDIS. EC. 2) GOTC 310 
DO 120 I=l, NC 
120 ISTRPS(I)=1 
IFCNSTR. GE. 16) GOTO 200 
IFCNSTR. EC. O) GOTC 200 
M=NC/HSTR 
N=2*M 





if(nr. le. 1) goto 310 
DO 300 I-2, NR-1 
DO 300 J=l, NDELR 
M-0 
IF(J. EQ. 1) M=1 





C RESTRAINT FOR LOAC CONDITION CN THE LINE OF SYMMETRY 










DO 500 I-1, NX 
M=CI-1)*NYD 
N=I*NYD-NV 








SUBROUTINE ELFOR(LDEF, P, EPsXM, DX, NDELR, NLO, JSH) 
IMPLICIT COUBLE PRECISION(A-H, P-2) 
DIMENSION LDEF(NEL), P(NDT, NLO), EP(24) 
COMMON/GEOM/NC, NSTR, NAX, NEL, NCD, NYD, NXD, NDT, NX, NY, NV 
NLOC=NLO 















READ(UNIT=32, REC=ID) (EP(I), I=1,4*NV) 




IF(I. GT. NV) B=82 
P(K+I, 1)=P(K+I, 1)+COS(B)*EP(I) 
P(K+I+1,1)=P(K+I+191)-SIN(B)*EP(I) 
PCK+J, 1)=P(K+J, 1)4COS(B)*EP(II2*NV) 
P(K+J+1,1)=P(K+J+191)-SIN(B)*EP(I+2*NV) 
PCK+I, 2)=P(K+I, 2)+COS(B)*C1*EP (I) 
P(K+I+1,2)=P(K+I+1,2)-SIN(B)*C1*EP(I) 








SUBROUTINE BACSUB(AA, IB, P, SE, ICHS, ICHP, NL0, DX, N2, X0) 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION(A-H, P-Z) 
DIMENSION AA(N2), SE(100), P(NDI, NLO), IB(NDT) 








00 150 I=1, N1 
DO 150 J=I, N1 
N=N+1 
AA(N)=0. 
IF(I. NE. J) GOlO 150 
AA(N)=l. 
150 CONTINUE 
CALL CNULL(P, NDT, NLO) 
READ(LNIT=ICHP, REC=1) IAOR, L 
L-NDT 
DO 117 Js1, NLO 
117 READ(UNIT=ICHP, REC-J+1)(PCI, J), I=1"NDT-NYC) 
READ(ICHS-9,1)((P(I, J), I=INIT, NDT), J=1, NLO) 




00 180 1=1, N1 
00 180 J=I, N1 
N=N+1 





C BACK SUBSTITUTION 
DO 1800 NEX=1, NAX 
DO 1800 NEY-1, NC 
LEND-NV 
IF(NEY. EQ. NC) LENC=M 
IF(CNEX. EG. NAX). AND. (NEY. EQ. NC)) LEND=N1-1 
CCC C CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
DO 1500 IL=1, LEND 
IF(IB(L). NE. 1) GOTO 1300 







DO 1320 IP=1, NLO 
1320 P(L9IF)=P(L, IF)/AA(ID) 
DO 1400 I-1, LSTI 
LM I=L- I 
IF(IB(LMI). EQ. 1) GOTO 1400 
IDMI=ID-ICON 
00 1350 IP=1, NLO 




CCC C CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 




DO 1700 I=19 LSTI 
NEND=N2-(I+1)*I/2+1 
DO 1600 J=KA, LSTJ 











CCC C CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
1900 CONTINUE 
DO 2000 IP=1 , NLO 
IFCIB(I). EQ. 1) P(19IP)=0. 
P(1, IP)=P(1, IP)/AA(1) 
2000 CONTINUE 
DO 300 IP=1, NLO 
WRITE(292) IP 
N= 0 
00 250 IX=1, NX 
X=CIX-1)*CX+XC 
II=(IX-1)*NY 





IFCXO. NE. O. ) N1=(NOD-II-NY+IY-1)*NV 
00 200 ND=1, NV 
N2 =N 1+ ND 
SE(ND)=P(N2, IP) 
200 CONTINUE 
WRITE(2,3) N, X, Y, (SE(I), I=1, NV) 
250 CONTINUE 
300 CONTINUE 
1 FORMAT0X, 6022.15) 
2 FORMAT(3X, 'LOAD CONDITION=', I3) 
3 FORMAT(IX, I5,2F10.2,6E14.5) 






IMPLICIT COUBLE PRECISION (A-M, P-Z) 
EXTERNAL CNULL, DMATIN, DMATMU, CMULSY 
DIMENSION IB(2,12), P(240), IFR(2), ISY(2) 
COMMON/MATGEO/E, RNU, RHO, R, RI(2920), TW(2), OPM(3,3) 
COMMON/BEAM/RPP(2,12,2) 
COMMON/STFE/S7RO(12,12), STBI(12,12), SM(8,8), SSE(24,24) 
COMMON/COCR/CCN(2,40,2), NC, NY, PHI, OELTA, NYD 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
C X1; CONTRCL VARIABLES C 
C X2: OUTPUT OF VARIABLES FOR INPUT CHECK PURPORSE C 
C X11; CCNDENSED FWD. LOADED FRAME STIFF. E INER. LOAD OUTPUT C 
C X12; CCNDENSED REAR FRAME STIFFNESS AND INER. LOAD OUTPUT C 
C X6; TEMPORARY STORAGE FOR REDUCTION C 
C X7; TEMPORARY STORAGE OF INERTIA LOAD REDUCTION C 
C * RPP(12); RS, RC, IX, IY, IXY, J, AREA, XC, YC, GAMMA, XBAR, YBAR C 
C *JST=1, JND=1 FOR FWD FRAME ONLY JST=2 JND=2 FOR REAR ONLY C 
C *IFTY=0, SAME FWD S REAR FR. (JST=JND=1) , =1 FOR DIFF. C 
C *IFR=0, FOR BOOM-bEB-BOOM FRAME =1, FOR RING FRAME C 
C *ILDTY; TYPE CF LCAD (1; FOR SYM. 2; FOR ANTI-SYM. ) C 
CCCC CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
READ(1, *) NC, E, RNU, RHO, R, IFTY, JST, JNO, ILDTY 
NY=NC41 
DO 150 I=': LST, JND 
READ(1, *)IFR(I), ISY(I), RI(I, 1), TWCI), C(RPP(I, J, K), J=1,12), K=1,2) 







DO 200 L=JST, JND 
Rl=RI(L, 1) 
DO 200 I=19NY 
IF(ISYCL). NE. O) Rl=RI(L, I) 
ALP=(I-1)*DELTA 
J=I+NY 
CON(L, I, 1)=R1*COS(ALP) 
CON(L, I, 2)=R1*SINCALP) 
CONCL, J, 1)=R *COS(ALP) 
CON(L, J, 2)=R *SIN(ALP) 
200 CONTINUE 
WRITE(2,1) E, RNU, RHO, R, NC, JST, JNO 
DO 230 I=JST, JND 
WRITE(2,2) ISY(I), RI(I, 1), TW(I) 
WRITE(2,3) CK, (RPP(I, J, K), J=1,12), K=1,2) 
WRITE(2,4) I, (J, (CON(I, J, K), K=1,2), J=1,2*NY) 
230 CONTINUE 
1 FORMAT(//, 3X, 'E=', D12.4,5X, 'NU=', F5.2,5X, 'RHO=', F5.2,5X, 'R=', 
+ F7.3,5X, 'NC=', I2, SX, 'J$T=', I2,5X, 'JND=', I2) 
2 FORMAT(//, 3X, 'ISY=', I2,5X, 'RI(1)=', D12.5,5X, 'T W=', F7.4) 
3 FORMAT(//, 3X, 'BOOM PROPERTIES', /, (1X, I2,5X, 12D10.3)) 
4 FORMAT(//, 3X, 'LOACED FRAME COCRD. DATA FOR NO. ', I29 
/93X, 'NODE NO. '914 X, 'Y', 14X, 'Z', /, (1X, 17,7X, 2F15.4)) 
C 
OPEN(UNIT=46, STATUS='SCRATCH', ACCESS='DIRECT. ', 
" INITIALSIZE-300, RECORDSIZE=1200) 




DO 300 IF=JST, JND 
IF(IFR(IF). EQ. 1) GOTO 290 
CALL CPLM(IF) 
CALL STCR(STRO, R, 0,1,1, IF) 
CALL SSTF(ISY(IF), P, NDT, IF, IFTY, ILDTY) 
















CALL REDUCT(SSE, IB9P, 2, NY, 12,69NYD, NY*12, IF, IF+10, ILDTY, IFTY) 
290 CONTINUE 






SUBROUTINE SSTF(ISY, P, NDT, IFP, IFTY, ILDTY) 
C BOOM-hEB-BOOM SEGMENT STIFFNESS CALCULATION AND STORE 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-N, P-Z) 
DIMENSION P(NCT), W1(12,12), W2(12,12), W3Cl44), W4(8,8) 
. 9W5(8,8), 
TR(12,12) 
COMMON/MATGEO/E, RNU, RHO, R, RI(2,20), TW(2), DPM(393) 
COMMON/STFE/STROC144), STBI(144), SM(8,8), SSE(24924) 




DO 500 L-1, NC 
ALPHA=DEL7A*(L-1) 
BETA =DELTA*L 
CALL TRNS(TR, ALPHA, BETA) 
CALL CMULSY(WI, TR, STR0, W3,12,12) 
IF(ISY. EQ. O. APD. L. GT. l) GOTO 100 
CALL CNULL(SM, 8,8) 
CALL STM (SM, L, IFP, 0) 
CALL STCR(STBI, RI(IFP, L), ISY, L, 2, IFP) 
100 CONTINUE 
CALL CMULSY(W2, TR, STBI, W3,12,12) 
C 
DO 200 I=1,12 
DO 200 J=1,12 
SSE(I, J)zh2(I, J) 
SSE(I+12, J+12)=W1(I, J) 
200 CONTINUE 
C 
IF(ISY. NE. O) GOTO 250 












DO 300 I=1,4 
DO 300 II=1,2 
IS=(I-1)*6+1+II 
IE=(I-1)x2+II 
DO 300 J=1,4 
DO 300 JJ=1,2 
JS=(J-1)*6+1+JJ 
JE=(J-1)*2+JJ 
SSE(IS, JS)=SSE(IS, JS)+W4(IE, JE) 
300 CONTINUE 
IF(ILCTY. EQ. 2) GOT0 480 
C 
LL=L*6-6 
DO 400 I=1,2 
II=(I-2)*NYO' 
READ(UNIT=47, REC=1)(W3(J), J=1,12) 





READ(UNIT=47, REC-3)(W3(J), J=1,24) 
DO 450 I=2,24,6 
J= LL+I 
. IF(I. GT. 
12) J=J+NYO-12 
P(J)=P(J)4W3(I) 
WM=WM+W3 (I ) 
450 CONTINUE 
480 CONTINUE 
WRITE(2, *) L, SSE(1,1), SSE(24,24) 
WRITE(UNIT=46, REC=L)((SSE(I, J), J=1,24), I=1,24) 
500 CONTINUE 
WRITE( IFP+10 v*) WO 






IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H, P-1) 











SUBROUTINE STP(B, L, IFP, IM) 
217 
C 
IMPLICIT COUBLE PRECISION (A-H, P-Z) 
DIMENSION S(8,8), W1(64), W2(8,8), W3(24), B(64), GP(3), GW(3), XI(4,2) 
COMMON/MATGEO/E, RNU, RHO, R, RI(2,20), TW(2), 0C3,3) 
COMMON/COCR/CCNC2,40,2), NC, NY, PHI, OELTA, NYD 
DATA GPC1), GP(2), GP(3), GW(1), GW(2), GW(3)/-0.774596669,0.0, 
4 0.774596669,0.5555555556,0.88888889,0.55555556/ 
DO 120 I=1,4 
J=L+I-1 
IF(I. GT. 2) J=LfNY4I-3 
XI(I, 1)=CCN(IFP, J, l) 
XICI, 2)=CON(IFP, J, 2) 
120 CONTINUE 
DO 150 I=1,3 
XG=GP(I) 
WX=GW(I) 
00 140 J=1,3 
YG=GP(J) 
WY=GWCJ) 
CALL ISOMSH(S, XG, YG, XI, DETJ, L) 
CALL OMATMU(W1, D, B, 3,3,8) 
CALL CMATRA(W2, B, kl, 8,8,3) 
00 130 I1=198 
DC 130 J1=1,8 
S(I1, J1)=S(I1, J1)4WX*WY*DETJ*W2(I1, J1) 
130 CONTINUE 
IF(IM. EQ. O) GOTO 140 




IF(Il. GT. 12) XD=1. 
W3(I1)=-0.25*(1. +XG*XC)*(1. +YG*YD)*RHO*TN(L)*WX*wY*DETJ 
135 CONTINUE 




IF(IM. NE. O) RETURN 
wx=0. 
00 200 I=1,4 
J=2 
IFCI. EQ. 2) J=4 
IF(I. EQ. 3) J=1 
IFCI. EQ. 4) J=3 
YD=ABS(XI(J, 1)-XI(I, 1)) 
XO=ABS CXI(J, 2)-X I(I, 2) ) 












SUBROUTINE ISOMSH(B, XG, YGsXI, CETJ, IE) 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H, P-Z) 
G1 C7 
DIMENSION XD(4)sYD(4), XI(4,2), B(398), DN(2,4), 0J(2,4), DD(2,2) 
DATA XD(1)'XD(2), XD(3), XD(4), YD(1), YO(2), YD(3), YD(4)/-1., -l. 9l., 
+ 1.9-109109-1991. / 
DO 100 I=1,4 
DN(19I)=0.25*XD(I)*(1. +YG*YD(I)) 
ON(2, I)-0.25*YD(I)*(1. +XG*XD(I)) 
100 CONTINUE 
CALL CMATrU(DJ, DN, XI, 2,4,2) 
DETJ=CJ(1,1)»OJ(2,2)-CJ(2,1)*0J(1,2) 
IF(DETJ. GT. O. ) GOTO 120 
WRITE(2,1) IE, DETJ, ((0J(I, J), J=1,2), I=1,2) 






OD (2 , 1) =-D J(2,1) /CET J 
DD(2,2)=DJ(1,1)/DETJ 
CALL DMATMU(DJ, DD, DN, 2,2,4) 
DC 140 Il-194 
I«I1-1)*2 
B(1, If1»CJ(1, I1) 
B(2, I+2)zDJ(2vI1) 
8(3, I+1)=C"J(2, I1) 






SUBROUTINE STCR(SE, RI, ISY, L, IE, IFP) 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-N, P-Z) 
COMMON/MA7GEO/E, RNU, RMO, R, RI(2,20), TW(2), DPM(3,3) 
COMMON/BEAM/RPP(2,12,2) 
COMMON/COOR/CON(2s40,2), NC, NY, PHI, OELTA, NYO 
COMMON/BPRO/RS, RC, PX, PY, PXY, PJ, S, XC, YC, GA, XB, YB 
DIMENSION SE(144), W1C144), W2(144), W3C144) 
IF(L. GT. 2) GOTO 100 
RS=RPP(IFP, 1, IB) 
RC=RPP(IFP, 2, IB) 
PX=RPFCIFP, 3, IB) 
PY=RPFCIFP94, IB) 
PXY-RFP(IFP, 5, IB) 
PJ=RPP(IFP, 6, IB) 
S=RPP(IFPs7, IE) 
XC=RPP(IFP98, IB) 
YC=RPP(IFP, 9, IB) 
GA=RPP(IFP, 109IB) 
XB=RPF(IFP, 11sIB) 
YB=RPF(IFP, I2, IB) 
100 CONTIPUE 
IS al 
IF(ISY. NE. O. AND. IB. EQ. 2) IS=2 
GOTO (150,200), IS 
150 CONTINUE 
CL=RS*DELTA 
CALL RSTF(SE, kl, W2, W3, E, RNU, RI, CL, DEL7A, 6,12s144, IB, RHO) 
RETURN 
200 CONTINUE 
C FOR UNSYM. -INNER BOOM 
219 
CL=SQRT((CON(IFP, L, 1)-CON(IFP, L+1,1))* *2+(CON(IFP, L, 2) 
4 -CON(IFP, L+1,2))**2) 
ALPHA=PHI/2. +CELTA-ASIN(RI*SIN(DELTA)/CL) 
BETA=THETAI-DELTA 
CALL STB(SE, Wl, W2sW3, EsRNU, CL, ALPHA, BETA9Z912s144, RNO) 
RETURN 
END 
CC CC CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
SUBROUTINE STE(C, EsCINVsWsE, RNU, CL, THETA19THETA29ND, ND29NDTsRHO) 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H, P-Z) 
DIMENSION B(NC2, NC2), C(ND2, ND2)sCINV(NDT), W(NDT) 
COMMON/BPRO/RS, RCsPX, PY, PXY, PJ, SsXCsYC, GA, XB, YB 
CALL CNULL(B, ND2, ND2) 
CALL CNULL(C, ND2, ND2) 
RJ=PJ/(2. +2. *RNU) 
D=0. 




BC 4,4)=E*R J*CL 
8(5,2)=3. *E*PXY*CL**3 
8(5,5)=3. * E*PX*CL**3 
B(6,3)=4. *E*PXY*CL 
B(6,6)-4. *FE*PX*CL 





00 100 I=1, ND 
DO 100 J=I+1, ND+1 
100 B(I, J)=B(J, I) 
C 









C(2+J, 3)=2. *XC*Z*Z 
C(2+J95)=3. *YC*Z**3 






C(6+J, 5); -3. *Z*Z 


















CALL CMATIN(DET, CINY, C, ND2) 
CALL DMULSY(C, CINV, B, W, ND2, N02) 
CALL DNULL (B, ND2, ND2) 
CALL EEAMTRCB, ND2, GA, XB, YB) 
CALL CMULSY(W, B, C, CINV, ND2, ND2) 
CALL ONULL(B, ND2, ND2) 
C 
K=0 
00 300 I=1,2 
BETA=THETAl 
IF(I. EQ. 2) BETA-TMETA2 
DO 300 J=1,2 
BCK+19K+1)=1. 
BCK+2, K+2)=C0S(8El A) 
BC K+2, K+ 3) -S IN (B ET A) 
BCK+3, K+2)=-SIN(BETA) 
BC K+3, K+3): =CGS (B ET A) 
K=K+NC 
300 CONTINUE 
CALL OMULSY(C, B, W, CINV, N02, N02) 
C 




WRITECUNI7=47, REC=2)CWCI), 2=1,12) 
RETURN 
"END 
CC CC CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
SUBROUTINE RS7FCC, B, CINV, W, E, RNU, R, CL, BETA, ND, ND2, NDTsIB, RHO) 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H, P-Z) 
DIMENSION C(ND2, NC2), 8CND2, ND2), CINY(NDT), W(NDT) 
COMMON/BPRO/RS, RC, PX, PY, PXYsPJ, S, XC, YC, GA, XBtYB 
CALL CNULLCB, ND2, ND2) 





IF(GA. NE. O. ) C=SQRTCRJ/GA) 
IF(D. NE. O. ) 0I=1. /D 
ADI2=0. 
IF(A. NE. O. 0. OR. D. NE. O. 0) ADI2=l. /(A*A+D*D) 
C2=PX*PY-FXY**2 
C1u1. /C2 












DO 10C I=1,2 
J=(I-1)*NC 
K=0 
IF(GA. EQ. O. ) K=-2 
Z=-CL/2. 












































CC J+6,1)--0.5*RC*G 1*(A*Z*CB+SB ) 
C(J+6,2)=-0.5*RC*G1*(A*Z*SB-C5 ) 
C(J+6,4)=-RS 
C(J+695)=-RS*CB- 85*(A, Z*SB-CB) 
CCJ+6,6)=-RS*SB+BS*(A*Z*CB+SB) 
C(J+6, K+13)=-S 8 
CC J+6, K+14)=CB 

















































IF(RS. NE. RC)E=E*RS/RC 
G 
DO 200 I=1, ND 
DO 200 J=I+1, ND+1 
B(I, J)-B(J, I) 
200 CONTINUE 
C 
CALL CMATIN(DET, CINV, C, ND2) 
CALL CMULSY(N, CINV, B, C, ND2, ND2) 
CALL CNULL(B, ND2, ND2) 
CALL EEAM7R(B, ND2, GA, XBsYB) 
CALL CMULSY(C, B, W, CINV, N02, N02) 
C 









SUBROUTINE TRNS(T, AI, A2) 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION(A-H, P-Z) 
DIMENSION T(12,12) 
DO 100 I=1,2 
J=(I-1)*6 
A=A1 










TCJ+5, J+6)= C 






SUBROUTINE BEAMTR(B, ND2, GA, XB, YB) 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-M, P-Z) 
DIMENSION B(ND2, ND2) 


















SUBROUTINE RECUCT(SE, IB, P, NX, NY, M, NV, LA, NDT, IF, ICH, ILDTY, IFTY) 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H, P-Z) 






Nlf 1=N V-1 




DO 1100 NEY=1, NY1 
READ(UNIT=46, REC=AEY)C(SE(I, J), J-1,24), I=1,24) 
KA=0 
K8=N2-(M+1)*M/2 
DO 300 I=1 ,M 
IM-I+M 





AA (KBJ)=AA ( KBJ)+SE(IM, JM) 
IF(NEY. GT. 1. AhD. NEY. LT. NY1) GOTO 100 
IF(I. bE. J) G070 100 
K=1 
IF(NEY. EQ. NY1) K=2 
K2=IB(K, I) 




DO 200 J=1, M 
JM=J+N 








IF(NEY. EC. NY1) LEND=M 
. 





00 500 I=1, LSTI 
IPL=I+L 
IDPI=ID+I 
IF(AA(IDPI). EC. 0.0) GOTO 500 
FACT=AA(ICPI)/AA(ID) 
I°F(ILCTY. E0.2) G070 350 
P(IPL)=P(IPL)-P(L)*FACT 
350 CONTINUE 











DO 900 Iul, LSTI 
KA=( 2* N1-I)*(I-1 )/ 2+I 
LSTJ=KA+LSTI-I 
225 





















IF(ILOTY. NE. 2) WRITE(ICH, 1)(P(I), I=LA+1, NCT) 
WRITE(ICH, 1)(AA(I), I=IST, N2) 
IF(IFTY. NE. O) RETLRN 
IF(ILCTY. NE. 2) WRITE(12,1)(P(I), I=LA+I, NDT) 





SUBROUTINE RSPB(IF, P, SE, NC, DELTA, NYD, IFTY, ILDTY) 
C 
IMPLICIT COUBLE PRECISION(A-H, P-Z) 
DIMENSION AAC60,60), P(NYD), Wl(12,12), W3(144), TRC144), SE(12,12) 
CALL STCR(SE, R, 0,1,1, IF) 
'IF(ILOT. Y. E4.2) GOTO 150 
READ(UNIT=47, REC=1)CW3(I), I=1,12) 
DO 100 L=19NC 
LL=(L-1)*6 





WRITE(IF+10, *) WM 
WRITE(IF+10,1)(P(I), I=1, NYD) 
IF(IFTY. NE. 0) GOTO 150 








CALL TRNS(TR, ALPHA, BETA) 
CALL CMULSY(Wl, TR, SE, W3,12,12) 
00 200 I=1,12 
II=I+LL 
00 200 J=I, 12 
JJ=LL4J 
226 
AA(II, JJ)=AA(II, JJ)+W1(I, J) 
200 CONTINUE 
300 CONTINUE 
WRITECIF+10,1)(CAA(I, J), J=I, NYD), I=1, NYO) 
IF(IFTY. EC. O) WRITE(1291) C(AA(I, J)9J=I, NYD), I-1, NYD) 





IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION CA-M, P-Z) 
EXTERNAL OMATMU, DNULL, DMATRA 
DIMENSION LDEF(240), IBC1333), SE(24,24), AA(14000), AFL(11000) 
+ , SL(24), RL(12), TL(12), SSH(24,24), SRIC12,12), STR(12,12), IFRSY(2) 
f 9STFNPR(12,2), FRMPRP(12,2,2), FRWEBTC2), PTAIL(100), FRINTRC2917) 
" , TITLE(50), W1(2500), P(4000) 
COMMON/STRC/IFRTY(2), IPRST, LPRST, MPRS7, IPRSTF, LPRSTF, NDRF, 
NRF, NCRR, NRR, FRFCT1, FRFCT2, WPAHG 
COMMON/GEOM/NC, NSTR, NAX, NDXND, NRC, NDRC, NEL, NOD, NYD, NXD, NDT, 
NX, NY, NV, NLO, ILDTY, IFI, IF2, IIWP, ILWP, IDWP 
COMMON/MATR/E, RNU, RHO, R, T, DX 
C 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
C Xl; FOR CONTROL VARIABLES C 
C X2; FOR DISPL. AND STRESS OUTPUT C 
C %3; SHELL ELEMENT STIFFNESS AND LOAD MATRIX C 
C X4; STD RING ELEMENT STIFFNESS AND LOAD MATRIX C 
G I5; STD STRING. ELEM. STIFFNESS AND LOAD MATRIX C 
C X6; SHELL ELEMENT STRESS MATRIX C 
C X7; FRAME SHEAR FLOW C 
G x7; STORAGE OF CONDENSED STIFF. 6LOAD FOR IANTY=2 C 
G %8; CCDENSED FWD SHELL FRAME AND CENTER SHELL STIFF. C LOAD C 
C INPUT-FOR IANTY-2 C 
C X9; CONDENSED FWD. SHELL STIFF. INPUT C 
C X10; CONDENSED REAR SHELL STIFF. INPUT C 
G 211,12; CONDENSED FWD. C REAR FRAME PROPERTIES C 
C X22,24; ELEMENT DEFINITION E DISPLACEMENT MATRIX FOR ISTRSS=1 C 
C %25; GRAFIC STRESS DATA FOR GRAS. F PROGRAM C 
C x26; DISPLACEMENT DATA FOR GRAFIC PROGRAM GRAF C 
C x50 ; TEMPORARY STORAGE OF ELEMENT INERTIA LOAD MATRIX TYPES C 
G X51 ; TEMPORARY STORAGE OF ELEM. STFF. OF 6 TYPE OF COMB. C 
C x52; TEMPORARY STORAGE FOR DISPL. CALCULATION C 
G 
. 
X53; TRANSFORMATION MATRICES STORAGE C 
C NLO : NO. OF LOAD CASES C 
G NDELRC : NO. OF DX IN RING SPACE NR: TOTAL NO. OF RING IN C 
C CENTRE SHELL (0: NO STD RING BETWEEN FRAME) C 
C Fl: F2: EQ. O RIGID DIAPHRAM AT FWD. OR REAR FRAME C 
G ILDTY : =1; SYMMETRIC -2; ANTISYM. LOADING C 
C IANTY : -1; TOTAL ANALYS 9=2; REAR FRAME ONLY CHANGE C 
G LDCX: FOR SINGLE EXT. LOADING CASE -1 C 
C ISTRSS: =0; DISPL-STRESS =1; DISPL. ONLY =2; STRESS ONLY C 
C =3; DISPLACEMENT ONLY- NO FURTHER STRESSING C 
G IPRST, LPRST, MPRST; SHELL STRESS RESULTANT PRINT OUT CONTROL C 
G 1,2,3,4,5, &6 FOR NX, NT, NXT, MX, MT, MR C 
G IPRSTF, LPRSTF; STRINGER INT. FORCES PRINT OUT CONTROL C 
C 1,2 FOR RING AND STRINGER C 
G IDISPR; DISPLACEMENT PRINT OUT CONTROL O; PRINT 1; NOPRINT C 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
C 
READ(1,31) (TITLE(I), I=1,50) 
WRITE(2,32)(TITLE(I), I=1,50) 
READ(1, *) E, RNU, RHO, R, T, DX 
READ(1, *) NC, NSTR, NDXND 
READ(1, *) NRC, NDRC, NRF, NDRF, NRR, NDRR 
READ(1, *) ILDTY, LCC 
READ(i, *) IIWP, ILWP, IDWP 
READ(1, *) ISTRSS, IF1, IF2 
READ(l, *) IDISPR, IPRST, LPRST, MPRST, IPRSTF, LPRSTF 
READ(I, *) 1(STFNPR(I, J), I=1,12), J=1,2) 
READ(1, *) LN9NDP, (PTAIL(I), I=1,6) 
228 
IF(IFI. EQ. 0. AND. IF2. EC. 0) GOTO 150 
READ(1, *) (IFRTY(I), I=1,2) 
IF(IFRTY(1). EC. 2. AND. IFRTY(2). EQ. 2) READ(l, *) FRFCTI, FRFCT2 
IF(IFRTY(1). EC. 2. AND. IFRTY(2). EQ. 2) GOTO 150 
READ(l, *) CIFRSY(I), FRINTR(I, l), FRWEBT(I), ((FRMPRP(I, J, K), 
+ J=1,12), K=1,2), I=1,2) 
IF(IFRSY(1). NE. 0) READ(1, *) (FRINTR(1, I), I=2, NC+1) 




C NAX= NO. OF ELEMENT IN CENTRE SHELL WITH ONE STD. RING SPACE 













IF(ILOTY. EQ. 2) NLC=1 





IF(ISTRSS. EQ. 2) READ(22,21)(LCEF(II), II=1, NEL), (IB(I), I=1, NDT) 
C 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
C ELEMENT PROPETIES READ IN 
READ(3,1)((SSH(I, J), J=1924)pI=1,24) 
READ(4,1)(CSRICI, J), J=1,12), I=1,12) 
READ(5,1)((STR(I, J), J=1,12), I=1,12) 






IF(ISIRSS. EQ. 2) GOTO 380 
C 
IF'ILDTY. EQ. I. AND. LDC. NE. 1) OPEN(UNIT=50, STATUS=SCRATCH', 
" ACCESS='DIRECT0, INITIALSIZE=50, RECORDSIZE=48) 
190 CONTINUE 
OPENCUNIT=51, STATUS='SCRATCH', ACCESS='DIRECT', 
f INITIALSIZE=135, RECOROSIZE=600) 
NRSZ=24*N1-132 
NISZ=NRSZ*NC*KAX/244 
OPEN(UNIT=52, STATUSa'SCRATCH', ACCESS='DIRECT', 
+ INITIALSIZE" ISZ, RECORDSIZE=NRSZ) 
IF(IIWP. NE. ILWP) CPENCUNIT=54, STATUS='SCRATCH', ACCESS='DIRECT', 
+ INITIALSIZE=200, RECOROSIZE=6*NDT) 
NISZ=60+(IF1tIF2)*30 
IF(IIWP. NE. ILWP) OPEN(UNIT-55, STATUS='SCRATCH''ACCESS='DIRECT', 



















DO 350 IDEL-1, IDT 
DO 200 I-1,24 
P(I)=SL(I) 
00 200 J=1,24 
SE(I, J)=SSH(I, J) 
CONTINUE 
GOTO C300,220,260,22092209220), IDEL 
CONTINUE 
Kz0 
IF(IDEL. GE. 5) K=12 
DO 230 I=1,12 
P(I+K)=P(I+K)+RL(I) 
DO 230 J=1,12 
SE(I+K, J+K)=SE(I+K, J+K)+SRI(I, J) 
IF(IDEL. EC. 2. OR. ICEL. E0.5) GOTO 300 
IF(NSTR. EC. O) GOTC 300 
CONTINUE 
DO 280 I=1,12 
K26 
IF(I. GT. 6) K=12 
PCI+K)=P(1+K)+TL(I) 
DO 280 J=1,12 
L=6 
IF(J. GT. 6) L=12 
SE(I+K, J+L)=SE(I+K, J+L)+STR(I, J) 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
IFCNS7R. LT. 16) GOT0 330 
DO 320 I1-1,2 
Ma(Il-1)*6 
DO 320 I=1,12 
K-0 
IF(I. GT. 6) K=6 
"P(I+K4M)=P(IfK+M)40.5*TLCI) 
DO 320 J=1,12 
L=0 
IF(J. GT. 6) L-6 
SE(I+K+M, J+L+M)=SECI+K+M, J+L+M)+0.5*STR(I, J) 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
IF(ILOTY. EQ. 1. AND. LDC. NE. 1) WRITE(UNIT=50, REC-IDEL)(P(I), I=1,24) 





XT R" NP ND RR DX ND *DX 
XTC=XT-NDXND*CNDRR+NDRF)*DX 
XTT=XT F+XT C+XT R 
WRITE(2,2) R, T, XTT, XTF, XTC, XTR, E, RNU, RHO, ALPHA, DX, 
+ CCSTFNPR(I, J), I-1,12), J=1,2) 
AWP1"180. -(IIMP-1)*22.5 
AWPLa180. -CILWP-1)*22.5 
IF(IIWP. EQ. 6) AWP1=135. 



























IF(IDNP. EG. 1) AWIN=0. 
WRITE(2,19) AMPI, AWPL, AWIN 
IF(ILDTY. EQ. 1) WRITE(2,12) 
IF(ILDTY. EQ. 2) WRITE(2,13) 
TANGaALPHA*(NDP-1) 
WRITE(2P14) TANG, CPTAIL(I), I=1,6) 
WRITE(2,15) 
IF(IFI. EQ. O) WRITE(2,17) 
IF(IF2. EQ. 0) WRITE(2,18) 
IF(IFI. EQ. O. AND. IF2. EC. O) GOTC 390 
IF(IFRTY(I). EQ. 2. AND. IFRTY(2). EQ. 2) WRITE(2910) FRFCTI, FRFCT2 
IF(IFRTY(1). EC. 2. AND. IFRTY(2). EQ. 2) GOTO 390 
CONTINUE 
WRITE(2,24)(IFRSY(I), I=1,2) 
WRITE(2,25)(IFRTY(I), FRINTR(I, I), FRWEBT(I), ((FRNPRP(I, J, K), 
+ J=1,12), K-1,2), I-1,2) 
IF(IFRSY(1). NE. O) WRIT E(2,26)(FRINTR(1, I), I=1, NY) 
IF(IFRSY(2). NE. O) WRITE(2,27)(FRINTR(2, I), I=1, NY) 
CONTINUE 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCccCccc 
call dnul"p, 576,1) 
DO 500 IWF9-IIWP, ILWP, IDWP 
WPANG=202.5-IWP*22.5 
IFCIWP. EQ. 6) WPANG=135. 
WRITE(2,11) 
IF(IWP. EQ. 1) WRITE(296) 
IF(IWP. GE. 2. AND. IWP. LE. 4) 
IF(IWP. EQ. 5) WRITE(2,8) 
IF(IWP. EQ. 6) WRITE(2P9) 
IF(ISTRSS. EQ. 2) GOTO 460 
WRITE(2,7) WPANG 
ELEMENT DEFINE AND RESTRAIN 
IF(LDC. NE. 2) GOTO 400 
READ(1, *)(LDEFCI), I=1, NEL) 
CONTINUE 
CALL ELDEF(NRF, NRR, NDRF, NDRR, IWP, LOEF, IB, LDC) 
IF(IS7RSS. EQ. 1) WRITE(22,21)(LOEF(I), I=1, NEL), (IB(I), I=1, NDT) 
IF(IWP. EQ. IIWP) GOTO 410 
CALL CNULL(P, NDT, NLO) 
CONTINUE 
IF(ILDTY. EQ. 2. OR. IWP. GT. IIWP) GOTO 420 
IF(LDC. EQ. 1) GOTO 420 
CALL ELFOR(LDEF, NCRF, NDRR, P, SL, XM) 
CONTINUE 
CALL 7LOM1(XM, XMT, P, SE, NDRF, NDRR, IWP, LDC, NRF, NRR, NDP, PTAIL 
+ , IFRTY, FRFCTI, FRFCT2, RL) 
SOLUTION ROUTINE 
CALL SOLV(P, SE, SL, IWP, LDFFsIB, NDRF, NDRR, NI, N2, IAA, AA, AFL, NRF 
f pNRR, IFRTY9FRFCTl, FRFCT2, SRI) 
IF(IS7RSS. E0.1) WRITE(24,22)(F(I), I=1, NLO*NDT) 
C 
231 




DO 450 IL-1, NLO 
NLV=NDT*(IL-1) 






DO 450 IX=1, NX 
WRITE(2,16) 
X=XTF- NORF*NOXND*DXf(IX-1)*DX 













IF(ISTRSS. EQ"1. OR. ISTRSS. EQ. 3) GOTO 500 
IF(ISTRSS. EQ. 2) REAO(24,22)(P(I), I=1, NLO*N0T) 
C READ IN ELEMENT STRESS MATRIX 
IF(IWP. EQ. IIWP) READ(6,1)(CSSH(I, J), I=1,24), J=1,24) 
IF((I%P. GT. IIWP. AND. IWP. NE. 4). AND. (IF1. EQ. O. AND. IF2. EQ. 0)) 
f GOTO 480 
N4=4*NEL 
" N5=N4*NLO*6 
CALL CNULL(AA, N5,1) 
CALL CNULL(AFL, N4,4) 
CALL CNULL(SE, 24,24) 
AFL(1)=XTF-NDRF*HDXND*DX 










2 FORMAT(//, 3X, 16('*'), /, 3X, '* INPUT DATA *'9/93X, 16('*'), ///, 
4 5X, '$ STRUCTURE DIMENSION', /, 16X, 'RADIUS=', F15.3, /, 16X, 'SKIN '' 
+ 'THICKNESS=', F7.3, /, 16X, 'TOTAL LENGTH=', F9.3, /, 40X, 'FWD SHELL 's 
+ 'LENGTH=', F12.3, /, 40X, 'CENTRE SHELL LENGTH*', F7.39/, 40X9'REAR', 
f 'SHELL LENGTH=', F1O. 3, //, 5X, '$ MATERIAL PROPERTIES', /, 4OX, 'E=', 
f E12.3, /, 40X, 'NU=', F7.3, /, 4OX, 'RHO=', F6.3, //, 5X, '$ STANDARD ', 
4 'ELEMENT PROP. OF FEM MODEL', /, 16X, 'ELEMENT ARC ANGLE=', F6.2, 
4 'dag', /, 1EX, 'ELEMENT LENGTH=', F9.2, /, 16X, ' STANDARD STIFFENER', /, 
+ 31X, 'Rs', 5X, 'Rc'95x, 'Ix', 5x, 'Iy', SX9'Ixy'94x, 'j'o6x, 'As', 5x, 
+ 'Xc', 5x, 'Yc',: X, 'Gang'93x, 'Xb'95x, 'Yb'9/916X9'STD RING', 5xs 
12F7.39/916X, 'STD STRINGER', IX, 12FT. 3) 
232 
3 FORMAT(/, 3X, "CIS PLACEMENTS ', /, 3X, ' NODE', 7Xq'X* 97X9 'THETA 't 
+ 10X, 'LX', 12X, 'UR', 12X, 'UT', 1OX, 'PHIX', 1OX, 'PHIT', lOX, 'PHIR') 
4 FORMAT(1X, I5,2F10.2,5X, 6E14.5) 
5 FORMA7(/, 5X, 'LOAD CONDITION=', I1, /, 5X, 16('*')) 
6 FORMA7(//, 3X, ' LOW/NIGH WING', /, 3X, '***************', //) 
7 FORMAT(//, 3X, ' MOCERATE LOW/HIGH WING', 5X, ' PICK UP AT', 
+ F7.2, ' deg', /, 3X, 52(' '), //) 
8 FORMA7(//, 3X, ' MID WING', /, 3X, '**********', //) 
9 FORMAT(//, 3X, ' MOOR. LOW/HIGH WING WITH CUTOUT', /, 3X, 35('*'), //) 
10 FORMAT(16X, 'SIIFFNESS RATIO OF FWD FRAME TO STD. RING STIFFENER' 
+ , '=', F5.2, /, 16X, 'STIFFNESS RATIO OF REAR FRAME TO STD. RING ', 
+ 'STIFFENER=', F5.2) 
11 FORMAT(1H1) 
12 FORMAT(//, 5X, 'ä SYMMETRIC LOACING', /, 16X, 'CONDITION 1= 1G ', 
+ NORMAL ACC. ', /, 16X, 'CONDITICN 2= 1RAD/SEC PITCHINGACC. ', /, 16X, 
+ 'CONDITION 3= UNIT TAIL LOAD AT END OF STRUCTURE') 
13 FORMAT(//, 5X, '$ ANTI-SYMM. LOADING', /, 16X, 'CONDITION 1= UNIT', 
+ 'FIN LOAD AT END OF STRUCTURE' , /, 16X, 'CONDITION 2= UNIT TAIL', 
+ 'TAIL TORQUE LOAD(SPIN)') 
14 FORMAT(16X, 'TAIL (OR FIN) LOA( AT', F10.2, ' deg', /, 40x, 'Fx=', 
+ F8.2,5X, 'Fr=', F8.2,5X, 'Ft=', F8.2,5X, /, 40x, 'Mx=', F8.2,5X, 
+ 'Mt=', F8.2,5X, 'Mr=', F8.2) 
15 FORMAT(/, 5X, '3 FRAME PROPERTIES') 
16 FORMAT(1X, 120('-')) 
17 FORMA7(16X-, ''FCRWARD FRAME IS RIGID DIAPHRAM') 
is FORMA7(16X, 'REAR FRAME IS RIGID DIAPHRAM') 
19 FORMAT(//, 5X, '$ PICK UP POSITION AND VARIATION', /, 16X, '1 st', 
+ ' PICK UP POSITION', F8.2, /, 16X, 'LAST PICK UP POSITION', F8.2, 
i /916X, 'WITH INTERVAL OF', F12.2, ' deg') 
21 FORMAT(16I2) 
22 FORMAT(1X, 6D22.15) 
23 FORMAT(//I//, 5X, 'STRESS RESULTANTS ARE SAME WITH PREVIOUS CASE' 
4 , /, 5X, 45('*')) 
31 FORMAT(50A1) 







SUBROUTINE ELCEF(NRF, NRR, NORF, NDRR, IWP, LDEF, I8, LDC) 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-N, O-Z) 
DIMENSION LDEF(NEL), IB(NDT), NFRC(6), NLD(3)sNWP(6), IST(17) 
COMMON/GEOM/NC, NSTR9NAX, NDXND, NRC, NDRC, NEL, NODsNYD, NXOsNDT9 
NX, NY, NY, NLO, ILDTY, IFI, IF2, IIWP, ILWP, IDwP 
C 
IF(IWP. GT. IIWP) GOTO 620 
NELC=NDRC*(NRC+1)*NDXND 
IF(LDC. E4.2) GOTO 305 
C 
C STRINGER POSITION DEFINE FOR NSTR=O, 4,8,12,24, AND MORE(SMEARED) 
C IST=O FOR NO STRNGERs -i; FOR STRINGER AT 2-4,2; AT 1-4 LINE 
DO 110 I 1=l, NC 
110 IST(II)=1 
IF(NSTR. GE. 16. OR. NSTR. EQ. O) GCTO 180 
M=NC/N STR 
N=2*M 





C FWD SHELL AND ELEMENT TYPE DEFINE 
00 200 I1=_1, NOXND4NDRF 
L=0 
IFCII. EQ. 1) L=1 




C CENTRE SHELL 
DO 250 I=1, NRC+1 
DO 250 J=1, NDRC*NCXND 
M=0 
"IF(I. GT. 1. AND. J. EC. 1) Mal 




C REAR SHELL 
L=NDXNO*NDRR 
00 300 I1=1, L 
M=0 
IF(II. EQ. L) M=4 
DO 300 I=19NC 
N=N+1 
LOEF(N)=IST(I)+M 






C RESTRAINT FOR LOAC CONDITION 
DO 310 I=1,3 
310 NFRC(I)=I41 












IF(IFI. NE. 0) GOTO 400 
IF(LDC. EQ. 2) GOTO 400 
C CONSTRAINTS OF FWC. DIAPHRAM 
M=NY*NDXNC*NDRF 
DO 380 I=M+1, M+NY 
N=(I-i)*6 
DO 380 J=1,3 
L-NFRC(J) 
380 IB CN+L)=1 
400 CONTINUE 
IFCIF2. NE. 0) GOTO 500 
N=M*NV 
IF(LDC. EQ. 2) GOTO 500 
C CONSTRAINTS OF REAR DIAPHRAM 
M=CNDXND*NDRR41)*NYD 
DO 450 I=l, NY 
N=CI-1)*6+NDT-M 




C DEFINE WING PICK UP POSITION D. O. F 




C CONSTRAINTS ON LINE OF SYMMETRY 
00 600 I=1, NX 
M=CI-1)*NYD 
'N-I*NY D-6 










IFCILCTY. eq. 1) IB(N1+1)-2 
IFCILCTY. EQ. 2. AND. IWP. EQ. l) IE(N1+4)=2 





IFCIWF. EQ. IIWF. OR. CIWP. EQ. 6. AND. CIWP-IDWP). EQ. 3)) GOTO 700 
N=NWPCIWP-IDWP)-NWPCIWP) 
IFCILDTY. EQ. 2. AND. IIWP. EQ. 1. AND. IWP-IDWP. EQ. 1) I8(N1+N+4)=0 
IF(ILCTY. EQ. 2. AND. IIWP. EQ. 1. AND. IWP-IDWP. EQ. 1) i8CN2fN+4)=0 
I8CN1+N+1)=0 









IF(IF2. EQ. 0) GOTO 680 
IB(N2+N+2)=0 
IB(N24N+3)=0 








GOTO (1000,1000,1000,1000,1000,800), IWP 




00 850 IX=1, NELC 
I1-C IXfM1-1)*NC 




IF(NELC. EC. 1) GOTO 1000 
DO 900 IX=1, CNELC-1) 
I1=(IX+M1)*NYO 
DO 900 IY=M+1, NY 
N=I1+(IY-1)*6 




CONSTRAINTS ON DECK 
RADIAL AND TANGENTIAL DISPLACEMENTS CONSTRAINED 
M=NWP(6)+2 







IF(LOC. NE. 2) RETURN 
READ(1, *) NCON 
IF(NCCN. EC. 0) RETURN 
DO 1010 N=19NCON 





SUBROUTINE ELFORCLDEF, NDRF, NDAR, P, EP, XM) 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION(A-H, P-Z) 
DIMENSION LDEF(NEL), P(NOT, NLO), EP(24) 
COMMON/GEOM/NC, NSTR, NAX, NCXN0, NRC, NDRC, NEL, NO0, NYD, NXO, NOT, 
236 
+ NX, NY, NV, NLO, ILDTY, IFI9IF29IIWP, ILWPlIOWP 














IF(IO. EQ. O) GOTO 200 
READ((jNIT=5O, REC=ID)(EP(I), I=1,24) 
00 100 I=2,12,6 
XM=XM+EP(I)+EP(I+12) 
B=B1 
IFCI. GT. 6) B=E2 
J=I+NYD 
P(K+I, 1)=P(K+I, 1)+COS(B)*EP(I) 
P(K+141,1)=P(K+I+1,1)-SIN(B)*EP(I) 
P(K+J, 1)=P(K+J, 1)+COS(B)*EP(I412) 
P(K+J+1,1)=P(K+J+1,1)-SIN(B)*EP(I+12) 
PCKfI, 2)=P(K+I, 2)+C1*COS(B)*EP(I) 
P(K+I41,2)»P(K+I+1,2)-C1*SINCE)*EP(I) 







SUBROUTINE TLOMT(XM, XC, P, EP, NCRF, NORR, IWP, LDC, NRF, NRR, NPT, PT 
+ 9IFRTY, FRFCTI, FRFCT2, RL) 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-11, P-2) 
DIMENSION P(NOT, NLO), EP(NYD, NLO), XU(4), XI(4), PT(100) 
+ 9IFRTY(2), RL(12) 
COMMON/GEOM/NC, NSTRrNAX, NDXND, NRC, NDRC, NEL, N'JD, NYD, NXO, NOT, 
+ NX, NY, NV, NLO, ILDTY, IF1, IF2, IIWP, ILWP, IDWP 
COMMON/MATR/E, RNU, RHO, R, T, OX 






IF(LOC. EQ. 1) GOTO 110 
GOTO (ll0,400), ILCTY 
110 CONTINUE 
DO 300 I1=1,4 
ICH=I1+8 
N2=1 
IF(II. EQ. 2) N2=0 
IF(I1. GT. 2) N2=2 
JJ=NLC-N2 
CALL CNULL(EP, NYD, JJ) 
IF(I1. EQ. I. AND. NRF. EQ. 1) GOTO 300 
IF(I1. EQ. 2. AND. NRR. EQ. 1) GOTO 150 
237 
IF(II. EQ. 3. ANC. IFI. EQ. 0) GOTO 150 
IF(Il. EQ. 4. ANC. IF2. EQ. 0) GOTO 150 
IF((I1. EQ. 3. AND. IFRTY(1). EQ. 2). OR. (Il. EQ. 4. AND. IFRTY(2). EQ. 2)) 
4 GOTO 120 
IF(LDC. NE. 1) READ(ICH, *) XW(I1) 
IF(JJ. EQ. 0) GCTO 115 





IF(II. EQ. 4) FRFCTzFRFCT2 
XWR=0. 
DO 130 I=1, NC 
DO 130 J=1,12 
IR=(I-1)*6+J 
XWR=XWR+RL(J)4FRFCT 





IF(II. EQ"2) NC=ND? -NYC 
IF(I1. EQ. 3) NC=NYC*NDRF*NDXND 
IF(II. EQ. 4: ) NC=NDT-CNDXND*NDRR+1)*NYD 
IF(I1. NE. 2)'GOTO 180 
IF(NRR. GT. l) GOTO 180 
NI=(NPT-1)*6 






DO 200 J=1, JJ 
00 200 I=1, NY0 
II=ND+I 
P(II, J)-P(II, J)+EP(I, J) 
200 CONTINUE 
XMS=XI(I1)*XWCI1) 
DO 250 I-29NYC, NV 
CC=1. /NC 
IF(I. EQ. 2. OR. I. EQ. (NYO-4)) CC=0.5/NC 






IF(NRR. GT. 1) READ(10,1)C(EP(I, J), I=1, NYD), J=1, NLO) 
IFCNRR. GT. 1) GOTO 445 
NI-CNPT-1)*NV 





DO 450 I=1, NLO 
DO 450 J=1, NYC 









READ(UNIT=54, REC=l)((P(I, J), I=1, NDT), J=1, NLO) 
RETURN 
1 FORMATCIX, 6D22.15) 
2 FORMAT(/, 5X, 'TOTAL STRUCTURAL WEIGHT- F10.3 LBS 
END 
2 39 
SUBROLTINE SOLV(P, SE, EP, IWP, LCEF, IB, NDRF, NDRR, NI, N2, IAA, AA, AF 
+ , NRF, NRR, IFRTY, FRFCT1, FRFCT2, SRI) 
IMPLICIT COUBLE PRECISION (A-M, P-Z) 
DIMENSION AA(N2), SE(24,24), EP(24), P(NDT, NLO), AF(NYD, NYD), 
+ LDEF(NEL), IB(NDT), IFRTY(2), SRI(12,12) 
COMMON/GEOM/NCPNSTR, NAX, NDXND, NRC, NDRC, NEL, NOD, NYD, NXD, NDT, 





IF(IWP. GT. IIWP) CALL DNULL(AA, N2,1) 
C 
IF(NRF. GT. 1) CALL AUXRD(9, AA, AF, l, Nl, N2, IAA, I, IWP, 
+ IF RTY, FRFCTI, SRI) 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC. CCCCCCCCCCCC 
DO 1100 NEX=1, NAX 
IF(IF1. NE. O. AND. NEX. EG. (NOXND*NDRF+1)) CALL AUXRO(11, AA, AF, NEX, 
4 Nl9N29IAA919IWP, IFRTY, FRFCTl, SRI) 
IF(NEX. EQ. (NAX-NDXND*NDRR+1). AND. IF2. NE. 0) CALL AUXRD(12, AA, AF, 
+ NEX, Nl, N2, IAA, 1, IWP, IFRTY, FRFCT2, SRI) 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
DO 1100 NEY=1, NC 
NU ME L=(NEX-1)*NC+NEY 
ID EL=LDEF(NLJMEL) 
IF(IDEL. EC. 0) GOTO 350 
C 




DO 300 I=1, M 
IM=I+P 

















IF(NEY. EQ. NC) LENC=M 
IF((NEX. EQ. NAX). AND. (NEY. EQ. NC)) LEND=N1-1 
C 
C 
IF(LEND. EQ. (N1-1). AND. NRR. GT. 2) CALL AUXRDCI4, AA, AF, NEX, N1, 
+ N2, IAA, 2, IWP, IFRTY, FRFCT2, SRI) 
DO 600 IL=1, LEND 
IF(IB(L). EQ. 1) G070 600 
IC=(2*N1-IL)*(IL-1)/24IL 





DO 500 I-1, LSII 
IPL=I4L 
IF(IOCIPL). E0.1) GOTO 500 
IDPI=IO+I 
FACT-AA(IDPI)/AACID) 
DC 380 IP=l, NLO 
380 P(IPL, IP)-P(IPL, IP)-P(L, IP)*FACT 
00 400 J=IDPI, LSTJ 
IPJ=ICON+J 






IF(LEND. EC. (N1-1)) GOTO 1200 
NEND=(2*N1-LEND+1)*LEN0/2 
IADR=IADR+1 




DO 900 Ii, LSTI 
KA=(2* N1-I)i (I-1)/ 2+I 
LSTJ=KAfLSTI-I 






DO 800 J=JST, JEND 
AA(J)0. 















NRITE(2, *) IADR=O#IADR 
DO 1800 NEX=1, NAX 
DO 1800 NEY=1, NC 
LEND=NV 
IF(NEY. EQ. NC) LEND=M 
IFCCNEX. EG. NAX). AND. (NEY. EQ. NC)) LEND=Nl-1 




IF(IB(L). NE. 1) G070 1300 
DO 1250 IP=1, NLO 







DO 1320 IP-1, NLO 
1320 P(L, IP)=P(L, IP)/AA(ID) 
DO 1400 I=1, LSTI 
LM I=L- I 
IF(IB(LMI). EQ. 1) GOTO 1400 
ID MI=ID-ICON 
DO 1350 IP=1, NLO 









DO 1700 I=1, LSTI 
NENDuN2-(I+1)*I/2+1 














-DO 2000 IP=1, NL0 
IF(IB(I). EQ. 1) P(1, IP)=0. 
P(1, IP)=P(1, IP)/AA(1) 
2000 CONTINUE 





SUBROUTINE AUXRD(ICH, AA, AF, NEX, NI, N2, IAA, IP, IWP 
+ , IFRTY, FRFCT, SRI) 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-N, P-Z) 
DIMENSION AACN2), AF(NYD, NYO), IFRTY(2), SRI(12,12) 
COMMON/GEOM/NC, NSTR, NAX, NDXNDsNRC, NDRC, NEL, NOD, NYO, NXD, NDT, 
NX, NY, NV, NLO, ILDTY, IFI, IFZ, IIWP, ILWP, IDWP 
C 
IF(IWP. GT. IIWP) GOTO 110 
IF((IFRTY(1). EQ. 2. AND. ICH. EQ. 11). OR. (IFRTY(2). EQ. 2. AND. 
ICH. EQ. 12)) GOTO 120 
READ(ICH, 1)CCAF(I, J), J=I, NYD), I=19NYD) 
GOTO 128 
120 CONTINUE 
CALL ONULL (AF, NYD, NYD) 
00 125 I R=1 , NC 
I1=(IR-1)*NV 
DO 125 I=1 , 2*P V 
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IS=I141 
DO 123 J=1,2*NV 
JS=I14J 




IF(IIMP. NE. ILWP) BRITE(UNIT=559REC=ICH-8)((AF(I, J), J=I, NYO), 
4 I=1, NVD) 
110 CONTINUE 
IF(IWP. GT. IIWP) READ(UNIT=559REC=ICH-8) 
4 ((AF(I9J), J=I, NYD)9I=1, NYD) 
C 
IF(IP. EQ. 2) GCTO 200 
00 100 I=l, NYC 
IJ=(2*N1-I)*(I-1)/2+I 








DO 300 I=1, NYC 









SUBROUTINE STRS(DIS, SST, LDEF, SRI, STR, STBL, XTBL, TTBL, TBL, N4, XTF 
f , XTC, IB, IMP) 
IMPLICIT COUBLE PRECISION (A-149P-Z) 
DIMENSION DIS(NDT, NLO), SST(24,24), RES(24,3), USH(24,3), 
+ W(72), LDEF(NEL), SRI(12,12), STI(12,12), ANG(17), 
4 TBL(17,4, NLO), STBL(NL0,6, N4), XTBL(N4), TTBL(N4), 
f AVRG(17,3), LST(17), IB(NDT), RCT(10,3) 
COMMON/MATR/EsRNU, RHO, R, T, DX 
COMMON/GEOM/NC, NSTR, NAX, NDXND, NRCsNDRC, NEL, NOD, NYD, NXD, NDT, 
+ NX, NY, NV, NLO, ILOTY, IF2, IF2, IINP, ILWP, IDWP 
COMMON/STRC/IFRTY(2), IPRST, LPRST, MPRST, IPRSTF, LPRSTF, NDRF, 











DO 110 I=1, NOD 
I1=(I-1)#kV 
DO 110 J=19NV- 
J1=I 14 J 
IF(IB(J1). NE. 2) GCTO 110 
NREACT=NREACT+1 




















DO 500 IX=1, NAX 
X1=(IX-1)*DXfX0 
X2=X14DX 









IF(IOT. NE. a) GOTO 120 
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DO 150 I=1,12 
J=N1+I 
00 150 ILC=1, NLO 
USH(I, ILO)-DIS(J, ILO) 
USH(I+12, ILO)=DI S(J+NYD, ILO) 
150 CONTINUE 
CALL CMATMU(RES, SST, USH, 24,24, NLO) 
160 CONTINUE 
DO 200 IN=1,4 
XX=X1 
IF(IN. GT. 2) XX=X2 
YY=DELl 
IF(IN. EQ. 2. OR. IN. EQ. 4) YY=DEL2 
J=(IN-1)*6 
JN-LNE+IN 
00 180 IS=IPRST, LPRST, MPRST 
JImJ+I S 
DO 180 ILO=1, tLO 










DO 600 IS=IPRST, LPRST, MPRST 
DO 590 IX-1, NN 
DO 520 I=1, NLC 
DO 520 J=1,4 
DO 520 K=1, NY 
520 TELCK, J, I)=0. 
X=(IX-1)*OX+XO 
00 550 IN-10N4 




DO 530 ILC=1, NLO 
T8L(M, N, ILO)=STBL(ILO, IS, IN) 
530 CONTINUE 
550 CONTINUE 
DO 560 IY-ltNY 
DO 560 ILO=1, NLO 
560 AVRG(IY, ILO)=0. 
IFCCX. EQ. XTF. CR. X. EQ. XTFC). AND. IS. EQ. 3) GOTO 5T3 
COX=0.5 
IFCIX. EQ. l. OR. IX. EQ. NX) COX=1.0 
DO 570 IY=1, NY 
COY= 0.5 
IF(IY. EQ. I. OR. IY. EQ. NY) COY=1.0 
CCF=CCX*COY 
DO 570 ILO=1, NLO 
00 570 IV=lt4 
AVRG(IYt ILO)=AVRG(IY, ILO)+COF*TBL(IYtIVt ILO) 
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IF(IY. NE. I. AND. IY. NE. NY) GOTO 570 
IF(IS. NE. 3) GOTO 570 
IF(IS. EQ. 3. ANC. ILCTY. E0.1) AVRG(IY, ILC)-O. 
570 CONTINUE 
573 CONTINUE 
IF(IS. GT. I. AND. IX. EQ. 1) WRITE(2,12) 
WRITEC2,6) 
IF(IX. NE. 1) GCTO 575 
IF(IS. EQ. 1) WRITE(2,3) 
IF(IS. EQ. 2) WRITE(2,14) 






DO 580 ILC-l, NLO 
IF(NY. LT. 10) URITE(2,4) X, ILO, (ANG(I), I=1, NY) 
IF(NY. GE. 10) WRITE(2,41) X, ILO, (ANG(I), I-1, NY) 
IF(NY. EQ. 9) WRITE(2,5)((TBL(I, J, ILO), I=1, NY), J=1,4) 
IF(NY. GT. 9. ANC. IS. EQ. 1) WRITE(2,51)((TBL(I, J, ILO), I=1, NY), J=1,4) 
51 FORM AT (lXv 17F7.2) 
C 
IF(X. NE. XTF. AND. X. NE. XTFC) G070 576 
CALL SAVF(TBL, X, NLO, ILO, NY, ILDTY, IS, XTF, XTFC, IWP) 
GOTO 580 -- 
C 
576 CONTINUE 
IF(NY. LT. 10) WRITE(2,17)(AVRG(I, IL0), I=1, NY) 
IF(NY. GE. 10) WRITE(2,42) (AVRG(I, ILO)sI=1, NY) 





C RING ELEMENT INTERNAL LOAD CALCULATION 





CALL RNGSTS(DIS, SRI, ANG, W, SST, NV, NV2, NDT, NLO, NC, NY, NYD, 
XTF, XTFC, CX, XO, FRFCTI, FRFCT2, IFRTY, IFI, IF2, 
4 NRF, NORF, NRC, NORC, NRR, NDRR, NDXND) 
C 
650 CONTINUE 
C STRINGER ELEMENT INTERNAL LOAC CALCULATION 





CALL STRS7S(DIS, STR, ANGtW, SST, NSTR, NYoNY29NDT, NLO, NC, NY, NX, 
+ NYD, DX, X0) 
700 CONTINUE 
C 
1 FCRMAT(1H1, /, 3X, 'STRESS RESUL7ANT', /, 3X, 20('*'), //, 
+ 3X, 'SMELL ELEMENT STRESSES', /, 16X, 'Nx, Nthota, Nxt, 6 't 
" 'Mx, Mt, Mxt at EACH NODE', /, 3X, 'RING AND STRINGER ELEMENT', 
f' END FORCES C COUPLES IN GLOBAL COORD. ', /, 16X, 'Fx(LONG. ), ' 
4 'Fr(RADIAL), Ft(TANGENTIAL), Mx , Mt F. Mr', /, 1x, 120('-')) 
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2 FORMAT(/, 3X, 'SHELL ELEMENT', /, 3X, 12(0')) 
3 FORMAT(3X, 'STRESS RESULTANT OF --- Nx ---', /, 3x, 33('*')) 
4 FCRMAT(1X, 60('- '), /, 3X, 'X=', F1O. 3,3X, 'ILC=', I2,3X, (NY>Fl0.3, /) 
41 FORMAT(lX, 60C'- '), /, 3X, 'Xo', F10.3,3X, 'ILO=', I2, /, (3X, <NY>F7.2)) 
5 FORMAT(27X, 9F10.3) 
6 FORMA7(1X, 120C'-')) 
7 FORMAI(1HI, /, 3X, 'RING ELEMENT', /, 3X, 12('*')) 
8 FORMAT(5X, 'NO', 3X, 'NODE', 3X, 'X', 6Xs'THETA', 3X, 'ILO', 10X, 'Fx's 
+ 8X9 'Fr', 8x, 'Ft', 8)(, 'Mx', 8X, 'Mt', 8X, 'Mr') 
9 FORMAT(1Hls/, 3X, 'STRINGER ELEMENT', /, 3X, 15('#')) 
12 FORMAT(IHI) 
14 FCRMAT(3X, 'STRESS RESULTANT --- Ntheta ---'s/, 3x, 50('*')) 
15 FORMAI(3X, 'SHEAR STRESS RESULTANT - Nxt -', /, 3X, 25('*')) 
16 FORMAT(1X, 50('- ')) 
17 FORMAT(IBX, 'AVRG', 4X, <NY>F10.3) 
42 FORMAT(18X, 'AVRG', 5X, /, 3X, <NY>F7.2) 
18 FORMAT(1X, F5.1, I2, <NY>F7.2) 
19 FORMAT(5X, 'IS=', I2) 
20 FORMAT(1X, 60('- ')) 
23 FORMAT(1H1, ///, 3X, 'REACTIONS AT P/ U', /, 3X, 16('*'), //s5Xs'NODE', 
.4' NO', SX, 'DIRECTICN', lOX, 'LOAC CASE-', 5Xs'1's15Xs'2', 15X, '3's/) 




SUBROUTINE SAVF(STR, X, NLO, ILO, NY, ILDTY, IS, XTF, XTFC, IWP) 
C AVERAGE STRESS RESULTANT OF SHELL ELEMENT AT FWD E REAR OF FRAME 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION(A-H, P-Z) 
DIMENSION STR(17,4, NLO), AV R(17), ß(17) 
00 200 JS-192 
J=(JS-1)*2 
DO 100 I=1, NY 
COF=0.5 
IFC(STR(I, J+1, ILO). EQ. 0.0). OR. (STR(I, J+2, ILD). EQ. 0.0)) COF=1. 
AVRCI)=COF*(STRCI, J+I, ILO)+STRCI, J+2, ILO)) 
'IF<ILCTY. NE. 1) GOTO 100 
IF(IS. EQ. 3. AND. (I. EQ. I. OR. I. EC. NY)) AVR(I)=O. 
IF(JS. EQ. 1) B(I)=AVR(I) 
IFCJS. EQ. 2. -AND. IS. EQ. 3) B(I)=BCI)-AVR(I) 
COF=0.5 
IF(B(I). E0.0.0. DR. AVR(I). EQ. 0.0) COF-1.0 
IF(JS. EQ. 2. AND. IS. NE. 3) B(I)=COF*(8(I)+AVR(I)) 
100 CONTINUE 
IFCNY. EQ. 9. AND. JS. EQ. 1) WRITE(2,1)(AVR(I), I=1, NY) 
IFCNY. EQ. 9. ANO. JS. EQ. 2) WRITE(2,2)CAVRCI), I-1, NY) 
IF(NY. EQ. 9. ANC. JS. EQ. 2. AND. IS. EQ. 3) WRITE(2,4)(B(I), I=1, NY) 
IF(IS. NE. 3. AND. NY. EQ. 9. AND. JS. EQ. 2) WRITE(2,5)(8(I), I=1, NY) 
WRITE(2593) XlCJS-1)*0.1, IL0, (AVRCI)sI=1, NY) 
IFCNY. EQ. 9) GOTO 200 
IFCJS. EQ. 1) WRITE(2,11) (AVR(I), I-l, NY) 
IF(JS. EQ. 2) WRITE(2,12) (AVR(I), I-1, NY) 
IFCJS. EQ. 2. AND. IS. EQ. 3) WRITE(2,14) (B(I), I=1, NY) 
IF(JS. EQ. 2. AND. IS. NE. 3) i4RITE(2,13) (8(I), I=1, NY) 
200 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
1 FORMATC7X, 'FRAME FOWD AVRG. ', 4X, 9F10.3) 
2 FORMA7(7X, 'FRAME REAR AVRG. '94X99F10-3) 
3 FORMA7CIX, F5.1, I2, <NY>F7.2) 
4 FORMAT(7X, 'FRAME SHEAR FLOW', 3X, 9F10.3) 
5 FORMA7(17X, 'AVRG. ', 4X, 9F10.3) 
6 FORMAT(7XL<NY>F7.2) 
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11 FCRMATC7X, 'FRAME FWD. AVRG. ', 4X, /, 1X, <NY>F7.2) 
12 FORMA7(7X, FRAME REAR AVRG. ', 4X, /, 1X, <NY>F7.2) 
13 FORMAT(7X, 'AVRG', /, <NY>F7.2) 
14 FORMAT(7X, 'FRAME SHEAR FLDW', /, 1X, <NY>F7.2) 
END 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
SUBROUTINE RNGSTS(DIS, SRI, ANG, RF, UR, NV, NV2, NDT, NLO, NC, NY, NYD, 
+ XTF, XTFC, CX, XO, FRFCTI, FRFCT2, IFRTY, IF1, IF2, NRF, NDRF, NRC, 
NCRC, NRR, hDRR, NDXND) 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-M"P-Z) 
















DO 180 IR-l, N1, N2 
X=XO+DX*N2 
IF(IR. GT. 1) X=X+(IR-N2)*DX 
NR=NR41 
ND=NDX*NYC 






IF(NRR. EQ. 1) GOTO 250 
NDSNDT-NYC 















IF(IF2. EQ. 0. OR. IFRTY(2). NE. 2) 














IF(II. EQ. 4) Cl-FRFCT1 
IF(II. EQ. 5) Cl FRFCT2 
CALL RNF(DIS, SRI, RF, UR, ANG, NC, NY, NV, NV2, NDT, NLO, X, ND, NR, C1) 




1 FORMAT(/, 5X, '4** FWD RING FRAME **#') 
2 FORMAT(/, 5X, '4** REAR RING FRAME ***') 
END 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
SUBROUTINE RNF(U, S, RF, UR, ANG, NC, NY, NV, NV2, NDT, NLO, X, ND, NR, C1) 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H, P-Z) 
DIMENSION U(NOT, NLO), S(NV2, NV2), RF(NV2, NLC), URCNV2, NLO), ANG(NY) 
DO 200 IR=1, NC 
Il=(IR-1)*NV+ND 
DO 150 L=1, NLO 
DO 150 J=1, NV2 
UR(J, L)-U(J+II, L)*C1 
150 CONTINUE -- 
CALL CMATMU(RF, S, UR, NV2, NV2, NL0) 
WRITE(2,1) NR, X, ANG(IR), (L, (RF(I, L), I=1, NV), l=1, NLO) 




1 FORMAT(5X, I2,5X, 2F9.3, /, (30X, I3,5X, <NV>F10.3)) 
2 FORMA7C21X, F9.3, /, (30X, I3,5X, <NV>F10.3)) 
3 FORMATC1X, 55(0- ')) 
END 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
SUBROUTINE STRSTS(U, S, ANG, RS, US, NSTR, NV, NV2, NDT, NLO, NC, NY, NX, 
+ NYD, DX, XO) 
IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION CA-H, P-2) 






DO 300 IS=M, NC, N 
THETA=ANG(IS) 
MV=CIS-1)*NV 






DO 100 L=1, NLO 
DO 100 I=19NV 
US(I, L)-UCKI+I, L) 
US(I+NV, L)=U(K2+I, L) 
100 CONTINUE 
CALL CMATMU(RS, S, US, NV2, NV2, NLO) 
WRITE(2,1) -NB, Xl, THETA, (L, (RS(I, L), I=1, NV), L=1, NLO) 
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1 FORMAT(5X, I2,5X, 2F9.3, /, (30X, I395Xs<NV>F1O. 3)) 
2 FORMAT(12X, F9.3s/9(30X, I3,5X, <NV>F10.3)) 
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NOTATION 
a Length of shell element in longitudinal 
direction. 
Unknown coefficient matrix for finite 
element displacement assumption. 
A Cross sectional area of beam element. 
Aft Ar, As Cross sectional area of frame element, 
ring element, and stringer element 
respectively. 
b Length of shell element in circumferential 
direction. 
B Strain-displacement relation matrix. 
c Shell element bending figidity to 
extedsional figidity ratio; = t2/12. 
C Shell element extensional rigidity; 
C= Et/(1-ý2) 
Nodal displacement matrix for the shell 
element formulation. 
Cfx' Cfr' Cft Frame internal force coefficients in X, R, 
and 6 direction respectively. Cf=FR/PLc 
Cmx Frame internal inplane moment coefficient 
CmX=M/PR. 
CuxI Cur' Cut Frame displacement coefficients in X, R 
0 direction respectively. Cu=uGtR/PLC 
C Frame internal inplane rotation coefficient. 
pX 
CpX=OXGtR2/PLc 
Cg, Cp' Ct, Cf Load factors for unit normal acceleration, 
unit pitching acceleration, tail load, 
and fin load respectively. 
C. G. Centre of gravity of the vehicle. 
d Depth of the deep frame. 
D Shell element bending rigidity. 
D= Et 
3 /12 (, _>2) 
Stress-strain relation matrix of finite 
element formulation. 
E Young's modulus. 
F Load vector for system equations. 
Internal forces of frame or stiffeners. 
Fb f ' Fb Interaction load vectors at forward and w rw 
rear wing attachment respectively. 
g Gravitational acceleration. 
G Shear modulus of rigidity. 
I Second moment of inertia. 
'I 'I h 
If'I Second moment of inertia of loaded frame, r s s 
rings, stringers, and body cross section 
respectively. 
I 'I 'I x y xy Beam element second moment of inertia 
normal, lateral respectively. 
J Torsional constant of beam element. 
K Shear coefficient of beam element with 
shear deformation' effect. 
Stiffness matrix. 
Kb, Kw Condensed stiffness matrix of total body 
and wing respectively. 
K Element stiffness matrix. e 
, Lf, L L Length of centre body, forward body, and r c 
rear body respectively. 
Lrsp Standard ring spacing. 
m Harmonic number in analytic formulae. 
Master degree of freedom. 
M Concentrated moment load on loaded frame 
in harmonic analysis. 
Mass matrix. 
Internal moment of frame or stiffeners. 
Mb Bending moment on, the, -body cross-section. 
. y' t 
MX, Me, Mx8 Bending moment in longitudinal direction, 
in circumferential direction, and twesting 
moment of shell element. (=MX, Mt, Xtin graphs) 
MX, My, MZ Bending moment about normal axis, lateral 
axis, and axis along shear centre of beam 
element. 
N Stress resultants vector of shell element. 
Nstr Number of stringers in body cross section. 
N , Ne, N e Direct stress resultant, hoop stress .: . - X x 
resultant, and shear stress resultant of 
shell element. (=N , Nt, N xt 
in graphs) 
x 
o Fictitious member. 
0 Null matrix or vector. 
P Concentrated radial load on loaded frame 
or reaction load at wing pick-up point, 
Pt Element load vector or matrix. 
Total normal force on-the tail plane. 
Condensed load matrix. . 
Q Shear flow on the frames. 
q Distributed load vector. 
R Radius of body. 
Circumferential curvature of shell element. 
RE, Rw Resultant reaction load vectors of body 
and wing respectively. 
Rg, RpPRt Reaction load vectors on wing pick up 
points due to unit normal acceleration, 
load, unit pitching acceleration load 
and tail load respectively. 
rc, rs Curvature of beam element centroid and 
shear centre respectively. 
t Thickness of body skin or shell element. 
t' Effective thickness of body skin in 
extension. 
To Concentrated tangential load on frame. 
u Displacement along body longitudinal axis. 
ue Element displacement vector. 
F 
ue, uw Displacement vector of body and wing. 
U Strain energy. 
Ub. Interaction displacement vector. 
U9 , Up, Ut Interaction displacement components 
by 
body loads of 1g inertia, 1 rad/sec2 
pitching, and unit tail load respectively. 
v Circumferential displacement of shell 
element. 
w Radial displacement of shell element.. 
x, y Offset of stiffening element shear centre 
from shell middle surface. 
xc, yc Dislocation between shear centre and centroid. 
Z(L), Z(Lc) Parameters in ESDU and Chpater 7; GtR4/EIfL 
a Semiarc. angle of shell element or beam 
element. 
Twisting angle of beam element. 
Po Opening angle of cutout. 
Shear strain of shell element. 
ý fý Shear strain of beam element. Xz y2 
E, Strain vector. 
Normal strain of beam element at centroid. 
Ex E9 Strain along longitudinal axis and 
circumferential axis respectively. 
k ketk e Change of curvature about 
longitudinal 
x x 
axis, circumferential axis, and twisting 
of shell element. 
8 Circumferential angle. 
Specific weight. 
Normal stress of beam element. 
Rotation of beam element about shear centre. 
0x, 02 Curvature about longitudinal axis and 
circumferential axis of the shell or beam 
elementary respectively. 
Poisson's ratio. 
1/(Tt+2A /Rt ) 
S 
s 
. r: . _,, _...:: 
i! ý_k., eo GAL%t' _" 
Subscripts and others 
c Centre body. 
f Frame or forward body. 
r Standard ring stiffeners or rear body. 
S. Longitudinal stringers or booms. 
rsp Ring spacing. 
str Stringers. 
w Wing structure. 
72-12-60 Representation of body substructure length; 
Lf=72.0 in. Lc=12.0 in. and Lr=60.0 in. 
Matrix 
)T Transposed matrix. 
{I Vector. 
















































-. 4- - 
LOW/HIGH WING (180 deg) 











MID WING( 90 deg) 
REAR 
FRAME (RF) 
Fig. 3.2. POSITIONS OF WING PICK-UP( 2 LOADED FRAMES ) 
3 
WFF WrF 
Wr ,ý% Wsh+Wst 
1g STRUCTUTRAL DEAD WEIGHT INERTIA LOAD 
Wsh=DISTRIBUTED SHELL , WFF=FWD FRAME, WrF=REAR FRAME WEIGHT 




END TAIL LOAD 
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MID WING PICK UP (72-12-60) 

















6.75 Z AXIS W10 
Y AXIS w10 2' , 








-: 55 --2.5 
-1.5 







2. '75 1 . 75 1 
755 2.25 . 1.75 
. 25 1.25 
75 . 25 9.25 
6.75 
9 . 25 7.75 ý6,4ý2 
0817 
. 25 6 4.6. '75 Z AXIS W10 





Fig. 4.3.3 DI SPL . OF RING FRAMED CENT. SHELL -1g INERT. 
TANGENTIAL DISPLACEMENT 
13 
MID WING PICK UP (72-12-60); 1 rad/sec2 pitching 













. 00 y; circumferential 







6.75 Z AX]S w10-Z 



















. 25 6.75 Z AXIS W10 -2 
Y AXIS w19 10 .0 
6'25 X AXIS X10 
z; Displacement(in) 
+ clockwise 
Fig. 4.3.4 DI SPL . OF RING FRAMED CENT f SHELL 
RADIAL DISPLACEMENT 
14 
MID WING PICK UP( 72-12-60); TAIL'L. OAD 





















G. 75 Z AXIS W19-3 
. 25 X AXIS ßr10 
5 







-. 5 9.25 
8.75 
8.25 1 
X67°" 2 7.75 '1 .887.25 2 
.66.75 Z AXIS W10 - 
Y AXIS X10 









3 6.75 Z AXIS +ý10- 
Y AXIS X10 2*. 2.0 6.25 X AXIS VIO 
y; circumferential 
angle( deg ) 
z; displacement(in) 
+ clockwise 
Fig. 4.3. ý Ring Framed Centre Shell Displacement Distribution. 
RADIAL DISPLACEMENT 
15 
LOW WING PICK UP (72-12-60) ;1g INERTIA 









. 86 ' 
.4 











7 . 25 
. 25 
G. '25 Z AXIS W10 









6.75 Z Ax]S X10-3 
AXIS w10 




1 "1-. a. 
. 
0ý2 








6.75 Z, AXIS W10" 




Fig. 4.3.6 Ring Framed Centre Body Displacement Distribution 
16 
LOW WING PICK UP (72-12-60) ;1 rad/sect pitcing 
R=6. t=0.06 Nstr=4 Lrsp=12. If=O. 1 in4 
ARIA 
1 "ý. 0.8" 
6.1 


















4? 1 . 1_. 08 
.64 















. 75 L AXIS W10-1 6.25 












5j AXIS S' 10 -1 
X AXIS w10 
z; displacement (in) 
+ clockwise 
Fig. 4.3.7 Ring Framed Centre Body Displacement Displacements 
17 
LOW WING PICK UP (72-12-60) ; TAIL LOAD 
R=6. t=0.06 Nstr=4 Lrsp=12. If=0.1 A5=0.1 
















-2 6.75 Z AXIS *10 






_2 6.75 Z AXIS W10 
. 25 X AXIS W10 
y; circumferential 
angle (deg) 




8 . '15 8.25 
7 75 
"0 867,25, 
6.75 Z AXIS W10 -2 
"Y AXIS X10 
2 '2.0 6'25 X AXIS w10 
Fig. 4.3.8 Ring Framed Centre Body Displacement Distributions 
17a 




? =Vº .0F 
Nst!,::., 4 A: t,!, -- i Lrsp -- 12.1F /1 0 






















180 deg 135 deg 99 deg 
Fig. 4.3.9 CENTRE BODY CROSS SECTION WARPING-PICK UP POSITION 
CHANCE 
* refer paragraph (i) of section 3.9. 
18 
2 DIAPHRAGM FRAMED SHELL(72-12-60); TAIL LOAD 





- _. -i 



























180 deg 135 deg 90 deg 
Fig. 4.3.10 CENTRE BODY CROSS SECTION WARPING-PICK UP POSITION 
I* refer paragraph (i) of section 3.9. 
19 
2 DIAPHRAGM FRAMED SHELL(72-12-60); TAIL LOAD 



















180 deg 135 deg 90 deg *No 
difference 
Fig. 4.3. l1 EFFECT OF PICK UP POSITION CHANGE - RADIAL DISPL. 
20 
2 DIAPHRAGM FRAMED SHEL L(72-1 2-60 ); TAIL LOAD 
































Fig. 4.3.12 EFFECT OF PICK UP POSITION CHANGE - TANG. DI SPL . 
21 
CENTRE BODY (6R t=0.06 72-12-60 . ); SYM. TAIL LOAD 





00 Nx lb/in 





. 82 . 82 - 
. 00: . 00 -- 
-. 82 0_ - 0, i'. 3.5 1 "8 . 82 -__ ; 





1.64 1.64 - 
-59 2 82 
. 00 . 00 
-. 82 5 . 90 i" 35 18 0 . -82 1 . 35 1.80 
-1.64 
2 X1 0 -1.64 X 102 X`78 X=84FWD 
X102 X102 
1.64 1.64 
. 82_ " 
82 
. 0o : 
- . 82 
Ct . 45 . 90 15"-. l_. 80 . 82 
45 , 90 1.35 `1". 80 
-1'64 
X102 1.64 X102 X=72FWD X=72REA 
X102 X102 
1.64 1.64 
. 82 . 82 
-00: . 00 . 
-, 82 0 . 45 . 90 1 . 35 1 . 84 , 82 
Ö ~. 45 . 90 1 . 35 `1*-. 80 
-1.64 
X102 -1,64 X102 X=60 X_66 
180 deg 135 deg 90 deg 
Ft9.4.3.13 EFFECT OF PICK UP POSITION CHANGE - DIRECT STRESS 
* refer paragraph (ii) of section 3.9. 
22 
CENTRE BODY (6R t=0.06 72-12-60. ); SYM. TAIL LOAD 




. 00 Nt lb/in 




.65 . 65- 
p-"" 00 
- . 33 . 
90 1 . 35 1 . 80" . 33 0 . 45 . 90 . 
8C 
-. 65ý. 
_. _. ý 
X=84REA 
X102 "-. 65 X=90 
X102 
X102 X102 
. 65 . 65 
., 3 A 
33 0 . 45 . 90 1.35 1.84.33 _ . 
90 1.35 1.80 
X102 -_ýý X102 'U"` X=78 X=84FWD 
X102 X102 
. 65 . 65 
. 33 . 33 
33 0" 45 5 1' . 80.. 33 0 
--74 5`' 3 
-- . 65 
X1 02 -. 65 02 X=72FWD X=72REA 
X102 X102 
. 65 . 65 
. 33 "33 
/ 
1 . 80 
- . 33 
0 . 45 . 90 1 . 35 1.84 , 33 0 . 45 . 90 1 . 
35 1 . 80 2 
-. 65 X=60 
X10-? _. 65 X=66 
X10 
180 deg 135 deg 90 deg 
, 
Fig. 4.3.14EFFECT OF PICK UP POSITION CHANGE - HOOP STRESS 
P, 
23 
CENTRE BODY (6R t=0.06 72-12-60. ); SYM. TAIL LOAD 




" 00 Nxt lb/in 





. 70 . 70 
. 35 . 35 
-. 35 0 . 45 . 90 1- 3-5" 1 . 80.. 35 0 . 45 
-. TO 
x102 -"70 X102 X=84REA X=90 
X102 X102 
l0 -" . l0 o 
0 . 45 . 90 1.35 1.80.. 35 0 . 45 . 90 1.35 1.80 
-. 70 
2 X10 -. l0 
2 X10 
X=78 , X=84FWD 
X102 X102 
"35 . 35 _,. 
.. 
-. 35 . 45 . 90 - 3*5* 1 "80" . 35 0 . 45 . 90 1.35 1.80 
- "TO 
X102 -"70 X102 X=72FWD X=72REA 
X102 X102 
. 70 . 70 
. 35 . 35 
" 00 : r" -_- . 00 - 
35 0 . 45 ., go 
-1 
. '3.5 




X102 -- . 70 
X102 
X=60 X=66 
180. deg 135 deg 90 deg 
Fig. 4.3.15 EFFECT OF PICK UP POSITION CHANGE - SHEAR FLOW 
24 
CENTRE BODY (6R t=0.06 72-12-60. ); SYM. TAIL LOAD 
1f=0.1 Af=1.0 Ir=0.01 Lrsp=12. Nstr=4 As=0.11 
"43 
"22 
. -. 22 0 
-"43 
. 45 : Tcy 1-35 1.80 
X102 
X=96 
. 43 . 43 
. 22: ., 22- 
-. 22 0"45". 3-"-"°'_Tý. 351.8 0.2 2 10 
. _, 43. X=84REA 
X102 -. 
. 45 . 90 1.35 1 . 80 
X102 
X=90 
. 43 . 43 
. 22 . 22 
-- .220 . 45 . 
90 1 . 35 1 . 804 , 22 0 
351 .80 . 45 
-. 43 
X102 - -43 
X102 
X=78 X=84FWD 
. 43 . 43 
. 22 . 22 
-. 22 
0_ 45 . 90 1- 80 --2 2 . 45 "90 1-. 
`5ý 1.80 
-43 
XI 02 -"43 
2 X1 0 
X=72FWD X=72REA 
. 43 . 43 
. 22 . 22. 
. 00 . 00 ~ 
22 0 "45 . 90 1.35 1.84.22 C) P . 45 . 90 1.80 1.35 
. 43 
2 X10 -, 43 
2 X10 
X=60 X-66 
180 deg 135 deg 
MX lb-in/in 
90 deg 





CENTRE BODY (6R t=0.06 72-12-60. ); SYM. TAIL LOAD 
1i'=0.1 Ar=1 .0 1r=0.01 Lrsp=12. Nstr=4 A3 0. i 
. 90 
. 45 
-. 45 0.45`r90- 1 . 35 1 . 80 
_, 90 X=96 
X102 
. 90- 
- 450 ," . 
45 
45 0 . 45 
Ä. 
_... -1,: 
35 1 . 80. . 45 0 









_. Q. 5 
-. 90 
Mt lb-in/in 





. 45 . 90 1 . 35 1 . 8Q. 45 0 "45ý . __. _. _1435 
1 . 80 
X=78 




. 45 . 90 0- . a5 
X102 
X=72FWD -. 90 
. 90 . 90 
. 45 . 45 
. 45'ý'ý' . 
45 . 90 1 . 3ý5' 80 . 4, 
0 
X1 02 
-. 90 X`60 -. 90 
- . 45 . 90 1.35N 1 
X1 02 
X=72REA 
. 45 . 90 1. ý 
X102 
X=66 
1 . 80 
)80 deg 135 deg 90 deg 




CENTRE BODY (6R 1=0.06 72-12-60. ): SYM. TAIL LOAD 




13:,. f 90 1 . 35 1 . 80 
_, 27 X= 96 
X102 
. 27 . 27 
14 14:. 
-. V3 0 . 45 .951.8 0,1 30 . 45 . 90 
-. 27 X=84REA 















. 90 1 . 35 1.84 13 0 90 1.35 1 . 80 




. 45 }:. 84.13 0 
X102` ' -. X=72FWD 27 
4-5 90 1.35 1 . 80 
X102 
X=72REA 




Ö` . ", 4 .;.. : 90 1.15 1.83.3 0 . 45 . 90 
.. 21 X=60 
X102 -. 2T X=66 
1.35 1.80 
X1 02 
180 deg 135 deg 90 deg 
Fig. 4.3.18 EFFECT OF PICK UP POSITION CHANGE - TWISTING 
(Mxt) 
27 
Cl- Lý- CL CL. 
ri 
a D -E- xpo 
i -. j (j 



































Of Z S4 








(v cn CL Cr) cG rn - 
CD 
























RING FRAMED SHELL(LF=72 Lr=60); ANTISYMM TAIL-FIN LOAD 
R=6.0 T=0.06 Ir=0.01 Astr=Ar=0.1 Nstr=4 IF=0.1 
X102 
. 48 
. 24:. ,. ' 
















. 00 a. a. ý., ý. 
.' a . 45 . 90 -. 24 






. 0 . 
15 . 90 
-. 24 
-. 48 X=s0 
LOW/HI GH( B0deg) 






24'0 X102 _, 

















. 15 . 90 1.35 1.80 
X102 
X=90 
. 15 . 90 
X=SIFWD 




0 . 15 . 90 
X102 
48. X66 











RING FRAMED SHELL(LF=72 Lr=60); ANTISYMM TAIL-FIN LOAD 




0 . 45 .9 
`` 0--ý. F' . 35 1 . 89 
- "ý X102 










. 45 . 90 
7"., 35 
X1 0, 
1 . 80 13 
XY X=84REA X1" 
. 27 
. 27 
. 13 . 
i3 




.. . 35 
X102 
1 . 8a _. 13 
0 
XY X=78 X1' . 
. 27 
. 27 
. 13 . 
13 
4 . 90 
1'". 3S . 89 
b 
. 13 . 
13 
X rý X=72FWD X? ý 
: 27 . 27 
. 13 . 
13" 
-"13 
. 45 . 90 1 . 35 
X102 
1.80 0 
-. 27 X= -. 27 
. 80 
-, - -4,1-- 9.45 1 
. 90 1"T: 35 1,. 80 
X=84FWD 
X=66 
LOW, HIGH(190deg) INTERMED. (135deg) MID WING(90deg) 
Fig. 4.3.21FFFECT OF PICK UP POSITION CHANGE - HOOP STRESS 
__x. 
80 
1 . 83 
30 
RING FRAMED SHELL(LF=72 Lr=60 ); ANT I SYMM. TA I L--F IN LOAD 






00 Nxt lb/in 
1.25 1.80 
-. 2ý X102 
1 -X X=96 
x1 e2 
, 
. 52 . 
52 
. 26 . 
26 
. 20 . 
00 
-. 2ý .. 
1 . 35 
X102 
1 . 80 _" 
3it 
28 
-X X=84REA . 
X 1, 
. 52 . 
52 
. 26 . 
26- 
. 00- 
0 30 . 35 1 . 80 28.0 X1 
2 X=78 . 52 . 52- 




. 45 . 
90 1 . 35 
X102 
1 . 80 Zý 
0 





. 26 . 
26 




. 45 . 90 1 . 35 
X102 
1 . 80 -"A0 
"- . 52 
X60 -- . 52 
.. . 1.35 1.80 
X102 
X=30 
. 45 1.35 1.80 
X=84FWD ý. ý 
. 45 1 . 35 1 . 00 
X=72REA ''ý -".. 
. 45 . 90 1.35 1.90 
X102 
X66 
LOW/HIGH(190deg) INTERMED. ( 35deg) MID WING(98deg) 




BODY STRESS RESULT. (72-12-60) : TAIL LOAD 
R=6.0 T=0.06 Rspa=12. Astr=0.1 I STRING. 






11 . 22 . 45 . 
68 































-Diaphragm If=0.1 If= 0.01 
Fig . 4.4.1 EFFECTS OF 
FRAME PROPERTY( If ) CHANGE - DIRECT 







CENTRE BODY STRESS RESULT. (72-12-60> : TAIL LOAD 
R=6.2 T=8.96 Rspa=12. Astr=0.1 4 STRING. 




. 4s . 
ce 9a ý. =--7ýt7 























Iv 89 a 
It 
x 
Fig. 4.4" 2 EFFECTS OF FRAME PROPERTY( I+ ) CHANGE - SHEAR FLO' 
33 
BENDING STRESS RESULTANT OF CENTRE BODY(180deg); TAIL 
R=6.0 T=0.06 Ir=0.01 Astr=Ar=O. i Nstr=4, '72-12-60 
MX lb-in/in 
Qý a ý2 "s cý 
ýa i'.. 2 ý'. _sý= i. 37 
"1 . '16' 



























n 90 ca n 
x 
Fig . 4.4.3 EFFECTS OF FRAME STIFF . VAR I AT ION- AXIAL RENDING 
34 
BENDING STRESS RESULTANT OF CENTRE BODY(180deg ); TAIL 





DO 45 G9 
\124 



















LINT Ri Gr ; r: a. a1 ) 
Fig . 4.4.4 
EFFECTS OF FRAME STIFF . VAR I AT I ON -- CI RCUf1F . BEND 
35 
BENDING STRESS RESULTANT OF CENTRE BODYC180deg>; TAIL. 



























Lv E32 y 
HEAVY RING(]F=0.1) LICHT RING( ]F-ä. 01) 
Fig. 4.4 "5 EFFECTS OF FRAME STIFF-. VARIATION -- TWISTING 
36 
CEN TRE BODY (72-1 2-60); ANTISYM. TAIL-FIN LOAD (300LBF) 
As =0.1 Nstr=4 1r -0.01 L rsp12. 180 deco PICK UP 
X102 
. 49 
" 00 N lb/in 
-. 25 
0 . 45 . 90 1 . -35 1.80 
X1 02 
-. 49: X=96 
x1 01 ,- xlo2 
. 4g . 49- 
. 25 -'- 
. 00 
25- 0 . 45 . q0 1 "ý5 1 "s3 - 25* 
0 . 45 - 90 51 . 80 1. 
X10 2 X10 
49: 
X102 
X=84REA "49 x10' 
X90 





0 . 45 . 90 1.35 1.8Q. 25 0 . 45 . 90 1.35 1.80 
X102 X102 









- . 25 
0" 45 . 90 51 . 80 1. 
. X102 2 X10 
-. 49 X=72FWD 9,1 X=72REA 
x10 X10 
. 49 . 
49 
. 25 "25 
. 00 - - -- _ . 
00' -- ' - 
-. 25 
0 . 45 "90 . 35 1 . 8Q . 25 
0. 45 . 9O 21 . 80 
X102 X10 
-. 49 X=60 -. 49 X=66 
DIAPHRAGM RING FRAME" RING FRAME(If=0.01) 
(If=0.1) 
F g. 4.4.6EFFECT OF FRAME PROPERTY CHANGE - DIRECT STRESS 
* refer paragraph (ii) of section 3.9. 
37 
CENTRE BODY (72-12-60)'. ANTISYM. TAIL-FIN LOAD(300LBF) 




. 00 - -- -_ Nt lb/in 
-. 29-3 





2 X X10 10 
57 . 5T 
2g . 29 
00 
29 0 " 45 . 90 
1: 35_ _ _1 ". 8Q " 29 
0 ý. 45 . 90 1 . 35 1 . 80 2 Xl 2 X10 
-. 57 X=84REA 57 X=90 
X10 X10 
... 57 . 
57- 
. 29:. . 29 
. 00 "00 
." 
29 0 . 45 . 90 1 35 1 8Q , 29 
0 . 45 . 90 
mal': 15 -1-'. 80 
X2 10 X1 2 
-. 57 X=78 "-. 5T X=84FWD 
X10 Xl0 
. 57 . 
5T 




29 0 . 45 . 90 
5 1. 1 *8Q , . 29 
0 . 45 . 90 1 . 35 51 . 80 2 X10 X10 
57 X=72FWD -"57 X=72REA 
X10 X10- 
. 57 . 57 - 
. 29:. "29 
0 . 45 . 90 1.35 1.8Q 29-0 . 45 . 90 1.35 1.80 w. 29 X102 . X102 
. 57 =60 X 
57 =66 X 
`DIAPHRAGM RING FRAME RING FRAME U f=0.01 
(I 
f=O. 1) 
F19.4.4.7 EFFECT OF FRAME PROPERTY CHANGE - 'HOOP STRESS 
38 
CENTRE BODY (72-12-60); ANTISYM" TAIL-FIN LOAD(300LBF) 




. 00" lb/in N 
- . 3T 
0-"' :5 1 . 35 1 . 80 
xt 
X102 
-. 6 'X96 
X10 X102 
. 62 "62 
. 31 "31 
. 00 . 00 
-. 37 
0-'`ý5 "90 1 "35 I . 8Q. -31 0-'"T 5 1 . 35 1 . 80 
X102 X102 
-. 6 X=84REA -. 6 X=90 
X10 X10 
. 62 . 62- 




0" 45`ý 35_. 1-. 90- 
" 31 
0 . 45 J . X1ý X1 
-, 6 X78 - -"6 X=84FWD 
X10. X10 
. 62 . 62 






O . 45 . 90 1.35 1 "8Q 31 0 45 9 0- 
, 'ýlý 35. 
_l . 
80 
. xl 02 xl' 
-. 6 X=72FWD --"6 X72REA 
X10 X10 
. 62 . 
62- 
31 "31 
. 00' "00 
31 0 . 45 . 90 1 . 35 5 1" 8Q .31 
0" 45 . 90 1 . 35 5 1.80 
X10 _ X10 
-. 62 X=60 _ 62 X=66 
DIAPHRAGM RING FRAME . 
RING FRAME(1f=0.01) 
(If=O. 1) 
Fig. 4.4.8 EFFECT OF FRAME PROPERTY CHANGE - SHEAR FLOW 
I. 
39 
CENTRE BODY (T2-12-60); ANTISYM. TAIL-FIN LOAD(300LBF) 




. 00 N lb/in 
-. 3T 
0 . 45 . 90 1.35 1.80 
X 
X102 
-. 6 X=96 
X10 X102 
- 652 . 62 
31 
-. 3T 
0 . 45 . 90 1.35 1.8Q37 0 . 45 . 90 1.35 2 X10 2 X10 
-"6 X=84REA . -"6 X=90 
X10 X10 
. 62 '62 
. 31 
31 0 . 45 . 90 1.35 1. BQ 
31. 0 . 45 . 90 1 . 35 
X1 02 X1 02 
-. 6 X=78 -. 6 X=84FWD 
X10 X1()e- 
. 62- "62 
. 31 "31 
. 00 . 00 , ' ' 
-. 31 
0 . 45 5 1" 1 "8Q .. 31 




. 62 "62 
. 31 . 
31 
31 0 . 45 . 90 1 "2 
5' 1 "8Q . 37 
0 " 45 1 . 35 
X10 ()2 
-. 6Z X-60 -. 62 X=66 
1 . 80 
1 . 80 
1.190 
1.80 




Fig. 4.4.9 EFFECT OF FRAME PROPERTY CHANGE - DIRECT STRESS 
40 
CENTRE BODY (72-12-60); ANTISYM. TAIL-FIN LOAD(300LBF) 




. 00 Nt lb/in 
_, 36 
0 . 45 . 90 1.35 1.80 
X102 
-. 7? X=96 
x1o xlo2 
. 72 "72 
. 36 "36 
. .. _ 
-. 36 
0 "45 1 25 1 "84 . 36 
0 "4 
-"90 1 "5 
X10 X102 
-. 7 X=84REA -"7 X=90 
X10 X10 
. 72 "72 
. 36 " 
36 
-00 
36 . 45 . 90 1 .5 1.8Q 3G 0.45 .9 1 .5 
X102 X1 ()2 
.T X=78 -7 
X=84FWD 
x10 x10. - 
.2. . 
72- 
. 36. - 36 
-' ý5 " QO i ""35 . 8Q 36 
K. 45 " 90 '1". 3 -. 3G 
72 E 
X=72FWD "7 X=72REA 
xi 0 XIa 




. 00 "00 
-. 36 
0 . 45 . 90 1.35 1.3Q3 - 0 . 45 "90 1.35 2 X10 2 X10 
-. 72- X60 -. 72 X=C6 
1.80 
1 . 80 
. 80 
I . 80 
DIAPHRAGM RING FRAME RING FRAME (l r=0.01 
(If=O. 1) 
Fig . 4.4.10 EFFECT OF FRAME PROPERTY CHANGE. - HOOP. STRESS 
p 
41 
CENTRE BODY (72-12-60)'. ANT1SYM. TAIL-FIN LOAD(300LBF) 
A&=O. 1 Nstr=4 Ir=0.01 Lrsp=12. 90 deg PICK UP 
X102 
. 28- 
. 00 N lb/in xt 
X102 
. 28 X=96 2 X X10 10 
. 28 . 28 
. 14 . i4 
. 00- 00: 
14 0. 5=_ t7"_. ß" 
2 8Q. 14 Q= ý-ý* ", -1 "2 . X10 X10 
. 28 X=84REA 28 X=90 X10 X10 
. 28 . 28 
4 4 
0 14 .4 :;! ýný , 28 , __ X=78 . 28 X=84FWD X10 X10 
. 28 "28 
.14 .i4 
14 0 
0 t. 3 "8ý 4- 0 a5 .., ý, . 35 
. X 10'2 X T. O ?. 
. Z8 X72FWD - 28' 
X=72REA 
X10 X102_ 
. 28 . 
28 
. i4 . i4 
14 0 . 
90 1 . 3. . 8Q"14 0 . 90 3 
, 2 X10 2 X10 
-. 28 X=60 -. 28 X=66 
DIAPHRAGM RING FRAME RING FRAME(I1=0.01) 
(if =001) 
Fig-4-. 4.11 EFFECT OF, FRAME PROPERTY CHANGE -. SHEAR FLOW 
. 80 
1 . 80 
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44 
FORWARD FRAME -rA I!. LOADS i ý3ddEC 7ý 1 CD ? 















" --- ----- I f= 0.1 1 f= 0.01 
Fig. 4.4.14 FRAME DISPLACEMENTS - EFFECT OF STIFF. VARIATION 
GtR 
11 
FORWARD FRAME ; "A!! _ 
LOAD 
,1 ý3OdRc 1 2--SD 
RG. 7-0 . 06) 
















------- I f= 0.1 I f= 0.01 







STRESS RE Ul. _T . 
Or CENTRE BODY (180 deq ), -rA 1L LOAD 
R=G. 0 t=2. ä6 Ir--0.21 Astr=Ar=2. i Nstr=-4,12-12--8O 
Nx lb/in 
a 22 °5 G8 . 
9a 1.12 1.: 3s 1.57 
x102 

























Fig. 4.4.16 EFFECTS OF FRAME DEPTH VARIATION - DIRECT 
* refer paragraph (iii) of section 3.9. 
47 
STRESS RESULT. OF CENTRE 8001(180 deg); TAIL LOAD 






A . 97 
x102 






























.ý Sa ý n 
r. 






STRESS RESULT. OF CENTRE BODY(1Bßä deg )i TAIL LOAD 
R=6.0 T=0. ä6 Ir=0.01 Astr=Ar=0.1 Nstr=i, '72-12-60 
NXt lb/in 
1 
0 22 . ". S . 69 9a 12 
xý©ý 
r 





























- . z1 4- 
BENDING STRESS RESULT. OF CENTRE ROD1(180 deg); TAIL 
R=6.0 T=0.06 Ir=0.01 Astr=Ar=0. *i Nstr=4,72-12-60 
MX lb-in/in 
22 . !S. 
Gß °2 1.12 1 .: 3`, 1 . 57 
-1 
X102 



















qs) 90 to 
n 








BENDING STRESS RESULT. OF CENTRE BODY(180 deg); TAIL 





































Fig. 4.4, zo EFFECTS OF FRAME DEPTH VARIATION CI FC . BENDING 
'k 
51 
Low Wing Pick Up (180 deg. ) 
LONG SHELL(72-12-60) 
TYPE; j) BOOM-WEB--BOOM, 2 )RING, 3 )DIAPHRAGM 
(Unit; Porce = lbF Length = inch) 
R=6.0 t=0.06 const 
FRAME DEPTH=1.0 FOR BOOM-WEB FRAME 
E=10.3EG Nu=0.3 
4 Boom Ring Space = 2R = 12. 


















Fig. 4.4.21 EFFECT OF PICK-UP FRAME CHANGE ON DIRECT STRESS DISTR. 
X 
refer paragraph (iv) of section 3.9. 
52 
Low Wing Pick Up (180 deg. ) 
LONG SHELL(72-12-60) 
TYPE; 1) BOOM-WEB-BOOM, 2)RING, 3)DIAPHRAGM 
(Unit; Porce = LbF Length = inch) 
R=6.9 t=0.06 const 
FRAME DEPTH=1.0 FOR BOOM-WEB FRAME 
E=10.3E6 Nu=0.3 
I Boom Ring Space = 2R = 12. 









it- -J x=RF Fwd 
`J 1\i i1 x=nddle 





_. _. _. _. ` 
Fig. 4.4.22 EFFECT OF PICK-UP FRAME CHANGE ON SHEAR STRESS DISTRI. 
53 
CENTRE BODY STRESS RESULT. (180 deg PtU) : TAIL LOAD 







- . 22 . 45 . G8 . 

























m 80 to 
i x 
1F=0.81 constant 1F=9.1 C157.5-202.5) ]F=0.1 (135.2-225.9) 







CENTRE BODY STRESS RESULT. (180 deg P/U) : TAIL LOAD 





. 22 . 45 
ca 
. 90 1 . 12 4 ýý - "ý=5 t 
X102 



























IF=0. % (135.9-225.0) 






















' W l1ý 
ý^m 







It 1! U 





wwwwwWwm lD m 
lD CO l' N0NV lD C)) lD 
CD 







?. J lD r. 
6J 
NO U, 
3 LL. º+ 

































































r-ORWARD FRA! IE ; TAIL LOAD 1180deg 
(72-12-60 














-1 "_ / 
_2. 
3. 









. 'ý 180 
If= 0.01 ------- If= 0.1 I= . 
0.01+ O. 
_1 constant a 157.5-180 
Fig. 4.5.4 FRAME DISPLACEMENTS - EFFECT OF LOCAL REINFORCE. 
57 
GORWARD FRAME ; 'rA! L LOAD t ,i 89de (72-12-G0 

















0.01 -- - ------ I=0.1 -- --I f=0.01+0.1 
;" at 157.5-180 
Fig. 4.5.5FRANE INTERNAL FORCES -- EFFECT OF LOCAL REINFORCEME 
58 
CENTR BODY-DEEP FRAME (180` deg- P/U ): SYMM. TAIL LOAD 
R=6.0 T=0.06 1r=0.01 Astr=Ar=0.1 Nstr=4 R. =5.0 1 
X102 
1.46 
-73:. _--. -- 
. 00 N lb/in 
73 O, r,; ý4'5' . 
90 1 . 35 1.80 




. 73 . 73- 
730 ýýýý4.5ý . 
90 1 . 35 1 . 8Q . 73 
90 
X1 02 "' " 
-1 . ý6 
X=84REA -1 . Q, 6 X=90 
X10 X10 





T3 . 73 ,... 
.00 ý .. _-- 
" --- .. - .00 'ma 
y 
73 0--- . 90 1.35 1 8Q 73 0 . ý. -. --45 . 
90 1.35 1 . 80 2 X10 2 X10 
-1.4ý6 2 
X=78 -1.46 X=84FWD 
X10 X10 
1.46 1.46- 
3. 73:. . 
. 00 . 00 
-73 
0 " 45 . 90 
1 35 .... 80 . 7-3 








. 73 . T3 
. 00 . 00 . ý. ý... _ _. _. ý,.. __ 
. l3 
0 . 45 . 90 1.35 1.8Q. 73 0 . 45 . 90 1.35 1.80 2 X10 2 Xi0 




Fig. 4.5.6 EFFECT OF FRAME SYMMETRY - DIRECT STRESS 
59 
CENTR BODY-DEEP FRAME ( 180 deg P/u ); SYMM. TAIL LOAD 




" 00 _ z .. - - 
N lb/in 
-230 




. 47 . 47 
. 23 . 23 
. 00 . 00 - 
_ 23 
0 . 45 _ _. 
90- _ 1 . 2ý"' _1 "8Q 23 0 4 1; 33 1 . 80 
X10 02 
. 47 X=84REA -. 47 X=90 X10 x10 
.47 . 47 ,.. _ . ý_. ý 
. 
' ý": 23 -= ' 
. 00 . 00 
"23 
0 . 45 . 90 1.35 1.8Q 23 0 . 45 . 90 1.35 1.80 2 X10 X102 
-. 47 X=78 -. 47 X=84FWD 
X10 X10 
. 47 .47 
23 "23 . "-'- .. 
23 0 . 45 . 
90 1.35 1 . 8Q . 23 
0 . 45 . 90 1 . 35 1 . 80 
X10 102 
47 X=72FWD "-"47 X=72REA 
x1o X10 
. 47 . 47 
. 23 " 2.3 
. 00: _"00 0 
-23 . 
45 . 90 1. 5 1 . 8Q . 23 
0 . 45 . 90 1 .251 . 80 2 X10 X10 




F9 "4. s. 7 EFFECT OF FRAME SYMMETRY - SHEAR x. ' 
60 
CENTRE BODY (6R t=0.06 72-12-60. ); SYM. 1g INERTIA 





_, 38 0 "45 "90 , 80 
Nx lb/in 
-, 76 X=96 
X102 
X101 X101 
. 76 . 76 
. 38 _ . 
38 
. 00 "00 
-. 38 0 . 45 "90'-- 1.80 -. 38 0 . 45 . 90 80 
-"76 X=84REAX102 -"76 X=90 
X102 
X101 X101 





_, 38 0 "45 "90- 135 1.80 -. 38 
0 . 45 . 9Q' 35 1_. 80 22 
-. 76 X=78 
X10 -"76 X=84FWD 
X10 
X101 X101 
. 76 "? 6 
. 38 "38 
. 00 "00 -"--. 
76r 
- . 38 
0 45 . 90 . 35 1 . 80 -. 38 0 . 45 . 90 1.35 1.80 
X vin X 10 
-76ý X=72FWD X=72REA 
X101 X101 
. 76 . 
76 
. 38- "38 
"00 "00 
-, 38 0 . 45 . 
90 3 1.80 -. 38 "45 "90 . 
3.5 1.80 
X1 02 ý2 
-. 76- X=60 --"76 X=66 
X10 
Irf=0.1 Irf=0.05 11. f=0.01 
F; g. 4"6 1 EFFECT OF REAR FRAME STIFFNESS CHANGE - DIRECT 
61 
CENTRE BODY (6R t=0.06 72-12-60. ): SYM. 1g INERTIA 
Iff=0.1 Af=1.0 Ir=0.01 Lrsp=12. Nstr=4 As=O. I9 LOW WING 
I . 39 
- 00: 
- . 70 




. 70- ,. s ý.. a "70 
. 00 . 00 
_. 70 0 . 45 . 90 1.35 1.80 - -70_0 . 45 . 90 1 . 35 1 . 80 
-1.39 X=84REAX102 -1.39 X=90 
X102 




-, 7p 0 . 45 . 90 1 . 35 1.80 -. 7p 0 . 45 . 90 1.35 1 . 80 
-1.39 X=78 .- 





-1 . 39 















. 80 -. 7p 
-1 -. 39 
Irf-=0.05 






F! 9.4.6.2 EFFECT OF REAR FRAME STIFFNESS CHANGE - SHEAR 
A- I cr wu 
62 
CENTRE BODY STRESS RESULT. C180 deg P/U) : TAIL LOAD 





, ac . 22 . 45 . G8 . 98 1.12 1.35- 
02 x 


























to 80 LO 
x 
Fig. 4.6.3 EFFECTS OF REAR FRAME STIFFNESS VARI . -- DIRECT STR. 
63 
CENTRE BODY STRESS RESULT. (180 deg P/U) : TAIL LOAD 







.. 1 . a1 
-. was f """Jr 
.. wem 
.. --_ ... ... ý ý. 
ý 
0 . z2 !s . ca 9a 1.12 
xie2 
IFF-0.1 IrFý0.1 IFF=0.1 IrF--0.05 IFF=0.1 IrF--O. 01 










































o m m m m N 6D Co (7 d' N 
A CO 















mN It" C7 Co m 
Co 
U o .ý Z U N Z 
IN 
U 19 
Z m J CD 
C) if i LL a9 





V n CD 
H Q 
w w -0-) CS) CD 
r u m w (9 
Z (D 11 
It UI co 
to [Y Q: 
I 










































CENTRE BODY(6R t=0.06 72-12-60); 180 P/U-SYM. TAIL LOAD 
Ir=0.01 Lrsp=12. Nstr=4 As=0.1 s FWD. DIAPHRAGM 
X102 
1.94- 
. 00: N lb/in 





. 97- . 97- 
-00- ýI . 00 ; .! - 
-. 97-50'1.35i. 80 -. 97 p== 5_- -: -9O 1.35 1.80 











_, 97 0'. 45 . 90 1251.80-. 971251.80 
-1.94 X=78 
X10 -1.94 X=84FIWDX10 
X102 X102 
1.94 1.94- 
. 97:. _ . 
97 
. 00' " 00 
_. 97 O . 45 . 
90 1.3 . T1.80 -. gl-Ö" . 45 . 90 1.35 1.80 
-1.94 X=72FWDX102 --1.94 X=72REAX102 
X102 X102 
1.94 1.94 
. 9l . 
97 
, 00 . 
00- 
0 . 45 . 90 12 -W'-l'-80 -. 97 0 . 45 . 90 1 35' -1-. 80 -. 97 
-1.94 X=60 
X102 -1 X=66 
X10 
Ifr=0.05 Ifr=O. 01 Iff=constant 
Fig. 4.6.6 EFFECT OF REAR FRAME STIFF. CHANGE - AXIAL STRESS 
66 
CENTRE BODY(6R t=0.06 72-12-60): 180 P/U-SYM. TAIL LOAD 





-. 48 0 . 45 80 
Nxt lb/in 
_, 97 X=96 
X102 
X102 X102 
. 97 . 97- 
. 48 . 48 
. 00 
-. A8 0 . 45 . 
90 13 '1 " 80 -. 48 0.45 . 90 '1 . 80 
-. 97- X=84REAX102 97ý X=90 
X102 
X102 X102 












-. _.. ý\`\ 
. 00 _ -00 
_. 48 0 . 45 . 90 1.35 1.80 -. 48 0 . 45 . 90 1.35 1.80 
-. 97 X=78 
X102 -. 97 X=84FWDX102 
X102 X102 
. 97 "97 
. 48 . 48- 
. 00. . 001- _ 
-. ý.. 
_. 48 0 . 45 . 90 1.35 1.80 -. a8 0 . 45 . 90 1.35 1.80 
-"97 X=72FWDX102 -. 9 X=72REAX102 
X102 X102 
. 97 . 97- 
. 48:. . 48'- 
. 00- -- .-=- . 00- --r _..... ý 
_. 48 0 . 45 "90 1.3 1.80 -. 48 0 . 45 . 90 1.35-1.80 
-. 97 X=60 
X102 -. 97 X=66 
X102 
Ifr=O. 05 Ifr=O. 01 Iff-constant 













































11 (o m 
L C 0 





































J W) O 
O - 0 X 















O w r- 
N a 


































'NCNV cD OCR O 
1 I. 1ý Iý ,_ 
68 
CENTRE BODY(6R t=0.06 72-12-60); 180 P/U-SYM. TAIL LOAD 



























-. 855 0 . 45 
-1.70 X=60 





-=-'" . 85 -- '= 
" 00: - 
1 . 35 1 80 -. 85 0` 5'"': "90 1 . 35 1 . 80 
X102 -1.70 X102 REA X=90 
X102 
1 . 70 
90 1 . 35 1 . 80 -. 85 0- --4 S"" . 90 1 . 35 1 . 80 




. 00 -" _ _'ý_ 
90 -. 85 G5 . 90 1' .35 -180 
X102 '-1.70 X102 FWD X=72REA 
X102 
1.70 - 
-. 85: . 
- _ý . 00 -n" = 
_. - '. 
90 1.35 1.80 -. 85 Q-. 45 . 90 1.3ý'": 1:. 80 
X102 -1 70 X102 X=66 
Iff=0.05 Iff=0.01 
Fig . 4.6.9 EFFECT OF FWD . FRAME STIFF . CHANGE - AXIAL STRESS 
69 
CENTRE BODY(6R t=0.06 72-12-60): 180 P/U-SYM. TAIL LOAD 





- . 43 
0 . 45 .90 : 
35 1.80 Nxt lb/in 
X102 
-. 87 X=96 
X102 X102 
. 87 . 87 
. 43 . 43 
. 00 "00 
-. 43 0 . 45 . 90 
`rT . 35 J1 . 80 -. 43 0 . 45 . 90 1 . 80 
-. 87 
X102 -, 87 X102 X=84REA X=90 
X102 X102 
. 87 . 87 ------ - -ý--_ .. _ - -- 
-00-- . 00 
-. 43 0 . 45 . 90 1.35 1.80 -. 43 
?0 
. 45 . 90 1.35 1.80 
-. 87 
2 X10 -"87 
2 X10 
X=78 X=84FWD 
X102 ' X102 
. 87 . 87 - ý 
-43 i. 
-, .. 
. 00 . 00 
-, a3 0 . 45 . 
90 - 1.80 - . 43 0 . 45 . 90 1.35 
1.80 
-. 87 
X102 -"87 X102 X=72FWD X=72REA 
X102 X102 
. 87 . 87 
. 43 . 43 
. 00 
00 
_, 43 0 . 45 "90 
1.80 
-. 43 0 . 45 . 90 -'i . 80 
--. 87 
2 X10 -"87 
2 X10 
X=60 X=66 
Iff=0.05 Iff=0.01 , 
Fig. 4.6.10 EFFECT OF FWD. FRAME STIFF. CHANGE. - SHEAR STRESS 
70 
FORWARD FRAf1E , TA!! - 
LOAD 1 80deq ( 72-12-6a ) 
R=G. 7=0.06 Nstr ='4 Lrsii=12. 
GtR 
PL ux 










x= ýfi" / 
-0.3 
GtR 
u PLC t1 
1. 
. --tangential displ. 
Q 90 180 0 
_1.7-2 
_2. 
Iff = 0.01 
Irf = 0.01 
-4. 
GtR 0 inplane rotation PL x 
180 
Iff=0.1 Iff= Diaphragm Iff= Infinite 
Ir f=0.1 Irf= 0.01 Irf= , 
0.05 
Fig. 6.11ýRAME DISPLACEMENTS - EFFECT OF FRAME COMBINATION 
71 
FORWARD FRAME LOAD i 60dea ': '72-1 2-6D 
R-6. Lrsp=1 2. 
PR 
c 
Fr F'L F 
ce 
0.5radial force 0. tangential force 
90 180 
O ,.. '.. ý. 9 180 
_. 1- -"1 
M PR X 






=0,01 I ff 
Iff=0.1 FWD Diaph. FWD Diaph. 
f-O. 
Ol I Ir f=0.1 
Ir f=0.01 Irf=0.05 r 
Fig. 4.6.72FRAME INTERNAL. FORCES EFFECT OF FRAME COMBINATION 
72 
2 DIAPHRAGM FRAMED SHELL(72-12-60); 1g INERTIA 
R=6.0 T=0.06 Nstr=4 Astr=0.1 Rspa=12. 
ux(in) 











15 _-. - 
00 
. 00 -. 














WITH CUTOUT WITHOUT CUTOUT 
Fig. 4.7.1 CENTRE BODY CROSS SECTION WARPING-CUT OUT EFFECT 
73 
2 DIAPHRAGM FRAMED SHELL(72-12-60); TAIL LOAD 


























WITH CUTOUT WITHOUT CUTOUT 
Fig. 4.7"2 CENTRE BODY CROSS SECTION WARPING-CUT OUT EFFECT 
74 
CENTRE BODY (6R t=0.06 72-12-60. ); SYM. 1g INERTIA 





-. 53 0 . 45 " 90 





. 53 "53- 
. 00 
-00 
-, 53 0 -'45 . 96 - x-. 80 -. S3 0.45 . 91 -. 80 
-1.06 
X102 -1.06 X102 X=84REA X=90 
X101 X101 
1.06 1.06 
. 53 . 53-- 
. 00 . 00- 
-. 53 0 . 45 " 9ba- -t' 5.. J. -. 80 -. 53) 0 . 45 " 9'ß. _ 









- 53 0 . 45 
80 -. 53 0 . 45 q13; -. 1,. 35 1 "80 . X102 ... XIQ2 
-1.06 X=72FWD X=72REA 
X1 01 X1 0I 
1.06 1.06 




-. 53 0 . 45 . 90 
'' =rte 3. r. 80 -. 53 0.45 . 90 -t-=3 .. x". 80 _ X102 X102 
. -1.06 X=60 -1.06_ X_66 
WITHOUT CUTOUT WITH CUTOUT (135-180) 
Fig. 4"7.3 EFFECT OF CENTRE BODY CUTOUT - AXIAL STRESS 
75 
CENTRE BODY (6R t=0.06 72-12-60. ); SYM. 1g INERTIA 




00 ----- _ 
Nt lb/in 





. 38 "38 
"19 "19 
00 00 . -_--. --- 
"45 "90 
-1.35 
1.80 -. 19 0 "45 "9Öý_-r': 
35`JT'. 80 -. 19 0 
-. 38- X=84REAX102 -, 38 X=90 
X102 
X101 X10" - 
. 38 "38 
" i9 "19 
00 _ 00 
90 1" 35 1.80-. ig0 . 45 " 90 -5---i " 80 2 X1 02 
-. 38 X=78 
X 10 -"38 X=84FWD 
X101 X101 
. 38 "38 
00= `, 00' y.. 
-. 19.0 . 45 
ý1 80 0 45 0 ..... -1-. 3.5- ,1.80 2X1,02 
. 38 X=72FWDX10 
38 X=72REA 
X101 X101 
. 38 . 
38- 
- 1g " 19.. 
. 00 . 
00' 
--. 19D0 . 45 . 
90 1 . 35 1.80 -. gý_0.90 1 . 35 1 . 80 
X102 X102 
.-. 38.: X=60 -- . 38 X=66 
WITHOUT CUTOUT WITH CUTOUT(135-180) 
F; 9.4,7,4 EFFECT OF CENTRE BODY CUTOUT - HOOP STRESS 
76 
CENTRE BODY (6R t=0.06 72-12-60. ): SYM. 1g INERTIA 




. 00 s. 
a -- ý. ý. _. _ , , "- __ lb/in N 
-. 14 0 "45 . 90 1.35 1.80 
xt 
X102 
. _, 28 X=96 
X101 X101 
. 28 . 28 
. 14 . i4 
00- 
-. 14 0 . 45 . 90 1.35 1.80 -. 14 0 . 45 . 90 1.35 1.80 
_ 'Z8 
X102 -, 28 X102 X=84REA X=90 
X101 X101 
. 28 . 28 
. 14 "14 
i4 0 . 45 . 90 1.35 1.80 -, 14 ý 
0 . 45 . 90 1 . 35 1 . 80 
X102 X102 
. 28 X=78 -. 28. - X=84FWD 
X101 X101 
. 28 " . 28 
. i4 "14 
. 00 . 
00 ---^ý1 
-. i4 0 
3 1.80 i4 0 . 45 . 90 1.35 1 . 80 
28 X102 _ '28 
X102 
- X=72FWD X=72REA 
X101 X101 
. 28 . 28 
. 14: - 
. 00- . 00- I. 80 -. i4 0 
C-80 
-. 28 
2 X10 -"28 
2 X10 
_ X=60 X=66 
WITHOUT CUTOUT WITH CUTOUT(135-180) 
Fig. 4.7.5 EFFECT OF CENTRE BODY CUTOUT - SHEAR STRESS 
77 
135 deg. Pick Up 
LONG SHELL(72-12-60) 
CUTOUT AT 135-180 DEG 
(Units Force = Ibf Length = inch) 
X 








-ý. x=RF fwd 
Y. / x=M(ddIe 
/ 
+ Nx; Radially outward 
x=FF aft 
. 00 1.13 Z SCALE PSI 
x=FF fwd 
Without Cutout 
.. _. _. 
x=FF-R. 
With cutout 
Flg . 4.7.6 EFFECT OF CENTRE SHELL CUTOUT ON 
DIRECT STRESS DISTRI. 
* refer paragraph (iv) of section 3.9. 
78 
135 deg. Pick Up 
LONG SHELL (72-12-60) 
CUTOUT AT 135-180 DEG 
(Unit; Force = Ibf Length = inch) 
X 






Symm. 200 Ibf Ta; I Load 
1 
x=RF"*R 




Nxt; Radially outward 
x=FF aft 
. 00 2.80 Z SCALE PSI 
i x=FF fwd 
Without Cutout 
.. _. _. 
x=FF-R. 
With cutout 
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Table 5.1 Comparison of the wing interaction matrix. 
a) Low Wing 









-5.063 3 -3.605E0 5.072E3 
-2.606E0 -9.479E3 3.533E0 9.490E3 
b) Mid Wing 










4.322E4 9.594E4 4.804E5 
-7.161E3 3.789E4 -5.371E3 1.416E61 
-cf. - 
Diagonal Terms of Shell & Frame Element Stiffnesses 
R= 6 t= 0.06 1f=O. 1 
ux ur u9 0x 0e 
Shell 2.96E5 1.19E5 2.42E5 2.07E3 1.38E4 
Frame 4.71E5 0.54E6 2.13E6 8.80E5 1.37E5 
84 
CENTRE BODY (72-12-60) ; LOW WING PICK UP - TAIL LOAD 
R =6. i=0.06 N s tr=4 As=0.1 l r=0.! 31 l r=0.1 
WITHOUT WING WITH WING 
114 $14 
85 N lb/in +, 85 -Nx lb/in .+ 
57. 57 
28 ýV vv 28 V 
00 00 
- 28 " 30 135 180 - 28 0 
ý- 5V . 00 135 . 180 '. 
- 85 85 
114 114 
i7 77 
58 Ni lb/in 58. Nt lb/in 
38 ' ` 38 ' * 
19 * 
00 
111.1 . . 
00 
19, 
6 45 90 \" 80 A ye - 19 0 45 0 80 








- 21 0 45 90 $35 130 -. 21 0 45 90 135 180 
- 41 - 41 
- 62 - 62 
-. 83 -"83 
FWD FRAME MIDDLE OF FRAME REAR FRAME 
Fig-5-5.1 MEMBRANE STRESS. RESULTANTS DIST . -. WING STIFFNESS 
EFFECT 
* refer paragraph (v) of section 3.9. 
t3 5 
CENTRE BODY (72-12-60) ; LOW WING PICK UP - TAI L LOAD 
R=6. t=0.06 Nztr=4 A5--0. i lr=0.01 1f=0.1 
WITHOUT WING WITH WING 
. 52 . 52 
" 39 
= Mx lb-in/in +. 39 Mx lb-in/in t 
. 26 
/ . 26 
/ 
13 * "13 
90 _ 14 ý" I º80 -. 1 90 4 ý" 15 
°180 
, , , 
26: 26 
39 ' -. 39 
. 52 
52 
1.07 . 07 
" 80 
Ml lb-in/in " 80 
Mi lb-in/in 
. 54" . 54 
. 27 . 27 
.0 . i3 
_" 2Z 45 
90 13 180 . 27 
45 90 13 X180 
-. 54 54 
-. 80' -. 80 
7" ~1.07 
. 192:, . 192 
. 144L 
Mx t lb-in/in ,44 
MX I lb-in/in 
. 096 
. 048 "048 
. 00 . 00 
/ 
-. o48 45 0 
135 180 - .. 048 ti , 
45 0 135 180 
-. 096 -ý -. 096 
ý 
_+. 
-. 144 -. 144 
-: 192 -. 192 
FWD FRAME MIDDLE OF FRAME REAR FRAME 





CENTRE BODY (72-12-60) ', MID WING PICK UP - TAIL LOAD 
R=6. t=O. OG Nstr=4 As=0.1 1r=0.01 1f=0.1 
WITH WING WITHOUT WING 
85 
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180 
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. 5.5.3 MEMBRANE 
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9Q" l' X13 V18 
0 
87 
CENTRE BODY (72-12-60)-. MID WING PICK UP - TAIL LOAD 
R=6. t=0.06 Nsir=4 A5=0.1 Ir=0.01 1f=0.1 
WITH WING WITHOUT WING', 
lb-in/in lb-in/in 
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OO$ý 
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A Aý A\ 
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A5 '96'6 5 180 
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k . 025[ 
H ý'] 
4ý 9 Q5 V180 
. 02 -. 02 
-. 049: - -. 
04 
FWD FRAME MIDDLE OF FRAMES' REAR FRAME 
180 




CENTRE BODY (72-12-60) ; MID WING 'PICK UP -1g INERTIA 
R=6. i=0.06 Nstr=4 A5=0.1 1r=0.01 ]f=0.1 





5.1 X 5.1 x 
3.4 -ýý 3.4 
1.7 - 1.7 
0 OA 
_ 1.7 45 9 135 t 30 - 1.7 45 9 135 180 
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ý. 49* Nt 
1.0 
. bU 
"- . 50 




















FWD FRAME MIDDLE OF FRAMES- REAR FRAME 
135 180 
Fig . 5-5.5 MEMBRANE STRESS RESULTANTS DISTRIBUTION-WING STIFF EFFECT,. 





180 50 45 90 .ý 35 180 
_1,49 
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. -1 "99 
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89 
CENTRE BODY (72--1 2--60) ; MID W1 NG PICK UP -- 1gT NERT IA 
R=6" t=0"06 Nstr="4 A-''0"1 1r=0. O1 If 0"I 
WITH WING WITHOUT WING 
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Fi g. s. s. 6 BENDING STRESS RESULTANTS DISTRIBUTION-WING STIFF. 
EFFECT. 
90 
CENTRE BODY (72-12-60) ; WITH WING STIFF. - TAIL LOAD 

































+ 85 Nx 
57 
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X35 180 -2 --, s- 90 



























Fig. s. 5.7 MEMBRANE STRESS-RESULTANTS DIST. -WING POSITION 
CHANGE. 
91 
CENTRE BODY (72-2-6O) . WITH WING STIFF. -- TAIL LOAD 
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_. o tý45 180 48 
. -. 096 
- . 144 
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Table 5.2 Body Interaction Forces of Chosen RPV 
under Symmetric Loads 









Wing 93.8 82.8 176.6 
1g 21.4 - 0.2 21.2 
Body 1 rad/sect 2920.3 -2834.0 86.3 
Tail Load 500 - 600.0 -100.0 
Table 5.3 Body Interaction Displacements of Chosen 
RPV under Symmetric Body Load Conditions 
Uyx100(inch) 
ý- 




Loads Forward Rear Forward Rear 
1g 0.242 0.241 - 6.0 0.055 
1 rad/sec2 -14.70 -0.294 -102.26 10.056 
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99 
CENTRE BODY (72-12-60)-. LOW WING PICK UP - TAIL LOAD 
R=6. t=0.06 N3 tr=4 As=0. i lr=0.01 1f=0. 'i 





- 28 0 .5 1190 








9 4i 90 
- 38 _+ 





















. FWD FRAME MIDDLE OF FRAMEs REAR FRAME 
Fl ß. 5.6. i MEMBRANE STRESS RESULTANTS DIST .- INTERACTION TYPE EFFECT. -( 1) 
refer paragraph (v) of section 3.9. 
114 lb/in 










_ -ý . 58- 
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CENTRE BObY (72-12-60) : LOW WING PICK UP TAIL LOAD 
R=6. t=0.06 N3Ir=4 As=0.1 1r=0.01 1f=0.1 
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- . 04 4 
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FWD. -FRAME MIDDLE OF FRAMES 
'REAR FRAME 
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F g. 5.6.2 BENDING STRESS RESULTANTS DI ST . -*INTERACTION TYPE EFFECT (1) 
101 
CENTRE BODY (72-12-60)'-MID WING PI CK UP - TAIL LOAD 
R=6. t=0.06 N3tr=4 As=0.1 Ir=0. 01 I f=0.1 
X. Y. 2 INTERACTION Y. 2 
lb/in lb /in 
85 85 
63' Nx .+ 63 
Nx 
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42: v 42. rýý v 
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_ 21 Q 0 
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- 42 42 
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_ 7, S5 94 


























MIDDLE OF FRAMES- REAR FRAME 
80 
Fig -5.6.3 MEMBRANE STRESS RESULTANTSDIST. -WING PICK UP TYPE 
CHANGE (2) 
102 
CENTRE BODY t72-12-60)-, MID WING PICK UP -- TAIL LOAD 
R-6. t=0.06 N3tr=4 As=0.1 Ir=0.01 If=0.1 
X, Y, Z INTERACTION Y, Z INTERACTION 
lb-in/in lb-in/in 




































FW. D FRAME MIDDLE OF FRAMES- REAR FRAME 
35- 80 




CENTRE BODY U2-12-613), -MID WING 
'PICK UP - TAIL LOAD 
R-6. t=0.06 Nstr=4 As=O.! Ir=0.01 If=0. I 
Y, Z INTERACTION X, Y, Z, cvtoz INTERACTION 
lb/in lb/in 
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FWD FRAME MIDDLE OF FRAMES- REAR FRAME 
80 
Ft9"s. 6. s MEMBRANE STRESS RESULTANTS DIST. -W]NG PICK UP TYPE 
CHANGE (3) 
(ý 
A, / "--ý 
X 90 / 35 480 
104 
CENTRE BODY t72-12-60) : MID WING PICK UP -- TAIL LOAD 
R=6.20.06 Nstr=4 As-0.1 Ir=0.01 If=0. I 
Y, Z. INTERACTION X, Y, Z, o 'oZ INTERACTION 
v 
lb-in/in 'lb-in/in 
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RING FRAMED CENTRE BODY - MID WING ; TAIL LOAD 














. 90 1.12 1.35 1.57 1 
X102 dec 
(t'=O. 0706) 























Fig. 6.2. ý EFFECTS OF NO. OF STRINGERS CHANGE - AXIAL DISPL. 
I* 
refer paragraph (i) of section 3.9. 
107 
RING FRAMED CENTRE BODY "- MID WING ; TAIL LOAD 







'"'ý u (i n) 































Nstr= 4 Nstr=16 Nstr= 0 
Fig. 6.2.3 EFFECTS OF NO. OF STRINGERS CHANGE - RADIAL DI'SPL. 
108 
RING FRAMED CENTRE BODY - MID WING ; TAIL LOAD 








e . 22 . 15 G9 . 99 1.12 1.35 1.57 1 
X10Aieg 
(t'=0.0706) 



























Fig. 6.2.4 EFFECTS OF NO. OF STRINGERS CHANGE - TANG. DISPL. 
109 
CENTRE BODY( t'=0.0706 72-12-60): SYM. TAIL LOAD 
Ir=0.01 Lrsp=12" If=0.1 6R LOW WING 
X102 
1.64 
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. 00 . 
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X102 -1,64 X102 X=60 X_66 
Nstr=4 Nstr=16 Nstr=O 
Fig-6.2. s" EFFECT OF NO. OF STRINGERS CHANGE - AXIAL STRESS 
* refer paragraph (ii) of section 3.9. 
110 
CENTRE BODY( t'=0.0706 72-12-60): SYM. TAIL LOAD 
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CENTRE BODY( t'-0.0706 72-12-60) ; SYM. TAIL LOAD 






-. 36 "45 . 90 1.35 1.80 
-. 72 X102 X=96 
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. 72 . 72 
. 36 "36 
. 00 "00 
-. 36 Q. - " 
90 1 . 35 . 80 -. 3 6 0 . 45 . 90 . 80 
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' 
. 00 . 00 
-. 36 0 . 45 . 90 1.35 1.80 -. 36 0__.. . 90 1.35 
N-80 
'"72 
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. 36 "36 
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>14 1. 
.. 
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1 
X=72FWDX . ý2 X 72REA 
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- 72 
X102 -.? 2 X102 . X=60 X-66 
Nstr=4 Nstr= 16 Nstr=0 
Fig. 6.2.. lo EFFECT OF NO. OF STRINGERS CHANGE - HOOP STRESS 
ý .. 
115 
CENTRE BODY( t'=0.0706 72-12-60); SYM. TAIL LOAD 
Ir=0.01 Lrsp=12. If=0.1 6R LOW WING 
. 67 
. 33 
. 00 " -- 
-. 34 0 . 45 





-- . 67 
MX lb-in/in 







1.80 -. 30 . 45 . 90 1.35 1.80 
-. 61 X102 X-90 
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. 35 1.80 2 
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X102 _. 67 
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_X -72FWD X-72REA 
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. 33 . 33 
. 00 -- - - "00" _. 
-. 34 . 45 . 90 1.35 1.80 -, 34 0 . 45 . 90 1.35 1.80 
-. 6 7 
X102 -. 67 X10 
2 
X -60 X-66 
Nstr=4 Nsir16 Nstr=0. ''' 
F: 9.6.2.11 EFFECT OF NO. OF STRINGERS CHANGE - AXIAL BEND. 
116 
CENTRE BODY( t'=0.0706 72-12-60); SYM. TAIL LOAD 
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. 00 "-- - '' . 00 
-. T1.0 . 45 
. 35 1.80 -. 7} 0 . 
45 
. 90 1 . 35 1.80 
_1.42_ X=84REAX102 -1.42 X=90 
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Nstr-4 Nstr -- 16 N, str-0 
F: 9. G. 212 EFFECT OF NO. OF STRINGERS CHANGE - CIRC. BEND. 
117 
CENTRE BODY( t'=0.0706 72-12-60); SYM. TAIL LOAD 
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X102 
X-66 
Nstr-4 Nstr=16 Nstr=O 
F; g. 6.2.13 EFFECT OF NO. OF STRINGERS CHANGE - TWISTING 
e 
118 
CENTRE BODY (12R, Nstr = 4,72-1.2-60) ; SYM. TAIL (F=40OLBF) 
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NO STRINGER A3=0.2 (Ns tr=4) A. 5=1 . 125 (4) 
Fig. 62.14EFFECT OF STRINGER AREA CHANGE - DIRECT STRESS 
119 
CENTRE BODY (12R, Nstr=4, 72-12-60) ; SYM. TAIL (F=400LBF) 
1f=0.8 Af=2.0 1r=0.08 Lrsp=12" 180 deg PIC K UP 
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1 . 39 
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-1.39 X=60 X=66 
NO STRINGER As =0.2 (Ns it=, 4) A. 5=1.125 (4) 
Fig . 6.2.15EFFECT OF STRINGER AREA CHANGE- HOOP STRESS 
120 
CENTRE BODY (12R , Nstr=4, ' 72-12-60) : SYM.. TAIL (F= 400L BF) 
1f =0.8 Af=2.0 lr=0.08 Lr3p=12. 180 deg PIC K UP 
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90 1.35 1.80 
2 X1 0 2 X1 0 
21. X=7 8 X=84 FWD 
X10 X10 




0 A5 . 90 
T i -0 1 RQ . 45 q0 1 . 35 1 . 80 -. 1T X10 2 ,i X10 
21.. X=72FWD . 21 X=72 REA 
X10 0 X1 
. 21 . 
21 
11 
. il " 
0 . 45 . 90 1. SQ 0 45 90 1 . 1" 
80 
2 10 X 
11 
X102 
-. 21 X=60 -. 21 X=66 
NO STRINGER As=O. 2 (Ns tr=4) A, 5=1.125(4) 
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('ENTRE BODY (12R t =0 " OC 72-12-613); SYM. TAIL (F=400LBF) 
If=0.8 Af=2.0 As=O. 2 Lr5r=12. )80 del PICK UP 
X103 
. 24 
.i2 -_- N lb/in 





. 24 . 24- 
2-' 12f, 
. nn . nn ; 
-, 12 
0 1 8QL 
X1 02 X1 02 - 
. 24_ X=84REA 24 X90 X103 ý x1 o 
. 24 . 24 
. i2 . 12 
-. 12 
0.45 . 90 i. 35 1.8Q "12 
b =: == : 45. ß-. .g 1.35 1.80 
X1 02 X10 
-"24 X78 24 X=34FWD 
xlo x10 
. 24 . 24 
. 12 . i2 
.00 ,. ° .ý . 00 " ... __.. . ý, `.. 
-. l? " 
90 . 8Q 
. 12) 12- 
0- . 45 . 90 0--* i. 35 1". 80 
X 1. () 2 ý.: 2 x10 
-"2 . 
X=72FWD "-. 24 X=72REA 
xi0 x10 
. 24 "24 
2 "i2 
00 
12 0"- " 45 " 90 - t" 
3`5ý .-ý: " 8Q 12 . o- 45 . 90 1 .3" 1 80 . 2 X10 " ý 2 X10 
-. 24 X=60 -. 24 X=66 
lr=0.08 1r=0.0008 
FIg "6.3.: 1 EFFECT OF RING ]r CHANGE - DIRECT STRESS 
I* refer paragraph (ii) of section 3.9. 
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CENTRE BODY (12R 1=0.06 72-12-60); SYM. TA1L(F=400LBF) 
1f=0.8 Af=2.0 As=O. 2 Lrsp=12" 180 deg PICK UP 
X102 
1 . 25 
. 62 Nt lb/in 
62 0 "_ . 45-" . 90 1 "35 
'11""80 
X1 02 





. G2 , ý ýý 
G2 
00 
_ . 62 
90 1 "35 1 "8Q: , 62 
0 " 45 ; 9b 1.80 
X102 X102 
5 -1 "2 X=84REA -1 . 75 X=90 2 X1 J X1 0 
1.25 1.25 
G2:. 62: - :. 
. 00 - " 00 
," 
-. 62 
0 " 45 " 90 
-1.35 1 . 84 2 1.35 T, 
'. 80 
2 X10 2 X 10 
-1 . 225 X=78 . -1 . 25 X=84FWD X10 X10 
1.25 1.25- 
G2 . G2 
0 
- G2 . 
45 " 90` ' ý1 35 -1 " 8o . G2 
0 . 45 
ý ý"9fl 1 . 3. ' , 
1.8! 3 








.00 ý_ _ _- _ 
"' . 00" 
-. 62 
0 _ 
45 _'"'9ýJ 1.35 1" 8Q 
" G2 
0 . 45 . 90 1 "35 V-80 2 X10 2 X10 
"-1.25 X=60 "-1.25 X=66 
1r=0.08 1r=0.0008 
Fl 9.6.3.2 EFFECT OF RING Ir CHANGE - HOOP STRESS 
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CENTRE BODY (12R t=0.06 72-12-60) : SYM. TAIL tF=400LBF) 







0 . 45 "90 1.80 
X102 




. 98 . 98 
. 00 . 00 
^M130 . 45 . 90 -j- 





X=84REA _1.961 2 
X=90 
X10 X10 
i . 96 1 . 96 
"98 ". "' w Q8 
"QQ' "00 0 
. 98 . 
45 . 90 .25 1.8Q. 98 0 " 45 " 90 i""5 1.80 
x10 X10 
-1 . 96 X 78 6- .9 X=84FWD X102 2 X10 
i . 96 1 . 96 
- 
98 0 . 45 . 9Q 1 . 
35 1" RQ 
. qg: 
0 d5 a. 90 1.35 1 . 80 
X1 02 X1 02 
96 -1. 2 





. 98 "98 
ý ~ 45 . 90 i . "35 1.8Q . 98 
0 . 45 . 90 25 1 . 80 
X10 x(10 
-1 " 96 X=60 .-1" 
96 X=66 
1r=0. D8 1r=0.0008 
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CENTRE BODY (72- Lc-60) " TAIL LOAD 




" 00 ýý 
N lb/in 
_, ß2 
A"5: "='. 90 1.35 1.80 
X 
2 
-1 . 624 
X= 96 or 118 2 2 X10 X10 
1 1.64 
. 82 . 82 
-. 82 
01 . 35 1 . 8Q . 82 
0 ..... = =" : -9'Ö 1 . 35 1 . 80 
X1 02 1 02 
-1 . 64 X=rf REA -1.64 
X=90 or 102 
X102 X102 
1.64 1.64 
. 82 . 82 ,-_... 
-. 82 " 
0-'-. --4 5ý . 90 1.35 : 1'. 80. . 82 
0- . : . 45= - !93 1.35 1 . 80 
X 102 X2 10 
4 1.6 X= middle of frames -1 . 64 X=rf. FWD 2 Xlo X102 
1.64 1.64 
. 82 . 82 
. 00 "ý - . 00 
82 8 -' " 45 . 90 1 .. 35- _1. " 8Q 82 
= ". 45 . 90 1 "35 0 2 X10 10 X2 
-1.62 
X10 




. 82 . 82 
. 00 _ . 
00' --- 
. 45 . 90 -. 82 
0 1. 5 1 . 80-. 82 
_ 45 . 90 1 .2 
ý- 1-. 80 
. X102 2 X10 
"-1 . 64 X=60 --1 . 64 X=66 
Lc=24 Lc=12 
Fýg. 6.4.1 EFFECT OF FRAME PITCH CHANGE - DIRECT STRESS 
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CENTRE BODY (72- Lc-60) s TAIL LOAD 







0 . 45 
`. - }-º35- " 1 . 80 
X102 
-. 70 X= rf t12-- , x 10 x102 
. l0 . 70 
. 35 . 35 
35 0 . 45 90 ``-ý' 1.8Q , 35 
0 . 45 .9U3 1 "80 2 X10 2 X10 
-. 70 X=rý REA -. 702. X= rft6. 
x10 x10 
. 70 -70- 
- 35 " 35 
-00 
-rý"/ 
_. -........,. ý., 
"ý \ rte. 






0 . 45 . 90 1.35 1.8Q 35.0 . 45 . 90 1.35 1.80 
X10 2 2 X10 
-. 70 X= MIDDLE _. 70 Xrf FWD X10 X10 
. 70 -70- 
- 35 "35 
15 0 . 45 . 90 T-- 5" 1.8Q . 35 
0 . 45 " 90 1- *35 1.80 2 X10 X2 10 
-. 70' X=72FWD '.. 70 X=72REA 
xIo X10 
"70 . 70 
. 35 35 
. 35 
0 . 45 . 90 1 -35r 
f 1 -8Q " 35 
0 . 45 -90 1 35 1.80 
xl 02 xl o2 ?0 X=60 - . 70 X=66 
Lc=24 L. c"-12 
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1 1 
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BOOM-WEB-BOOM TYPE FRAMED SHELL(72-12-G0); SYMM. TAIL LOAD 
R=6. 0 T=0.06 Ir=0 . 01 Astr=Ar=O. 1 Nstr=i Lbw-WING 
X102 
1.48 




D0 .4 . 90 1.35 1.80 -' 74 X102 
-1 . 48 X=96 
X102 X102 
1 . 48 _1 . 
48 
. 00 .0 0 .4 . 90- 1.35 1.80 0 74 - 
4 . 90 1.35 1.80 
X102 . - X102 






. 90 1.35 1.80 0 J4 - . 
90 1.35 1.80 
-' 74 X102 - ' X102 
-1.18. X=78 "-1.48 X=84FWD 
X102 X102 
1.48 1.48 
. Oa 0 
--. '74 







-1 . 48 . 
X='72FWD -- 1 . 48 - 
X -72REA 
X102 X102 
1 . 48 
1 . 18 
. '74 
" . '74 
- 
. 00" .0 0 9 . 15 . 
90 1.35 ' 1.80 0 
74 . 
15 . 90 1 . 35 1.82 
"'" 1 " X102 . X102 
-1 48 X=60 . -1.48 X=66 
Ri=5.5 Ri=5.0 Ri=5.5(unsym. ) 
Fig. 6.5.1 EFFECT OF FRAME DEPTH CHANGE -- DIRECT STRESS 
r 
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BOOM-WEB-BOOM TYPE FRAMED SHELL(72-12-60); SYMM. TAIL LOAD 





. 90" 0 
X102 
. 23 






















. 15 . 90 
X=78 
























. 45 . 90 1.35 1.80 
X102 
X=84FWD 




0 . 15 . 90 1.35 1.80 _ .20 
. 45 . 90 1.35 1.80 
. X102 X102 
, 47 
X=60 . 47 X=66 
Ri=5.5 Ri=5"0 Ri=5.5(unsym.? 
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Table 6.2 Effect of the Rear Body Length to 
the Shell Stress under Tail Load. 
Tail plan position; 900 
R= 6-. 0 inch, t=0.06 inch, Lrsp = 12.0 inch 
Lf = 72 inch, Lc = 12 inch 
Pt = 200 lbf 
a) Direct Stress (NxR2/Mb) at X= 84.0 inch 
L0 0 22.5 45 67.5 90 112.5 135 157.5 180 
r 
60.0 -0.15 -0.15 -0.18 -0.19 -0.14 -0.02 0.20 0.39 '0.46 
24.0 -0.12 -0.13 -0.15 -0.16 -0.11 0.03 0.18 0.32 0.36 




0 22.5 45 67.5 90 
1112.5 
135 152.5 180 
60.0 0 -0.01 . 0.05 0.16 0.29 0.42 0.42 0.26 0 
24.0 0 -0.02 0.02 0.13 0.28 0.41 0.44 0.29 0 
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CENTRE BODY (6R t=0.06 24-12-24. ): SYM. TAIL LOAD 




. 00- -- - 
NX 1b/in 
-. 37 ,o-- 
1 . 35 1 . 80 
-. 74 X102 X=48 
X102 X102 
. 74 . 74- 
. 37:. -ý- ý- . 37 - 
-. 37 1-35 1-80 -. 37 0-" -- 
=1 
. 35 1 . 80 
. 74 
X102 -. 74 X102 X=36REA X=42 
X102 X102 
. 74 "74 
-. 37 0'""- 4.90 1 . 35 1 . 80 -. 37 0-- - 1.35 1.80 
-'74 




. 74 . 74- 
. 37:. "37 
. 00: "00 
_, 37 . 45 . 90 1.3 . 80 -. 37 45 . 90 1.35 1.80 
. 74 




"74 . 74- 
. 37:. . 37 
. 00 "00 
_, 37 0 . 45 . 90 1.35 1.80 -. 37 . 45 . 90 1.35 . 80 
--. 74 
2 X10 --"74 
2 X10 
X=12, X=18 
0 deg 90 deg 180 deg 
Fig. 6.7.1 EFFECT OF TAIL POSITION POSITION CHANGE -DIRECT 
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CENTRE BODY (6R t=0.06 24-12-24. ): SYM. TAIL LOAD 
If=0.1 Af=1.0 I r=0.01 Lrsp=12. Nstr=4 As=0.1 Low WING 
X102 
. 32- 
. 16-:. , _-. _. _. _. _. Nt lb/in 
. 00 





. 32 . 32- 
. 16, -. . 
16 
-. 16 _ý. _ . 
90 1.35 1". 80 -. 16 0 90 _, 7 1-. 80 . . 
-. 32 
2 10 -"32 
2 X10 
=36REAX X X=42 
X102 X102 
. 32 . 32 
. 00 . 00- 
0 
.16 . 
45 90 1.35 1.80 .16 . 
90 80 
- 32 
2 X10 -. 32 
°-' 2 X10 
' X=30 X=36FWD 
X102 X102 
. 32 . 32- 
. 16-:. . 16 
00_. ý . 00* 
-. i6 0 45 
1ý9 1. 1.80 -. 16 0 "45 5 1.80 
-. 32 
X102 --'32 X102 X=24FWD X=24REA 
X102 X102 
. 32 . 
32- 
. 16:. . 16 
. 00 "00 
-, 16 0 . 45 . 90 1.35 
1.80 -. 16 0 . 45 . 90 1.35 1.80 
- 32 
2 X10 -. 32- 
2 X10 
. X=12 X=18 
0 deg 90 deg 180 deg 
F 9.6.7.2 EFFECT, OF TAIL POSITION POSITION CHANGE - HOOP- 
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CENTRE BODY (6R t=0.06 24-12-24. ): SYM. TAIL LOAD 








-. 16 0 "45 1.80 
-. 32 X102 X=48 
X102 X102 
. 32 . 32 
. 16 . 16 
. 00- --. . 00 
.16 
0 " 45 1 . 80 =. 16) 0 . 45 1 . 80 
32 X102 -"32 X102 X=36REA X=42 
X102 X102 
. 32 "32 
. 00 
-. 16 0 . 45 . 90 1.35 1.80 -. 16 0 . 45 . 90 1 . 35 1 . 80 
-. 32 
X102 -"32 X102 X=30 X=36FWD 
X102 X102 
. 32 . 32 
. 16 "16 
_ 
. 00 . 00 
--16 0 . 45 . 90 
1.80 -. 16 0 . 45 . 90 1.35 1.80 
-. 3 2 
X102 '"32 X102 X=24FWD X=24REA 
X102 X102 
. 32 . 
32 
. 16 . 16' 
. 00 "00 
-. 16 0 "45 . 90 1.75 1.80 -. 16 0 . 45 . 90 
3e 1" 1.80 
-. 32 
X102 -- . 32 - 
X102 
X=12 X=18 
0 deg 90 deg 180 deg 
Fig-6.7.3 EFFECT OF TAIL POSITION POSITION CHANGE - SHEAR 
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CENTRE BODY (6R t=0.06 24-12-24. ): SYM. TAIL LOAD 
If=0.1 Af'=1.0 Ir=0.01 Lrsp=12. Nstr=4 As=0.1 LOW WING 
. 21 
.11ý, ý"- M lb-in/in 
. 00 --- -"=- - 
_, 1} 0 . 41.80 
_, '21 X=48 
X102 
. 21 . 21 




-. 11 0 " 45 `" 
40 
- . 35 1 . 80 -. 11 0 
-'21 X10 
2 21 X=36REA 
. 21 . 
21 




. -. 11 0 . 45 . 90 1.35 1.80 -. 11 0 
-. 21 
X102 -"21 X=30 
. 21 . 21 




-, 11 0 . 45 . 
90 1.35' . 80 0 
21 X10 21 X=24FWD 
. 21 . 
21 




-. 11 0 . 45 "90 1.35 1.80 1- 0 
--. 21 
X102 -"21 X=12 
0 deg 90 deg 
. 45 . 90--'- 1.35 1.80 
X102 
X=42 
. 45- . 35 1.80 
X102 
X=36FWD 








Ftg. 6"7.4 EFFECT OF TAIL POSITION POSITION CHANGE - AXIAL BEND. 
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CENTRE BODY (6R t=0.06 24-12-24. ); SYM. TAIL LOAD 












; %"'1 . 35 1 . 80 
X102 
. 46 . 46 
. 23 . 23 
-. 00 -. 00 








_, 23 0 . 45 . 
90 1.3 
-. 46: 





_, 23 . 45 . 90 1.3 
-. 46 X 12 
X 10 2 
= 
Mt lb-in/in 







. 80 -. 23 0 . 45 . 90 1.35 1.80 
-- . 46 X=18 
X102 









35 1 . 80 -. 23 0.4S "' . 90" " 
!1 
. 35 1'. 80 
X=36REAX102 -"46 X=42 
X102 
Fig. 6.7.5 EFFECT OF TAIL POSITION POSITION CHANGE - CIRC. 
BEND. 
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CENTRE BODY (6R t=0.06 24-12-24"): SYM. TAIL LOAD 
If=0.1 Af=1.0 1r=0.01 Lrsp=12. Ns tr=4 As=0.1 LOW WING 
X10-1 
1.60- 






%ý'ý"__. f90 1.35 1 . 80 
-1 . 60 X=48 
X10-1 X10-1 
1.60 1.60 :, 
-. 80 0 " 45 " 90 
5 . 80 -. 80 0 . 45 . 90 1. 1 . 80 
-1 60 
X1 02 ' -1.60 X102 . X=36REA X=42 
X10-1 X10-1 
1 . 60 1.60 
. 80 
. 00: "00 
-. 80 0 " 45 . 
90 1.35 1 . 80 -. 80 
0- -" 90 i" 35 1 "80 
-1.60 X=30 
X102 -1.60 X=36FWD 
X102 
X10_1 X10-1 
1.60 1.60 - 
. 80 -:. "80 
. 00 ý--'" . 
00 _ 
80 0 . 45 " 80 . 80 0 
45 . 90 1-" 35 1.80 
-1'60 f 
2 10 . -1.60 - X102 X=24FWD X=24REA 
X10-1 X10-1 
1.60 1.60 
. 80 "80 
. 00 , "00 
" 
, $0 
ý}` 0 1.35 1.80 -. 80 0 . 45 "90 1.35 1.80 
. 60 
X102 -1.60 X102 . X=12 X=18 
0 deg 90 deg 180 deg 
Fig. 6"7.6 EFFECT OF TAIL POSITION POSITION CHANGE - TWIST 
k ,. 
J. -L 






Low Wing Pick up 




Lf=72. O inch 
L =12.0 inch 
C 






E) = 180° 




No apparent difference between 
the body with fixed P/U DOF and 
_O. 1 the body with wing stiffness 
has been found. 
U x1OOi nch 
v 
x 66 72 78 84 90 
with 0 -1.643 -0.874 0.068 1.008 1.933 
Wing 
180 -0.782 -0.053 0.07] 0.076 0.879 
without 0 -1.610 -0.826 0.013 1.090 2.029 
Wing 
180 -0.742 0. 0.007 
1 
0. 0.968 
Fig. 6.8.1 Radial Displacement Distribution along 
the Longitudinal Axis. 
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72-12-60; 135 deg Pick Up 
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Fig. 6.9.1 Axial Stress at the Middle of Two Frame 
Two Framed-Shell with Cutout 
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Fig. fß. 9.2 EFFECTS OF FRAME TYPE WITH CUTOUT- DIRECT STR. 
f 
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Fig. 6.9.3 EFFECTS OF FRAME TYPE WITH CUTOUT - SHEAR FLOW 
154a 
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Forward Pick up 
Frame 












- -- 72 l, c 60 
Forward body Centre body Rear body 





As; Area of stringer (in2). 
If; Second moment of area of 
frame (in 4 ). 
Ir; Second moment of area of 
ring stiffener (in4). 
Lrsp; Spacing of standard ring 
stiffeners (in). 
Nstr; Number of stringer (=4). 
R; Radius of shell (in). 
t; Thick ness of shell skin (in). 
t'; Effective skin thickness 
for direct stress (in). 
Nx; Direct stress (lbf/in). Pt; Normal force on the tail (lbf). 
Q ;, Shear stress (lbf/in). Z(Lc)= GtR4/EIfLC. 
72-Lc-60; Length of body sections(in). 
0; Wing position angle (deg). `ý° = 1/(Tt + 2As/Rt) for Nstr-4' 
Fig. 7.1.1 Geometry and notations considered. 
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72-LC-60 ; Tail Load 
R=6. R/t=200 AS/Rt=0.2778 Ir/If=0.1 Lr5P =12, 






0.5 Ref. 21(Z=2 
FEM(Lc=4R) 
Rbf. 21(Z=0 
Ref . 21(Z=12.5 ) 
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90 180 90 180 
(a) Z(Lc)=25., 180 deg P/U (b) Z(Lc)=25., 135 deg P/U 




P Ref. 21(Z=50) 
FEM L =R 
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21(Z=50) Ref ( c \ ) 









(c); ZjLc)=50., 180 deq PEU (d) Z(Lc)=100.1,180 deq P/U 
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GtR4/EIfLc = 25. ; Tail load, 180 deg Pick up 
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-0.2 
i te(a) R=12, R/t=200, Lc=Lrs =12., If=1.6, Ir/If=0.1 
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(b) R=3, R/t=100, Lc=12, Lrsp=6, Ir/If=0.1 
Fig. 7.2.2 Effect of, stringer area on direct stress. 
______________________________________- ___________________ 
72-Lc-6O , Tail Load 
GtR4/EIfLc = 25. 
O. MR2 0.5 NMR2 






























Fig. 7.3.1 Direct stress distribution on rear pick up. ... 
Z(Lc)=25. 
I, 




fLc r--25., 72-Lc-60, Tail Load 
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(d) R=12,135 deg P/U 
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* Rear Pick Up Frame 
Z(Lc)= GtR4 EI fLc 
o ,,, 
180 , dell 
ell 
(c) Lc R=4. 
O. 3 
Fig. 7.3.3 Effect of variation of Lc/R and Z (Lc)' on NX 
R=6. R/t=200 AS/Rt=0.2778 Ir/If=O. 1 ; 180 P/U, Tail Load 
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180 deg Pick Up Tail Loading 
R/t=200 AS/Rt=0.2778 Nstr=4 Ir/If=0.1 Lrsp=12. 
NxR2 
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Fig. 7.3.5 Direct stress at 1800 on the rear pick up frame. 
.. 3r 
e_-7 3 
72_Lc-60 180 deg Pick Up ; Tail Loading 
R/t=200 As/Rt=O. 2778 Nstr=4 Ir/If=O. 1 LrsP =12 
a---- - -e --- -A - -- -Q 
, x- - -- -- 
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(b) 
Z(LC) _ GtR4 
EI fLc 
Fig. 7.3.6 Variation of maximum shear flow on the rear frame. 
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Z(Lc)=25. R=6. t=0.03 AS=0.05 Lc=12 If=0.05 
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x; Ref. 21 ,/ 
(c) L"rs =12 
90 lgý 
(d) L =6. 
.' rsp 
90 180_ 
Fig. 7.4.1 Effect of variation of Ir/If 
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GtR4/EIfLc =25. R=6. R/t=200 As=0.05 
72-12-60,180 deg P/U 
Constant Ir/Lrsp=0.00042 in3 
- NXR2 
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x; Ref. 21 
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